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ABSTRACT 
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This work is the study of the dual movement of a people. Firstly, the Serbs 

physically migrated, starting in the 1880s and concluding in the 1910s, from the Balkans to 

the Chicago region. Second, by the late 1930s, these immigrants had moved racially from 

being an indeterminate racial group to being part of the white race. When Serbs came to 

the Chicago region, Protestant native-bom Americans did not consider them to be white. 

From the Serbs' arrival around the turn of the century to the early 1930s, Chicago area 

Progressives and residents constructed a racialized view of these Serbs. The Serbs, 

according to these mostly Anglo Americans, were uncivilized. 

Middle-class immigrant Serbs, declaring a need for racial improvement, 

constructed themselves as civilized and white. These Serbs pointed back to centuries of 

Serbian civilization and culture as proof of their fitness to participate in Anglo-American 

society. Serbian history showed they were a truly democratic and civilized people, not the 

tribal savages that Anglo-Americans saw. Immigrant Serbs, through benefit and fraternal 

organizations, also promoted the Yugoslav ideal as the path toward civilization. Creating a 

Yugoslav kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes would show Americans that all Serbs 

everywhere were democratic and civilized. 

With the rise of xenophobia and racism during the 1920s, the United States 

experienced a crisis in race and citizenship. Serbs stood at the crossroads of this crisis. 

While middle-class Serbs continued promoting themselves as white and civilized, Anglo 
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Americans realized that they too could benefit fi'om these Serbian middle class' efforts. 

The Serbs, Anglo-Americans argued, should become citizens and pledge their allegiance 

to the United States. Through this process of citizenship, the Serbs would leam to be 

good Americans, a key to becoming white. As part of the white race, the Serbs would no 

longer present a challenge to Anglo-American racial hegemony. 
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1. ANGLO-AMERICANS, SERBS, AND WHITENESS 

Historians of American immigration have heretofore neglected Serbian immigrants. 

Several highly filiopietistic works do exist regarding various segments of Serbian 

immigrant life. Yet, few historians have devoted entire monographs to Serbian 

immigrants.' When scholars have produced studies of Serbian immigrants, they limited 

their scope to narrow portions of Serbian life. These scholars also often discussed South 

Slavs, including Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, as a unified group. This artificial amalgam 

ignored the South Slavs' varying experiences in the Balkans and the United States. Some 

contemporary immigration historians, such as John Bodnar, do study Serbs, but only when 

they fit into their analytical fiameworks. Such approaches also limit the proper study of 

major aspects of Serbian immigrant life.^ 

'The following is a sampling of the filiopietistic historiography on Serbian Americans; 
Lazar Brkich, "Serbian Fraternal, Social, and Cultural Organizations in America," in 
Studies in Ethnicity: The East European Experience in America Charles A. Ward, Philip 

Shashko, and Donald E. Pienkos, eds.(Boulder, CO: East European Monographs, 1980): 
103-140; George Prpic, South Slavic Immigration in America (Boston: Twayne, 1978); 
Gerald Gilbert Govorchin, Americans From Yugoslavia (Gainesville: University of Florida 
Press, 1961); and Bozidar Dragicevich, "American Serb" (master's thesis. University of 
Minnesota, 1973). See also Adam S. Eterovich's numerous works on South Slavic 
immigrants throughout the United States. 

"Deborah Kay Padgett, "Settlers and Sojourners: A Study of Serbian Adaptation in 
Milwaukee" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, 1979); Joseph 
Stipanovich Petrovich, "Tn Unity Is Strength': Immigrant Workers and Immigrant 
Intellectuals in Progressive America: A History of the South Slav" (Ph.D. diss.. University 
of Minnesota, 1978); Linda A. Bennett "Personal Choice in Ethnic Identity 
Maintenance; Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in Washington, D.C." (Ph.D. diss., American 
University, 1978); and John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in 
t/rZ>aw.4me/7ca(Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1985), 12. 
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Although authors typically discussed Serbs nationally, to comprehend Serbs' role in 

American society during the early twentieth century one must study them locally. The 

Chicago area (Chicago, Illinois and Gary, Indiana) Serbian communities provide an ideal 

case study. From the 1890s to the 1930s, these communities were relatively stable in size, 

class composition, and location. This contrasts with other more fluid Serbian communities, 

such as Bisbee, Arizona, where Serbs frequently left searching for employment elsewhere.' 

The Chicago area—as an immigrant region—also provides innumerable historical 

comparisons with other industrializing cities of the Midwest and East during the turn of 

the century.'* Moreover, the Chicago area hosted a large Serbian publisher, Palandech's 

Press. Serbian immigrant John R. Palandech' founded this press in downtown Chicago in 

the early 1900s. The presence of Palandech's Press in the Chicago region made Chicago 

prominent in numerous national Serbian publications produced by Palandech. This press's 

distribution also focused on the Chicago region so that Palandech's books frequently 

appeared in the Chicago area's Serbian libraries. 

^Mary Nickolanovich Hart, "Two Serbs in Early Bisbee," Journal of Arizona History 
21(Autumn 1980); 314. 

••See, for example, John Bodnar, Roger Simon, and Michael P. Weber, Lives of their 
Own: Blacks, Italians, and Poles in Pittsburgh, 1900-1960 (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1982); John Bodnar, Immigration and Industrialization: Ethnicity in an American 
Mill Town, 1870-1940 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977); and Josef 
Barton, Peasants and Strangers: Italians, Rumanians, and Slovaks in an American City, 
1890-1950 (Cambridge; University of Harvard Press, 1975). 

'Upon coming to the United States, John R. Palandech and his family changed their 
surname from Palanda^ic to Palandech. 
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Like immigration history on a national level, regional, local, and community 

histories of Chicago and northwestern Indiana typically address other southern and eastern 

European inmiigrants, but usually exclude the Serbs.® Within the city, immigration history 

focuses squarely upon the largest southern and eastern European group, Poles. Chicago's 

Poles, although sharing Slavic roots with the Serbs, differed culturally a great deal from 

them—making comparisons between the groups difficult. The meat packing industry in 

Chicago also receives extensive emphasis in local historiography. Historians, however, 

have not thoroughly explored Chicago's other major industries, including steel. And most 

Chicago area Serbian men worked in this industry.' While Raymond A. Mohl and Neil 

Betten in their book. Steel City, do mention Gary's Serbs, their study's focus did not allow 

them to delve thoroughly into the Serb lives, as they focused more on race relations 

®See Robert A. Slayton, Back of the Yards: The Making of A Local Democracy (Chicago; 
University of Chicago Press, 1986); James R. Barrett, Work and Community in the 
Jungle: Chicago's Packinghouse Workers, 1894-1922 (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1990); Edward A. Zivich, From Zadruga to Oil Refinery: Croatian Immigrants 
and Croatian Americans in Whiting, Indiana, 1890-1950 (New York; Garland Publishing, 
1990); and Ronald D. Cohen Children of the Mill: Schooling and Society in Gary, 
Indiana, 1906-1960 (Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 1990). 

'Victor Greene, For God and Country: The Rise of Polish and Lithuanian Ethnic 
Consciousness in America. 1860-1910 (Madison; The State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin, 1975); Edward R. Kantowicz, Polish-American Politics in Chicago (Chicago; 
University of Chicago Press, 1975); Joseph John Parot, Polish Catholics in Chicago, 
1850-1920 (Dekalb; Northern Illinois University Press, 1981); and Dominic A. Pacyga, 
Polish Immigrants and Industrial Chicago: Workers on the South Side, 1880-1920 
(Columbus; Ohio State University Press, 1991). The previous citation by Pacyga deals 
with the steel industry along with Lizabeth Cohen, Making A New Deal: Industrial 
Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1990). Cohen 
also briefly mentions the Serbs in the context of the steel industry. 
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between white ethnics and African Americans.* 

Despite these repeated omissions, Serbs stand as a significant addition to the 

southern and eastern European immigrant canon. Although the benefits to Chicago 

historiography are clear, one must also place the Serbs in the contexts of the national and 

continental historiography on immigrants. First, little historiography exists regarding 

Orthodox Christianity in the United States. Addressing the role of the American Serbian 

Orthodox Church develops our understanding of immigrant religions and the role they 

played in immigrant communities.^ Second, the Serbs offer a ready comparison to other 

Balkan immigrant groups in the United States and North America. Such a comparison 

allows students of the Balkan immigration to address important questions regarding 

Balkan immigrant culture and group identity.'" Third, scholars focusing on immigrants' 

® Edward A. Zivich, From Zadruga to Oil Refinery: Croatian Immigrants and Croatian-
Americans in Whiting, Indiana, 1890-1950 (New York: Garland, 1990); Ronald D. 
Cohen Children of the Mill: Schooling and Society in Gary, Indiana, 1906-1960 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989); and Raymond A. Mohl and Neil Betten, 
Steel City: Urban and Ethnic Patterns in Gary. Indiana, 1906-1950 (New York: Holmes 
and Meier, 1986). 

'See for example Theodore Saloutos, "The Greek Orthodox Church in the United States 
and Assimilation," 7(Winter 1973): 395-407; Gerald J. Bobango, The Romanian Orthodox 
Episcopate of America: The First Half Century, 1929-1979 (Jackson, MI: The Romanian 
Orthodox Episcopate, 1979); Gary A. Kunkehnan, The Religion of Ethnicity: Belief and 
Belonging in a Greek-American Community (New York: Garland Press, 1990); and 
Thomas E. Fitzgerald, The Orthodox Church (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1995). 

'°See for example Ivan Cizmic, Hrvati u zivotu sjedinjenih ameriddh drzava: doprinos u 
ekonskom, politi&om i kultumom zivotu (Zagreb: Globus, 1982); and Lillian Petroff, 
Sojourners and Settlers: The Macedonian Community in Toronto to 1940 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1995). 
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conflicts between classes and immigrants' cross-class solidarity can also look to the Serbs 

for comparative case studies. Serbs in the United States had a small but active middle 

class. The Serbian working class, however, was much larger and frequently resisted 

Serbian middle-class reforms. 

Finally and most importantly, Serbs ofifered a glimpse into race and racial attitudes 

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Serbs and other southern and 

eastern European immigrants, Anglo-Americans believed, constituted an "immigrant 

problem" presenting a challenge to accepted Anglo-American, democratic, and Protestant 

norms. Immigrants who came to the United States from southern and eastern Europe 

during the 1880s to the 1910s generally were not Protestant. They were often Roman 

Catholics and Orthodox Christians or Jews. Hence, this religious diversity presented a 

major religious problem for the predominantly Protestant American mainstream. These 

immigrants also did not speak English, which reformers believed threatened English as the 

American lingua franca. Furthermore, these immigrants were mostly from rural or semi-

urban areas and were not accustomed to American city life. Typically, these immigrants in 

Europe also lived under authoritarian governments with little exposure to western 

democratic institutions. These immigrants varied so widely from the English speaking, 

Protestant, democratic, Anglo-Americans that they seemed uncivilized to most Anglo-

Americans." All of these factors combined made the southern and eastern Europeans 

"Carl Patrick Burkart, "A White Man's Country: Italians in Birmingham, Alabama" (M.A. 
thesis. University of Georgia, 1998), 3. 
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appear non-white in the eyes of Anglo America. 

The Serbs who came to the United States fit all of these marked categories. Serbs 

were a Slavic group that practiced a branch of Orthodox Christianity called Serbian 

Orthodoxy. They spoke and wrote Serbo-Croatian which is a South Slavic language with 

two alphabets, Cyrillic and Latin. And the Serbs who came to the United States and 

Chicago in particular were fi'om rural portions of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and were 

not familiar with either urban life or democracy. This study, then, is not merely a work 

that should be added to the long roster of immigrant community studies. This dissertation 

is a community study of race, answering the basic question; How did the Serbs become 

white? 

First, we must examine the current scholarship on race and whiteness to 

comprehend thoroughly the position this study takes in the recent historiography of race. 

Anglo Americans as the white race enjoyed a host of unstated advantages that we must 

define. Race theorist Ruth Frankenberg's definition of white privilege stands as the most 

salient for the Serbian immigrant context of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Frankenberg wrote that "whiteness. .. has a set of linked dimensions." These 

"dimensions" include: 

First, whiteness is a location of structural advantage. . . Second it is a 'standpoint,' 
a place fi^om which white people look at ourselves, at others and at society. Third, 
'whiteness' refers to a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and 
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unnamed." 

As historian Grace Elizabeth Hale claimed, marking and naming whiteness shades in the 

"blankness" and shatters the "quiet" of "white as a racial identity." In the context of early 

twentieth-century Chicago, white and whiteness included Frankenberg's dimensions, but 

we too must mark these tum-of-the-century cultural practices so that they do not remain 

unnamed. These practices included the prominent traits of middle-class Anglo America, 

namely English speaking, Protestant, and participating in American democracy. For the 

purposes of this work, the term Anglo American as applied to the early 1900s includes 

United States residents who or whose ancestors came to the United States from northern 

and western Europe. While this category contained many Protestant and English-speaking 

immigrants and American bom peoples, it also included many non-Protestants, namely the 

Irish and Irish Americans. However, by the early twentieth century when compared to 

southern and eastern European immigrants, the Irish enjoyed white privilege. Historian 

Reginald Horsman made this argument when he compared Irish settlers in California to 

Chinese immigrants: 

An Irishman might be described as a lazy, ragged dirty Celt when he landed in New 
York, but if his children settled in California they might well be praised as part of 
the vanguard of the energetic Anglo-Saxon people poised to plunge into Asia. 

Placing this notion in the Chicago context, Irish American men by the early 1900s had 

secured positions as foremen in Chicago's southeast side steel mills where most Serbian 

"Ruth Frankenberg, White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 1. 
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men worked. These Irish foremen looked down upon the Serbs as inferior and uncivilized 

in much the same way that English-American Progressive reformers viewed these Serbian 

newcomers." 

The Chicago region's Serbian middle class did not accept this image of themselves 

as uncivilized and outside the American mainstream. Serbian middle-class priests, 

professionals, and politicians attempted to push their working-class compatriots from an 

uncivilized status into being accepted as civilized by Anglo America. In isolated moments, 

middle-class Serbs even attempted to define civilization and link it to democracy in an 

effort to give working-class Serbs clear goals for changing their culture and behavior. 

Mihail M. 2ivancevic, a Serbian academic and author, made such an attempt to define 

civilization and democracy in 1926 in a Serbian magazine article written for the American 

market. In this article, he pointed to ancient Athens as the paragon of civilization and 

democracy and an example that Serbs could follow. Furthermore, the Greeks as a Balkan 

people provided hope for the Serbs, another Balkan people, that they could someday be 

considered civilized by Anglo America and the rest of the West. Serbs, Zivancevic 

concluded, needed to have "civil," "religious," "political," and "individual" freedoms 

before they could become civilized. We will see this linkage of civilization and democracy 

by the Serbian middle class repeated continuously throughout this work, as the Serbs 

"Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South, 
1890-1940 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1998), xi; and Reginald Horsman, Race and 
Manifest Destiny (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), 53. 
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struggled to become part of Anglo-America." 

Scholar of immigration and race Robert Orsi popularized the term "mbetween" 

when describing southern and European immigrants' status. Orsi claimed New York City's 

southern Italians struggled "to establish the border against the dark-skinned other," thus 

placing them in a racial category inbetween White and Black. In northern Italy and the 

United States, they heard the epithets Turk and African. Similar to middle-class Serbs, 

southern Italians did not accept these stereotypes. On the contrary, they worked "to make 

dignified lives for themselves" in New York. Beyond New York, historian Matthew Frye 

Jacobson also found that Italian immigrants inhabited the "middle ground in the 

[American] racial order." The terms inbetween or middle ground also appropriately 

described the Serbs' position within the American racial hierarchy. While the Serbs, like 

southern Italians, never descended to Black or "Negro" status, they did inhabit the miasma 

between Black and White." 

Of course, Orsi is not the only scholar to examine race and immigration. David 

Roediger and James R. Barrett have emerged as the most thorough historians of southern 

'^Manning Nash, The Cauldron of Ethnicity in the Modem World (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1989), 16; Robert Orsi, "The Religious Boundaries of the Inbetween 
People: Street Feste and the Problem of the Dark-Skinned Other in Italian Harlem, 1920-
1990," American Quarterly 44(September 1992): 313-47; and Amerikanksi Srbobran 
[Kalendar], 1926, 66-70. 

''Orsi, 315; and Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of A Different Color: European 
Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 
62. 
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and eastern European immigrants and race. In Towards the Abolition of Whiteness, 

Roediger claimed the "legal and social history of immigration often turned on [the 

question] "Who was White?'" In this same vein, the publications by Roediger and Roediger 

and Barrett developed the history of southern and eastern Europeans immigrants within 

the shifting attitudes about race in the early twentieth century. For example, they analyzed 

Polish immigrant working class responses to the Chicago Race Riots of 1919. Noel 

Ignatiev, in his ground breaking monograph How the Irish Became White, dove into Irish 

immigrant racialization during the nineteenth century. He plainly states the focus of his 

work, writing "This 

book. . .asks how the Catholic Irish, an oppressed race in Ireland, become part of an 

oppressing race in America." Ignatiev worked to analyze whiteness as a "natural attribute" 

and develop whiteness as a socially constructed phenomenon. Although others have done 

this for the Irish, he is one of the first scholars to historicize the process of Irish race 

making in the United States. Many scholars prior to Ignatiev took either a sociological or 

anthropological approach. Indeed, his work stands as a historical model regarding how 

various immigrants who were racially inbetween became white." 

Prior to IgnatieVs book, immigration historians and others had examined the 

'®James R. Barrett and David Roediger, "Inbetween Peoples; Race, Nationality and the 
"New Immigrant' Working Class," Journal of American Ethnic History 16(Spring 1997); 
6; David Roediger, Towards the Abolition of Whiteness: Elssays on Race, Politics, 
and Working Class History (London; Verso, 1994), 181; and Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish 
Became White (New York; Routledge, 1995), 1 and 182-3. 
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inventedness of ethnicity. Sociologist Werner Sollors attacked the notion that ethnic 

groups are "natural, real, external, stable, and static units." Ethnic groups, Sollors 

continued, are clearly "invented" categories. A group of leading immigration historians 

posited that "ethnicity is a process of construction or invention.. .that is grounded in real 

life context and social experience." This formulation connects ethnicity to specific 

historical conditions. Another immigration historian—April R. Schultz—expanded on this 

theory and examined ethnic invention among Norwegian Americans. She posited ethnicity 

"as a process of identification at a particular moment to cope with historical realities." 

This scholarship, however, dealt with the inventedness of ethnicity, not race as Ignatiev 

did.'^ 

This notion of inventedness clearly also applies to the Serbs' case. The Serbian 

immigrant middle class invented a Serbian identity that Anglo-Americans accepted and 

considered civilized and therefore white by the late 1930s. This notion of inventedness 

also reached beyond the Chicago Serbs' experiences to broader questions about American 

''Werner Sollors, "Introduction: The Invention of Ethnicity," in The Invention of 
Ethnicity, ed. Werner Sollors (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), ix-xx; Kathleen 
Neils Conzen, David A. Gerber, Ewa Morawska, George E. Pozzetta, and Rudolph J. 
Vecoli, "The Invention of Ethnicity: A Perspective From the U.S.A.," Journal of 
American Ethnic History 12(Fall 1992): 4; and April R. Schultz, Ethnicity on Parade: 
Inventing the Norwegian American Through Celebration (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1994), 11. Richard Williams created a sound functional definition of 
ethnicity. He claimed that ethnicity serves as a sub-set of White in which some ethnic 
groups have more power than others. All ethnic groups, however, wield more power than 
Blacks. Without race, Williams posited, ethnicity could not exist. See Richard Williams, 
Hierarchical Structure and Social Value: The Creation of Black and Irish Identities in 
the United States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 



racial identity. Writer and literary theorist Toni Morrison, herself^ made the issues broader 

when she posed the question; "What parts do the invention and the development of 

whiteness play in the construction of what is loosely described as 'American'?" Although 

historian Laurence H. Fuchs claimed that southern and eastern Europeans "quietly became 

Americans," the Chicago Serbs' experiences shattered this assertion. The manner in which 

Serbs and other Slavs became civilized and white was neither quiet nor easy. Serbs' 

passage to acceptance altered the definition of American and therefore White to include 

more than Anglo-American Protestants. " 

After having examined the current scholarship on race and immigration, we must 

analyze closely the common phraseology used by late nineteenth and early-twentieth 

century Anglo Americans when they spoke of Serbs and other Slavs. The major label for 

Slavic immigrants was "hunky" ipl. hunkies). This term emanated fi'om a combination of 

Bohemian and Hungarian—Bohunk~and first appeared in print in the early 1900s. 

Idiomatic usage shortened Bohunk to hunky. While Hanky's derivation came fi-om a term 

for Czech and Hungarian immigrants, Anglo-Americans used it as a blanket term for all 

S l a v i c  i m m i g r a n t s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i n  1 9 1 0 ,  P r o g r e s s i v e  E m i l y  B a t c h  w r o t e  t h a t .  . a l l  

'*Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1992), 9; and Laurence H. Fuchs, The American Kaleidoscope: 
Race, Ethnicity, and the Civic Culture (Hanover, NH; University Press of New England, 
1990), 69. 
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[Slavs] may be. . .Hunkies whether or not they ever saw or heard of Hungary."" 

This term—hunky—has come to the attention of historians of immigration and race 

over the years, but few scholars have examined it in depth. Immigration historian Victor 

Greene argued that Anglo Americans considered hunkies to be backward and unable to 

function in a democratic society such as the United States. Roediger and Barrett argued 

that Anglo Americans linked the word hunky "with perceived immigrant racial 

characteristics." Josephine Wtulich claimed Anglo Americans justified abuse o^ hostility 

toward, and discrimination against all Slavic immigrants. Wtulich continued that the term 

hunky presented the Slavs as "docile, subservient, conservative, traditional, dull, naive, 

priniitive[, and] clannish."^ 

Despite these historians' efforts, an analysis of the word hunky has yet to become 

prominent in the historiography of race and immigration. However, we must examine 

other early twentieth century occurrences of the word. In 1911, immigration scholar John 

A. Fitch, in his book The Steel Workers, a volume of the Pittsburgh survey, found hunky 

widely used among Anglo-American steel workers. The southern and eastern Europeans, 

Dictionary of Americanisms, s.v. "bohunk"; Dictionary of American Regiorml 
English, s.v. "horiky"-, Randomhouse Dictionary of American Slang, s.v. "bohunk"; and 
Emily Greene Balch, Our Slavic Fellow Citizens (New York: Charities Publication 
Committee, 1910), 7. 

^"Victor Greene, "Sons of Hunkies; Men With A Past," Slovakia 16(1966): 80-6; Victor 
Greene, "The Polish American Worker to 1930: The 'Hunky' Image in Transition, " Polish 
Review 21(1976); 65-7; Barrett and Roediger, 6; and Josephine Wtulich, American 
Xenophobia and the Slav Immigrant: A Living Legacy of Mind and Spirit (Boulder, CO: 
Eastern European Monographs, 1994), 39-70 and 89. 
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Fitch found, were "despised by the more liberal wide-awake Anglo-Saxon, until "Hunky* 

has come to be a convenient term of opprobrium. ..." More importantly, Hunky allowed 

Anglo-Americans to distinguish themselves racially from all southern and eastern 

Europeans. Hence, Fitch found "two great divisions" between Pittsburgh's steel workers: 

The upper stratum [of workers] includes what is known in mill parlance as the 
"English speaking' men; the lower contains the "Hunldes or Ginnies.' Or if you 
prefer, the former are the "white men,' and the latter the 'foreigners.' 

In this usage, the '"English speaking'" steel workers clearly used hunky to signify the 

southern and eastern Europeans as a non-white group.^' 

While Fitch found the use of hunky popular among working-class Anglo-

Americans, upper-class Anglo Americans also readily ascribed to this hunky stereotype. 

John Higham, in his epic work on American nativism Strangers in the Land, deftly 

discussed these wealthy xenophobes. He did not, however, specifically study how these 

theorists used the hunky label. By examining two major Anglo-Saxon race theorists, 

Edward A. Ross and John R. Commons, such anti-Slavic feelings become readily 

apparent. In 1914, Ross, a sociologist, wrote that Slavs had a predilection for alcoholism, 

violence, and adultery. They came, Ross continued, from '"the dim east of Europe"' as a 

"rancid bit of the Old World." Therefore, he argued, the Slavs presented a grave threat to 

-'John A. Fitch, The Steel Workers (1911, Pittsburgh; University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1989), 145-7. Such uses of Hunky differed radically from less racialized names for Serbs 
and Croats in the Chicago area commonly heard by the 1960s. Serbs and Croats often 
bore the labels Itch, Itchy, and Itchy-coo based upon the Anglicization of a common South 
Slavic surname sufBx -ic. See Irving Lewis Allen Unkind Words: Ethnic Labeling from 
Redskin to WASP (New York: Bergin and Garvey, 1990). 
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the future of Anglo-American society. Commons, an economist, plainly showed the Slavs' 

problem, stating . .the peasants of Southern and Eastern Europe, have been reduced to 

the qualities similar to those of an inferior race." This "inferior race" status left them 

somewhere between African Americans as inferior and Anglo-Americans as superior.^ 

Popular fiction of the 1920s through 1940s often appropriated the term hunky, 

echoing the Slavs as an inferior race theme that Commons had established in 1907. 

Thames Williamson, a novelist, created the Slovak immigrant character Jencic in his books 

Hunky (1929) and In Krusack's House (1931). Williamson described Jencic, the Hunky 

who worked as a baker's assistant, as a "big man" and "wide [and] thick." Jencic spoke 

"slowly" and handled flour sacks more easily than "thoughts." In these characterizations, 

Jencic, while physically imposing, could not compete intellectually with the Anglo 

Americans. The omniscient narrator also questioned Jencic's heritage, stating "What kind 

of men held place in the dim recesses of Jencic's racial strain? Mild soft men, grown 

tolerant of the yoke put upon them by harsher peoples, men to whom suffering came 

natural." Thus, Williamson, through the narrator, questioned Jencic's fitness for 

democracy, because Jencic and his ancestors did not reject the "yoke" of authoritarian 

regimes. The founding fathers understood their role as revolutionaries against the British 

"yoke," but such "mild soft men" could not comprehend this Anglo-American democratic 

^John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism, 1860-1925 (New 
York: Atheneum, 1965), 88-90; Edward Alsworth Ross, The Old World in the New (New 
York; Century Company, 1914); and John R. Commons, Races and Immigrants in 
A m e r i c a  ( N e w  Y o r k ;  M a c N f i l l a n ,  1 9 0 7 ) ,  1 1 .  
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legacy.^ 

Krusack, Jencic's closest friend and a Bulgarian immigrant, offered a solution to 

the hankies' inferiority. Hunkies and all other immigrants, Krusack claimed, had to shed 

their racial loyalties and accept a One-Big-Union mentality. All immigrants could be united 

in one union where the immigrants went by job titles rather than racial origin. This would 

unite all immigrants as workers and end the hunkies' supposed racial isolation. Immigrants 

would focus on these "new nationalities" Oob titles) and forget their old ones. Williamson 

presented this option as a panacea for American racial ills and a route by which hunkies 

could become civilized. In the vein of breaking down "racial" barriers, Williamson ended 

In Krusack's House with Jencic taking sole custody of his daughter. In the corporeal form 

of Jencic's daughter, whose mother was an Italian immigrant, two "racial strain[s]," Slavic 

and Italian, became united in one family. 

English professor and Whiting, Indiana, native Edward J. Nichols also wrote two 

novels with Slavic immigrant characters, both using the hunky stereotype. Unlike 

Williamson, Nichols developed geographically specific settings for his books. Both 

Danger! Keep Out (1943) and Hun!^ Johnny (1945) took place in Chicago and northwest 

^Thames Williamson, Hunky (New York: Coward-McCann, 1929), 3-4 andl48; and 
Thames Williamson, In Krusack's House (New York; Harcourt and Brace, 1931), 7. 
These stereotypes persisted regarding Slavic-Americans well into the 1970s, but they no 
longer had their racialized component. See Alan Dundes, "A Study of Ethnic Slurs: The 
Jew and the Pollack in the United States," Journal of American Folklore 84(1971): 186-
203. 

Hunky 264; and In Krusack's House, 280-1. 
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Indiana. Nichols, himself, worked in the oil refineries and steel mills of this region during 

the 1920s. After receiving a degree from the University of Chicago, Nichols attended 

Pennsylvania State University where he later became a professor. 

His first novel Danger! Keep Out focused less on Slavic characters when 

compared to Hunky Johnny. Yet, this work contained telling descriptions of the northwest 

Indiana racial landscape. Danger! Keep Outs action centered on an oil refinery during the 

1920s in Whiting, Indiana, a town near Gary. In the novel, Nichols described 

neighborhood segregation as following class lines; . .Main Street [was] a line separating 

the white-collar group fi-om the dirty-faced men of the plant." While "dirty-faced" certainly 

referred to the grime on the workers' faces, it also represented the concern regarding 

immigrants' skin color. Racial intermixing between Slavs and Anglo-Americans, some 

commentators on immigration, including E. A. Ross asserted, would ultimately darken 

Anglo-Americans' skin. Also in the context of settlement patterns in this novel, Nichols 

constructed the Slavic immigrants as neighbors of other immigrant groups and people of 

color. Nichols wrote that "hunkies, spies, boogs, and wops" lived together near the steel 

mills, a melting pot of working-class people." 

In Hunky Johnny, Nichols' protagonist was a twenty-five year old second-

generation Slovak named Johrmy Opalko living in Gary, Indiana, during the early 1930s. 

^^Edward J. Nichols, Danger! Keep Out (Boston; Houghton Mifflin, 1943), 223 and 226. 
The other racial terms and their equivalents are "spies, boogs, and wops" Mexicans, 
African Americans, and Italians respectively. 
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Johnny found himself upon a "fence—part white and part Hunky." This tension between 

white and hunky arose in various situations when Johnny did not stay within the clearly 

defined boundaries of the Slavic immigrant community. For example, Johnny claimed 

Slavic football team members kicked him ofif their squad for dating "white girls," that is 

Protestant, Anglo-American college-aged women. Opalko also transgressed societal 

norms when attending college at the University of Chicago. Gary's Slovak community 

believed he should have attended Northwestern University to highlight his football 

abilities. But Johnny studied at the University of Chicago to focus on his education, 

because the University of Chicago put much less emphasis on its football program. After 

graduating from the University of Chicago, Johnny received a job offer from an Ohio 

junior college to teach history and coach athletics. To take the job, however, he had to 

change his name to John Paul, an acceptable Anglo-American moniker. Johnny solved this 

conflict when he decided for himself that he was "through with trying to be anything 

white." This meant he would no longer date Jean Howland, an Anglo-American University 

of Chicago student, for she was white herself and continuing to date her meant that 

Johnny would still be trying to be white.^ Although Johnny clearly expressed his feelings 

of inferiority toward Anglo-Americans, he understood that he at least stood above African 

Americans and Mexican immigrants, frequently using racial slurs to describe both groups. 

Some Chicago African Americans also used the word hunky pejoratively and saw 

^^Edward J. Nichols, Hunky Johnny (Boston; Houghton Mifflin, 1945), 5, 95, 190-9; and 
210. 



themselves equal to or better than Slavic immigrants. In the major work on African-

American life in pre-World War Two Chicago, Horace R. Cayton and St. Clair Drake 

interviewed an African-American woman who lived in a multi-racial neighborhood. She 

contradicted the notion of Slavic immigrants having a superior status over African-

Americans claiming that, "We're not segregated here. Who are these 'hunkies' to segregate 

you? Most of them are as black as I am." According to this formulation, there was no 

difference stood between African-Americans and most Slavic immigrants. Both groups 

were black, if not in skin color at least in social status.^^ 

Unlike the novelists and the woman above, African-American writer William 

Attaway, who spent much of his early life in Chicago, placed Slavic immigrants outside 

the American racial hierarchy. In Attawa^s novel Blood on the Forge (1941), African 

Americans, Slavs, Italians, and Irish collided and cohered in Pennsylvania's steel towns 

during the summer and fall of 1919 leading to the steel strike. Attaway~in Blood on the 

Forge—6x6. comment on perceived similarities between Slavic and African-American 

culture. Slavic immigrants like African-Americans stayed closely linked to their pre-

industrial past through their clothes, music, and grieving for lost loved ones. While 

Attaway's African-American characters frequently called Slavs "hunkies," these 

immigrants "had never been in the South" and knew nothing of America's racial conflicts. 

Indeed, one Ukrainian immigrant, who died at the hands of an African-American steel 

"'Horace R. Cayton and St. Clair Drake, Black Metropolis (London: Jonathan Cape, 
1946), 180. 
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worker, "had come to be crushed by hands that had learned hate in a place that did not 

exist" to the Ukrainian before he came to the United States. By Attaways formulation, 

Slavs were truly foreigners with their hunky status in the American racial landscape, 

because they did not even understand its boundaries.^ 

As this survey of the historical literature and the primary materials illustrates, to 

understand fully the history of immigrants in the United States, we must observe closely 

the ebb and flow of attitudes about race as it applied to immigrants. However, we also 

must avoid creating "a most favored victim status" for southern and eastern Europeans, as 

historian Barry Goldberg warned, meaning we caimot decide who was more worthy of 

being oppressed victims of racism. Ultimately, while some similarities exist, the racism and 

discrimination that Serbs and other Slavs experienced did not even remotely equal that 

which African-Americans have endured. As the racism toward Serbs attenuated, Serbs 

also implemented the same categories and definitions against African Americans that 

Anglo- Americans had used against the Serbs earlier in the twentieth century.^ 

For example, Gary, Indiana's Serbian population by the 1970s stood solidly within 

^^William Attaway, Blood on the Forge (1941, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1987), 
130, 203, 22, and 286; and David R. Roediger, "Introduction" 'm Black on White: Black 
Writers on What It Means To Be White, ed. David R. Roediger (New York: Schocken 
Books, 1998), 19-20. 

^arry Goldberg, "Historical Reflections on Transnationalism, Race, and the 
American Immigrant Saga," Annals of the New York Academy of Science 645(1992): 207; 
and M. Mark Stolarik, review of American Xenophobia and the Slav Immigrant: A Living 
Legacy of Mind and Spirit by Josephine Wtulich, Journal of American History 
82(Junel995): 310. 



the white race. Serbs, by this time, wielded late twentieth century white racism. Oral 

historian Richard Dorson claimed Gary's Serbs viewed Gary's African-Americans as a 

"black menace" that "drove" the Serbs from Gary just as the Ottomans ran their ancestors 

out of Serbia and into Habsburg territory. Both the Ottomans and the "black menace," 

according to Gary's Serbs in the 1970s, were "shiftless" and "traditionless" while the Serbs 

were "tradition-proud." These attitudes illustrated the direct link between racial ideology 

in the European and American contexts. Serbs experienced discrimination in the Balkans 

and Chicago and in turn sought to turn racism against other groups in the European and 

American contexts, mainly against Ottomans and African Americans. Clearly, one must 

compare the Balkan and Chicago contexts to comprehend fully how the Serbs 

encountered discrimination and what weapons they used to fight back.'" 

^"Richard Dorson, The Land of the Millrats (Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 
1981), 132. 
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2. SERBS IN THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE 

"The history of the Balkans," a South Slavic historian Ivo Banac wrote, "is the 

history of migrations. . .," referring to the series of migrations starting in the seventh 

century that brought the Slavs to the Balkans. A historian from Montenegro claimed that 

Balkan immigration to the United States in the early twentieth century merely comprised a 

"new phase" in a centuries-long history of Balkan population movements. When 

examining Balkan population movements, it is apparent that we must compare the 

migrants' lives in both the sending and the receiving lands. Without such comparisons, the 

old and new countries and the phenomena that shaped immigration remain in isolation 

from each other. Immigration historian Nancy L. Green's "linear comparative framework" 

allows one to overcome this potential disconnection between old and new. With this 

framework. Green claimed the historian can "compare ... the experience in the country of 

arrival with that in the country of departure."' Although important, few histories of 

immigration use such a framework. 

Applying Green's methodology in the case of Serbs' immigration to Chicago in the 

late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries creates transnational comparisons. Parallel 

patterns of the negative stereotyping of Serbs in Croatia and Chicago emerge from these 

'Ivo Banac, The National Question in Yugoslavia: Origins, History. Politics (Ithaca, NY; 
Cornell University Press, 1984), 33; Dorde-Doko Pejovic, Iseljavanja cmogoraca u 
xix vijeku (Titograd: Istorijski institut Narodne Republike Cme Gore, 1962), 373; and 
Nancy L. Green, "Postructural Structuralism—New Perspectives for Migration Studies," 
Journal of American Ethnic History 13 (Summer 1994): 13. 
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comparisons. As historian David Roediger emphasized and Dorson hinted, historians must 

explicate the existence of "race thinking" in immigrant homelands to understand it more 

completely in the American context." However, we first must reach far back in Balkan 

history to examine the political, cultural, social, and racial position of Serbs within the 

Habsburg Empire of Austria. 

Chicago's Serbian immigrants descended fi'om the Serbs who participated in a 

series of seobe [migrations] fi'om Serbia in the Ottoman Turkish Empire to Croatia and 

Hungary in the Habsburg Empire beginning in the fifteenth century. The most celebrated 

of these migrations was the Velika seoba [Great Migration] in 1690. In 1690, the 

Habsburg emperor Leopold I acknowledged the preexisting Serbian migrations when he 

formally invited Ottoman Serbs to settle in Habsburg controlled territory in Croatia and 

Hungary. Furthermore, Leopold recognized that Ottoman Serbs, who fought with him 

against the Turks in the Austrian military occupation of Ottoman lands, faced possible 

retaliation. Under the Serbian Orthodox patriarch of Pec, Arsenije HI, roughly 30,000 

Serbian families fled the Ottoman Empire and settled in Croatia and Hungary. These 

Serbian families moved into areas destroyed and depopulated by years of war between the 

Habsburgs and the Ottomans.^ 

"Roediger, Toward the Abolition of Whiteness, 231. 

^Zoran Kostantinovic, "Die Habsburger als Protektor der Serbischen Orthodoxie," Etudes 
Damtbiennes 10(1994): 155-61; Gunther Erich Rothenberg, The Austrian Military 
Border in Croatia, 1522-1747 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1960), 6 and 94; and 
Willibald Plochl, "Die Orthodxe Kirche in der Habsburgischen Donaumonarchie (1526-
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Leopold offered these Serbs living in Croatia and Hungary a small measure of 

internal political self-determination, and a large measure of religious autonomy. At 

Sremski Karlovici in Vojvodina, a part of Austrian-controlled Hungary, the Austrians 

allowed the Serbian Orthodox metropolitan to exercise control over the Serbian Orthodox 

Christians living in Austrian controlled lands. This power made Sremski Karlovici the 

cultural and educational center for Serbs living within Austrian territory. The metropolitan 

of Sremski Karlovici also established an Orthodox press, seminary, and libraries there. He 

also settled religious disputes between Serbian Orthodox Christians and had some limited 

governmental power. These powers included adjudicating civil disputes involving Serbs, 

collecting rent on church property, and disposing of Serbian property that had no one to 

inherit it."' 

The Habsburgs viewed these formerly Ottoman Serbs as a warlike people and 

believed they could serve the monarchy well by occupying ih& Militargrenze or Vojna 

krajina [military frontier]. This frontier, ofBcially created in 1527 by the Austrian 

Habsburgs, was a crescent shaped that territory included parts of Croatia and Hungary 

that bordered Ottoman lands. The portion of the frontier that passed through Croatia 

1918)," Balkan Studies 13(1972): 17-30. 

Robert A. Kann, The Multinational Empire: Nationalism and National Reform in 
the Habsburg Monarchy. 1848-1918, volume one. Empires and Nationalities (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1950), 280-9; Robert A. Kann and Zdenek V. David, The 
Peoples of the Eastern Habsburg Lands, 1526-1918 (Seattle: University of Washington 
Press, 1984), 181-2; and Wayne S. Vucinich, "The Serbs in Austria Hungary," Austrian 
History Yearbook 3(1967): 34. 
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encompassed about fifty percent of all Croatian territory and about forty percent of the 

Croatian population. The Vojna krajina served as a buffer zone between the Habsburgs 

and Ottomans, being the Habsburgs' first defense in the event of an Ottoman attack. This 

constant state of military readiness and threat of attack made life in the region highly 

unstable as able bodied men could be called to defend Austria without warning. Over the 

course of the nineteenth century, this threat of attack waned as the Ottomans grew weak 

and their military inefficient. The Austrians, then, changed the role of the Vojna krajina 

troops, using them as units in military engagements beyond the fi'ontier's borders. For 

military service within and without this border region, the Austrians compensated the Serb 

troops with farm land on the fi-ontier.̂  Many Serbian generations after the Velika seoba 

struggled to deal with their role as a minority in the lands of Roman Catholic Croats and 

Hungarians. Some Serbs looked for the significance of the migration in their daily lives in 

the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

Jakov Ignjatovic (1822-1889), a Serbian journalist and writer living in Vojvodina 

and a descendant of Velika seoba participants, was one such Serb who wrestled with the 

Velika seobcts meaning. Ignjatovic viewed his mostly Serbian hometown in Vojvodina as 

an "oasis" in a "foreign area" of Roman Catholic Croats, Austrians, and Hungarians. In his 

work, he expressed a profound desire for all Austro-Hungarian Serbs to repatriate to 

Serbia and fi-ee Kosovo firom Ottoman domination. Historical figures, such as Tsar Ste&n 

^Rothenberg, 8, and 57; and Barbara Jelavich, History of the Balkans, vol. 1, Eighteenth 
and Nineteenth Centuries {CaxtAindttft: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 148. 
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Dusan the fourteenth century leader of the Serbian kingdom, Ignjatovic wrote, functioned 

as symbols around which Serbs could unite and fight their dominators. For Ignjatovic, his 

ancestors' participation in the great migration defined his hopes for his fellow Serbs.^ 

The Velika seoba remained prominent in Serbian literature even after the formation 

of the inter-war Yugoslav state in 1919. Serbian writer Milo§ Cmjanski (1893-1977), in 

his novel Seobe [Migrations] written in 1929, illuminated Serbs' lives during 1744 when 

many Serbs in Croatia fought for the Austrian army in the Austro-Turkish War. Cmjanski 

portrayed these Croatian Serbs as resembling "Gypsies," (Romani people) because of their 

nomadic life style. Underscoring this Gypsy-like existence, the Serbs of the novel Seobe 

moved from Ottoman lands into the Austrian lands and then around Austria based on 

Ottoman invasions and their own military duties. The author depicted these Serbs as 

pathetic, living desperate lives about which outsiders cared little.^ While Ignjatovic saw 

Croatian Serbs as potential noble crusaders liberating Kosovo, Cmjanski viewed them as 

pitiful and essentially powerless. Both Cmjanski and Ignjatovic, however, illuminated the 

unique position that these Orthodox Serbs held-self-exiled fi'om their homelands living 

surrounded by Roman Catholic Croats, Hungarians, and Austrians. 

While we have an understanding of the ways in which the Serbs viewed themselves 

in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, we must also investigate how Croats, Hungarians, and 

®Dusko M. Kovacevic, "Odjek velike seobe u delu Jakova Ignjatovica, " ZbomikMatice 
Srpske za Istoriju 42(1990): 19-26. 

^Milos Cmjanski, Seobe (Beograd: Neolit, 1978). 



Austrians perceived them. For deciphering their attitudes about Serbs, literary theorist 

Edward Said's notion of "orientalism" is quite useful. Said, focusing on European attitudes 

toward Asia and particularly the Near East, argued that Europeans developed orientalism. 

This construct was the European way "for dealing with the Orient—dealing with it by 

making statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, 

[and] ruling over it." Through these actions, Europeans came to understand the Near East 

and make it fit their own European views of the world. Therefore, orientalism. Said 

averred, spawned "racism, cultural stereotypes, political imperialism, [and] dehumanizing 

ideology." A major component of orientalism was the contrasts Europeans made between 

themselves and the Orient. Europeans claimed these contrasts illustrated the basic 

differences between Europe and the Orient, describing the European as "rational, natural, 

mature, 'normal'" and the Oriental as "irrational, depraved, (fallen), childlike, [and] 

'different'." Through this orientalist discourse, Europeans dominated the East and 

constantly defined and re-defined themselves in opposition to the "defeated and distant" 

Orient.^ 

Anthropologists Milica Bakic-Hayden and Robert M. Hayden applied Said's 

construct within Europe. "Orientalism," they wrote,"can be applied within Europe itself^ 

between Europe 'proper* and those parts of the continent that were under Ottoman (hence 

Oriental) rule." They fiirther narrowed the focus of their orientalist analysis by focusing in 

^Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon Books, 1979), 3, 27, 40, and 57. 



on the Balkans, stating; "There is little doubt that the Balkans.. .represented a cultural and 

religious 'Other* to Europe 'proper.'" According to Bakic-Hayden and Hayden, Europe 

'"proper"' meant civilized Western Europe with the Balkans as an oriental periphery. While 

they employed orientalism for current events, the Balkan historian from Bulgaria Kiril 

Petkov historicized the phenomenon. For German-speakers in the early-modem period, 

Petkov argued, "the chief embodiment of the 'other* were the Slavs." Petkov explained 

why German-speakers saw South Slavs especially as an other. They were Orthodox and 

not Catholic, spoke Slavic languages using Cyrillic and not a Latin alphabet, and they lived 

far removed from the centers of German-speaking power. These &cts, according to 

Petkov, made South Slavs "backward" and "uncivilized" "savages" in the German-

speakers' eyes. Not only did German speakers orientalize Orthodox South Slavs, but other 

South Slavs did as well. Again Bakic-Hayden and Hayden prove useful here, claiming 

northwestern Balkan residents (Croats and Slovenes) applied the oriental label to the 

southeastern Balkans, namely Serbia. Indeed, Peter F. Sugar, without using orientalism, 

pointed out that mid-nineteenth century Slovenes viewed the Serbs as "semi-savages," 

because Serbian culture differed so widely from Slovenian culture.' 

Before analyzing Austrian, Hungarian, and Croatian orientalizing and otherizing of 

^^Milica Bakic-Hayden and Robert M. Hayden, "Orientalist Variations on the Theme 
"Balkans': Symbolic Geography in Recent Yugoslav Cultural Politics," Slavic Review 
51(Spring 1992):! and 3; Kiril Petkov, Infidels, Turks, and Women: The South Slavs in 
the German Mind ca. 1400-1600 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1997), 20 and 21; and 
Peter F. Sugar, "The Nature of the Non-Germanic Peoples under Habsburg Rule," Slavic 
Review 22(1963): 19. 



Serbs, we must also briefly examine some of the ways that the Serbian elite otherized the 

Serbian peasantry. For this group of mostly Serbian clerics and politicians, the other within 

Serbdom was rural, uneducated, and pre-Christian while the normative was urban, 

educated, and Serbian Orthodox. In Servia by the Servians, published in 1909, the head of 

the Serbian Orthodox Church's chief seminary, S.M. Veselinovic, claimed that the Church 

must fulfill its "mission of re-christianizing the Serbian people." It was the Church's job, 

Veselinovic argued, to civilize the peasants and force them to forsake their heathen 

practices. Also in Servia by the Servians, Tihomir Dordevic, a Serbian ethnographer, 

specifically utilized the orientalist fi'amework when discussing the Serbian peasantry. He 

claimed the Serbian peasantry held "primitive" and "Oriental superstitions." Furthermore, 

Dordevic argued, the Serbian peasantry understood little of Christianity and needed to be 

taught "the faith and its precepts.'"" Of course, Austrians, Hungarians, and Croatians also 

orientalized Serbs living among them and often in a much harsher manner. 

A basic part of this orientalist process included simply classifying Serbian 

nationality and citizenship. Croatians, as historian Wayne S. Vucinich pointed out, 

commonly called Serbs fi"om Croatia Vlasi (singular Vlah). In Serbo-Croatian, Vlah has 

two definitions. The primary definition is the name for an Orthodox Christian Romance-

language non-Slavic group. Therefore, by this denotation, Croatians believed the Serbs 

'°S.M. Veselinovic, "Religion," in Servia by the Servians, ed. Alfi-ed Stead (London: 
William Heineman,1909), 152-7; and Tihomir Dodrevic, "Superstitions and 
Traditions," in Stead, 160-3. 
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living in Croatia were not actually Serbs or even Slavs. The secondary definition of Vlah 

includes "foreigner," "stranger," and "person of a different faith." Therefore, Roman 

Catholic Croatians essentially viewed the Serbs as non-Christian foreigners who were not 

Slavic." 

The Austrian, Hungarian, and Croatian focus on Serbs and Orthodox Christianity 

moved far beyond simply using the term Vlah pejoratively. Croatian Roman Catholic 

Church leaders claimed that Serbs were "followers of Satan" and sizmatika [schismatics], 

because they were not Roman Catholic. Croats used the specific term "schismatic" to 

conjure images of the major split between the ecumenical Orthodox Patriarch in 

Constantinople and the Catholic Pope in Rome in the eleventh century. The Serbs as 

schismatics, in Croatian eyes, had left the one true faith, Roman Catholicism, and followed 

the heretical path of Orthodox Christianity. In an attempt to erase their schismatic nature, 

by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Croatian leaders pushed to latinize or 

convert Serbs to Roman Catholicism. Part of these latinizing efforts included unionism, 

which was a Croatian initiative to form a voluntary religious union between Croats and 

Serbs. Croatian officials meant for this union, historian Kosta Milutinovic wrote, to wipe 

out all vestiges of Serbian Orthodox Christianity and replacing it with Croatian Roman 

Catholicism. For example, a local Austrian leader in Dalmatia in the 1830s, General 

Lilienberg, pushed strongly for unionism claiming religious leaders had a duty to force this 

"Vucinich, "The Serbs in Austria Hungary," 9-10; Banac, 43 and 89; and Rothenberg, 59. 
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religious union on Serbs. Concomitantly, local Hungarian leaders worked to Magyarize 

Serbs living within Hungarian controlled areas, such as Vojvodina. Again, like unionism, 

Magyarization eflforts of the mid-to-late nineteenth century aimed to convert Serbs to 

Roman Catholicism. But Magyarization, unlike unionism, also focused on forcing Serbs to 

speak Magyar, a non-Slavic Finno-Ugric language. With or without unionism or 

Magyarization, Peter F. Sugar asserted that many Croats "consider[ed] the Serbs simply 

Orthodox Croats, that is, second-rate citizens."'^ 

These anti-Serbian stereotypes were also used in the United States. In 1917, a 

Serbian observer of immigration also pointed out that Croats in the United States 

classified Serbs in the United States as "Orthodox Croats." Clearly, the implication was 

that regardless of their religion all Serbs were actually Croats. Therefore, they should 

have accepted unionism and forsaken their Serbian language and traditions.'^ 

Nineteenth-century Croatian writer Mihovil Pavlinovic further explicated these 

anti-Serbian characterizations. In his book Hrvatski razgovori [Croatian Conversations], 

published in 1877, Pavlinovic utilized the notion that Serbs were a non-Catholic and 

foreign presence in Croatia. He also added sinister and ignorant traits to his view of Serbs. 

'^lochl, 20-3; Till A. Irvine, The Croat Question: Partisan Politics in the Formation of 
the Yugoslav State (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1993), 20; Kosta Milutinovic, 
Vojvodina i Dalmacija, 1760-1914 (Novi Sad; Institut za istorije Vojvodine, 1973), 17 
and 31-2; and Kann, 280-9. 

'^Pero Slepcevic, Srbi u Americi: beleike o njihovu stanju, radu i nacionalnoj vrednosti 
(Geneva: Ujedinjenja,1917), 46; and Peter F. Sugar, Southeastern Europe Under Ottoman 
Rule, 1354-1804 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1977), 231-2. 



Pavlinovic created a fictitious conversation among fictitious characters with symbolic 

names who discussed the future of the Balkan peninsula and the potential for South Slavic 

unity. Serb Gospar Vlaho, whose surname is a form of the word Vlah to indicate Gospar's 

non-Catholic and foreign heritage, appeared as one of the main characters. Petar Duvnjak, 

with a surname based on the Serbo-Croatian word for Danube (Dunav), served as a 

straight man for Steva Vojvodanin. In Pavlinovic's imagination, Steva was the most 

ardently pro-Serb and anti-Croat charaaer. Indeed, his surname, Vojvodanin, means one 

from Vojvodina~an area within the Austro-Hungarian Empire with a large Serbian 

population. 

Aside fi'om the characters' names, one brief excerpt of the conversation ofifers a 

telling glimpse into Pavlinovic's characterization of Serbs. When Petar asked Steva about 

which groups might constitute a South Slavic union, Steva answered "Srbi svi, svuda\" 

[All Serbs, everywhere!]. This inflammatory statement denied the Croats' and Slovenes' 

existence. Steva also purposefully, grossly underestimated the number of Croatians living 

in the Balkans, claiming there were not more than 800,000. This was clearly a ridiculous 

figure because the Croatian population of Croatia was around 2.7 million at the time, 

according to Paul Robert Magosci. Through the conversation, Pavlinovic warned that, if 

allowed to go too far, the Serbs, under the guise of South Slavic unity, could take over 

Croatia. Pavlinovic's ultimate cautionary prognostication was that the Croatian Catholic 

church could become the "hrvata istocna crkva" [Croatian eastern church]. That is, Serbs 

would take over and essentially turn Catholicism into Orthodoxy if they were allowed to 



operate unchecked." 

While these preceding examples of anti-Serbian statements came mainly from 

Croatia's ruling elite, anti-Serbian demonstrations during the late nineteenth- and early 

twentieth centuries clearly illustrated that the Croatian non-elite held similar attitudes 

toward Serbs. In an 1896 anti-Serbian demonstration in Zagreb, the Croatian capital, 

Croatian demonstrators employed the standard anti-Serbian phrases, calling the Serbs 

"Orthodox Croats" and "schismatics." In 1902, anti-Serbian demonstrators appeared 

again, this time in Sarajevo in Bosnia-Hercegovina. Since 1878, Austria-Hungary had 

legally occupied Bosnia-Hercegovina despite the fact that it was still ofiScially Ottoman 

territory. Then in 1908 the Austro-Hungarian Empire officially annexed Bosnia-

Hercegovina, precipitating this demonstration against the Serbs, because the Bosnian 

Serbs had become part of a predominantly Roman Catholic monarchy. Similar to the 

demonstration in Zagreb, the local administration in Sarajevo tacitly supported the 

Sarajevans' anti-Serbian rhetoric." 

Although Sarajevo's Austrian leaders only indirectly supported anti-Serbian 

movements, other Austrian officials also clearly utilized orientalism in describing the 

^•'Mihovil Pavlinovic, Hrvatski razgovori (n.p: n.p, 1877): 99-100, quoted in Milutinovic, 
254; and Paul Robert Magosci, Historical Atlas of East Central Europe 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993), 97. 

^^Spomenica Petdesetgodisnjice Srpskog Pravoslavnog Saveza, 1901-1951, 
"Srbobrana" (PittshuT^: n.p., 1951), 18-19; and Karadords: Srpski Narodni Kalenekw 
(1928), 27. 
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Serbs. In 1913, an agent of the Austro-Hungarian Foreign Ministry, collecting information 

on Serbs in the United States, characterized an American Serbian immigrant church 

community as "eine serbische orientalische Gemeinde" [a Serbian oriental parish]. At 

times. Foreign Ministry agents referred to Serbs in the United States as living in "Serbian 

Orthodox parishes," but this agent specifically chose "orientalische " In this case, the 

German word "orientalische" has essentially the same denotation and connotation-

eastern. Therefore, these Serbian immigrants, despite dwelling at that time in a Western 

country, the United States, were clearly seen as "eastern." " 

Croatian politicians, such as Stjepan Radic (1871-1928), a leader of the Croatian 

Peasant Party, also used the word eastern to describe Serbs. However, especially in the 

late 1890s, Radic staunchly supported pan-South Slav harmony, particularly between 

Croats and Serbs. Toward this goal, he authored or assisted with several pan-South Slav 

publications, including some that were printed in both the Latin and Cyrillic Serbo-

Croatian alphabets. Yet, Radic, similar to most Croatian politicians, categorized the Serbs 

as "eastern" and therefore uncivilized. In a 1902 article entitled "Hrvati i Srbi" [Croats and 

Serbs], Radic classified Ottoman Serbs as "na toj strani" [on that side]. The Serbs were 

not of the western side, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, but rather of the eastern oriental 

side, the Ottoman Turkish Empire. Thus, all Serbs—through their historical connection and 

'^"Betreflfend die serbisch-orthodoxen Gemeinde und Kolonien in der Vereinigten Staaten" 
Allgemeines Verwaltungs-archiv., Austria. Consular Reports (1913). Immigration History 
Research Center, St. Paul, Nfinnesota. 
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geographical proximity to the Turks—were Oriental. This orientalism meant the Serbs 

were uncivilized like the Near Eastern peoples. Radic, in this article, also repeatedly 

referred to an east-west dichotomy between Croats and Serbs of the Austro-Hunganan 

Empire. The "Croatian West" and "Serbian East," Radic argued, were linked through a 

common language, Serbo-Croatian. But he concluded that they were distinctly separated 

by the Serbs' "eastern" nature that tied them to the non-Slavic Turks and Romanians. 

Ultimately, Radic argued, the Serbs could be elevated in their social status by a union of 

South Slavs, simply through associating with the Croats and Slovenes.*^ 

Ante Starcevic (1823-1896), a Croatian and leader of the Croatian political party 

the Party of Rights, like Radic, tied the Serbs tightly to the Ottoman Turks and the East. 

In an 1867 article "Turska" [Turks], Starcevic equated the istok [east] with Turkey. They 

were the same physical space by his formulation. Four years later on the eve of Serbian 

independence, Starcevic penned his own version of recent Serbian history, called "Princes 

of Serbia." Starcevic detailed how the Serbian patriot, Karadorde, whom Starcevic called 

a "Turski muf' [Turkish man], fought the Ottomans in the early-nineteenth century. 

Throughout this brief piece, StarCevic did not specifically distinguish between Serbs and 

Ottoman Turks. Starcevic also moved beyond linking the Serbs with the Turks and 

''Ivan Lorkovic to Stjepan Radic, 10 November 1896; 2ivan Bertie to Stjepan Radic, 16 
April 1897 Korespotidencija Stjepana Radida, vol. 1, 1885-19J8, ed. Bogdan Krizman 
(Zagreb. Sveucliste u Zagrebu, 1972); Stjepan Radic, "Hrvati i Srbi," Srpski knjizevi 
glasnik 1 August, 1902 in Stjepan Radic: politidd spisi, autobiogrqfija, danci, govori, 
rasprave ed., Zvonomir Kulundzic (Zagreb; Znanje, 1971), 250-8; Radic, "Bosnia i 
hercegovina," Dom, 3 August 1907 in Kulundzic, 286. 
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implemented the language of slavery. In his work Misli i pogledi [Thoughts and Views], 

he called Serbs "servile" and of an "unclean race." Here Starcevic dispensed with the east-

west dichotomy and attacked the Serbs. The Serbs, as a subject people in the Austro-

Hungarian Empire, Starcevic argued, were really only second-class members of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire." 

While clearly both Austrians and Croats viewed the Serbs as backward and 

eastern, these anti-Serbian attitudes translated into domestic policies, especially regarding 

agrarian development. Austrians kept the Serbian areas dependent purely upon agriculture 

with little industrialization during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As in other parts 

of the Balkans, farmers applied little new agricultural technology, and productivity levels 

fell far behind other European agrarian areas. Even the relatively advanced and heavily 

Serbian area of Vojvodina did not see widespread agricultural mechanization until the 

early 1890s. The non-agrarian industries that existed in these immigrant-sending areas 

were mainly extractive, that is mining and timber harvesting. The low agricultural 

production and the penetration of European manufactured goods, such as clothing, into 

Croatia via newly Austrian-built railroad lines, canals, and sea ports further depressed the 

economic situation for South Slavs in the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the late-nineteenth 

century. Male Serbs could not depend on the Austrian military for employment forever 

'*Banac, 87; Ante StarCevic, "Turska," Hrvatska (1869) in Ante Stardevic: Politidd Spisi, 
ed. Tomislav Ladan (Zagreb; Znanje, 1971), 199; Starcevic, "Knezevina Srbija," Hrvatska 
(1871) in Ladan 218; and Jelavich, 318. 
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either. The military frontier existed as an administrative unit until 1881 when the 

Habsburgs saw no fijrther need for such a military force, because the Ottomans no longer 

presented a strong military threat and the Habsburg Empire controlled nearby Bosnia-

Herzegovina. 

Serbs of the former military frontier whose ancestors came to Croatia during the 

migrations, undertook their own seoba [migration]. This seoba, however, reached beyond 

the Balkan peninsula and the European continent to the United States, Canada, Brazil, 

Argentina, Chile, and Australia. As sociologist Mary P. Erdmans asserted, some immigrant 

groups see immigration as a "national habit," that is a logical life choice for their national 

group. Immigration itself) whether to Austrian lands or the United States, had become part 

of Serbs' "regional culture," an accepted reaaion to problems in their area of residence. 

Therefore, the areas where this habit was most entrenched saw the highest rates of 

immigration. The Croatian region with probably the highest rate of immigration was Lika 

in northwest Croatia, Many Lidani, as Serbs from this area are called, not only went to the 

United States, but also settled on Chicago's southeast side. Of these Serbs, roughly eighty 

percent were agrarian workers,^ 

While the decline of farming and the military frontier provided the general reasons 

'^othenberg, 90; Bodnar, The Transplanted, 12; and Kann and David, 286-7 and 433. 

^°Mary P, Erdmans, "Migration from Capitalist Poland, 1990-1996" (paper presented at 
the annual meeting of the Polish American Historical Association, Chicago, Illinois, 7 
January 2000), 10-11. 
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why Serbs left Croatia, we must look at specific reasons why they chose the Chicago 

region. Lioani and Serbs from other Croatian regions went to the southeast side and Gary, 

Indiana, knowing that work opportunities existed in the region's numerous steel mills and 

steel support industries. The Calumet region, the name for the area of southeastern 

Chicago and extreme northwest Indiana, also had a great supply of boarding houses, 

restaurants, and taverns where the Serbs could sleep, eat, and drink. The Calumet region 

also seemed a logical place to settle for the Serbs, because many Slavic and Orthodox 

immigrants were already there. Their presence meant that Serbs could attend Orthodox 

liturgy, eat familiar food, and hear familiar languages regardless of the size of their own 

colony. Chicago, in general also offered a multitude of other employment opportunities on 

a massive scale for unskilled workers, including the packing houses, railroads, and the 

garment sweat shops. Furthermore, most major railroad lines converged on Chicago 

making it an easy destination after the immigrants went through Ellis Island. 

Unfortunately, statistical data recording Serbs' immigration to the United States is 

not easily decipherable. In the censuses taken prior to 1920, Serbs fell into one of four 

"nationality" categories; (1) Dalmatians, Bosnians, and Hercegovinians (2) Bulgarians, 

Serbs, and Montenegrins (3) Austrians (4) Hungarians."' While all four categories contain 

some internal logic, they make any truly accurate portrayal of Serbian immigration 

statistics impossible. Immigration historian Ivan Cizmic, using American and Austrian 

^'Stipanovich, 56. 
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census data, did develop some estimates from these categories. The earliest period of 

Serbian immigration from Croatia, 1889 to 1901, counted roughly 14,291 Serbs leaving 

Croatia for the United States. From 1901 to 1909, 30,778 Croatian Serbs departed for the 

United States. The years immediately preceding World War I (1911-1914) saw roughly 

62,791 immigrants from the categories Dalmatians, Bosnians, Hercegovinians, Bulgarians, 

Serbs, and Montenegrins.^ 

These late nineteenth and early twentieth-century Croatian Serb immigrants left 

behind orientalism and bad agrarian policies when they undertook their own Velika seoba. 

Unlike their ancestors of the first Serbian Great Migration in 1691, they left the Balkan 

peninsula behind for faraway unknown lands. They struggled to establish their own 

churches, schools, fraternal and benefit organizations, and sports leagues. Serbian 

immigrants also fought the hunky stereotype while trying to exist on Chicago's southeast 

and north sides and in Gary, Indiana. Their final seoba [migration] would not end until 

they became part of the white race in the United States. This migration was racial rather 

than physical, as these Serbs moved from being oriental to being hunkies to being part of 

Anglo America. This process, however, did not happen evenly or quickly. 

^Johann Chemlar, "The Austrian Emigration, 1900-1914," Per^c/Zve^/w 
American History 7(1973): 305 and 341; Pejovic, 384; and Ivan Cizmic, "Emigration 
from Croatia, 1880-1914," in Overseas Migration from East-Central and Southeastern 
Europe, 1880-1940, ed. Julianna Pusk^ (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1990), 150. 
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3. CmCAGOANS AND SERBS 

These sojourners from the Austro-Hungarian Empire developed two main areas of 

naselje [settlement] in the Chicago region. The larger settlement was in the Calumet 

district that included southeastern Chicago and Gary, Indiana. This area took its name 

from the Calumet River that meanders through the region and has its headwaters in Lake 

Calumet. The smaller Serbian settlement was in the West Town neighborhood of Chicago 

near Wicker Park on the near northwest side in a predominantly Jewish and Polish district. 

The Chicagoans who came into contact with the Serbs and other southern and eastern 

European immigrants of the Calumet and West Town areas were mainly Anglo-Americans 

and northern and western Europeans. They viewed these immigrants either from afar when 

they simply passed through these areas or interacted with them on a daily basis as 

neighbors, law enforcement oflBcers, newspaper reporters, co-workers, and bosses. These 

people were not Progressives creating reports on the new immigrants or building 

settlement houses to reform them. They were merely Chicago residents who often came 

into direct contact with the Serbs. 

As a result of these interactions, these Chicagoans fashioned a panoply of 

racialized geographic terms and names to describe, explain, and symbolize their feelings 

toward and fears of Serbs and other Slavic immigrants. This racialized geography also 

permeated throughout the life of the Calumet region, affecting the way in which 

Chicagoans viewed crime, violence, entertainment, and disease. Through constant 

repetition of racialized geography and local folklore. Calumet area newspapers staffed by 
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local Anglo-Americans, amateur local historians, such as Vivien Palmer and Charles 

Newcomb, and local business promoters supported the notion that Serbs were hunkies. 

The West Town Serbs, however, did not experience this same racialization. Because they 

were middle class and much smaller in number than the other immigrant groups of West 

Town, they lived in relative obscurity, inhabiting the world outside the hunky status. 

Therefore, the West Town Serbs' lack of racialization clearly highlighted the nexus of class 

and race. 

To Chicagoans, the working-class Serbs of the Calumet appeared uncivilized, 

partially because they did not own homes or work steady jobs like the Serbian small 

business owners in West Town and Gary. In other words, the working class' relative 

poverty in part made them racially inferior. Working-class Serbs were disease-ridden, 

crime prone, and violent in part because they were poor compared to their middle-class 

compatriots of West Town. Their working-class status and Serbian culture in Anglo-

Americans' and northern and western Europeans' eyes became inseparably linked to the 

Serbs' low racial status. To understand fully the role of class and racialization, one must 

first examine specific neighborhoods where Serbs lived; second one must study Serbian 

working-class status and its manifestations on the local level. Finally, one must consider 

Serbian race and racialization and its existence in these communities. 

West Town Serbs resided among other southern and eastern Europeans, including 

Jewish, Italian, Ukrainian, and Russian immigrants. Locals, because of the large Polish 

population, labeled the area "Polish downtown." Some northern and western Europeans, 
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including Germans and Scandinavians, lived in the area too. Because of some of their large 

brick homes, the streets where the middle-class Germans and Scandinavians lived became 

known as the "ethnic Gold Coast." The actual Gold Coast was an area on Chicago's near 

north side populated by the Anglo-American upper class. The Serbian colony centered 

around Holy Resurrection Serbian Orthodox Church next to Wicker Park. Holy 

Resurrection parishioners lived in the immediate area along Milwaukee Avenue as well as 

north at the intersection of Clyboum and Fullerton Avenues. This satellite colony included 

Serbian restaurants, meat markets, book stores, lodge halls, saloons, and newspaper 

oflBces.' 

While Germans and Swedes came to both the West Town and Calumet areas in 

large numbers, Dutch immigrants left the most lasting impression on the Calumet region 

during the mid-nineteenth century. They settled on the Illinois side of the Calumet as early 

as the 1840s. According to a historian of Dutch Americans, Herbert J. Brinks, these Dutch 

immigrants focused on "garden farming" in the Calumet district and sold their vegetables 

in the nearby Chicago produce markets. These Dutch made an early mark on the local 

landscape by naming the Roseland community area High Prairie and an area to the south, 

now the suburb of South Holland, Illinois, Low Prairie.^ 

'Edith Abbott, The Tenements of Chicago. 1908-1935 (Chicago; University of Chicago 
Press, 1936), 353; Cutler, 233; and Lakeside Directory of Chicago (1910 and 1917). 

^emadine M. Laughlin, "A Brief History of the Ninth Ward" (5 December 1935) South 
Chicago Community Collection, Special Collections, Harold Washington Library Center, 
Chicago, Illinois; Vivien Palmer and Charles Newcomb, "Documents; History of the East 
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These Dutch enclaves in the Calumet region left a significant monument in the 

form of the Dutch Reformed Church on the southwest comer of 107th Street and 

Michigan Avenue. The church stood as a long-term reminder of the local Protestant Dutch 

culture. Yet, the presence of Orthodox, Catholic, and Jewish immigrants by the late-

nineteenth century obscured the earlier existence of Dutch Protestants. Unlike Dutch 

Protestantism, Dutch-style garden farming did experience a revival in the Community 

Gardens' projects of the 1910s sponsored by the South End Women's Club (SEWC) in the 

Calumet region. 

These Community Projects' gardens symbolized an eflfort by the predominantly 

Anglo-American SEWC to impose order on an environment they viewed as chaotic. In the 

late spring and summer, gardeners rented plots for one dollar fi'om the city and plant 

flowers. An annual competition, judged by the SEWC, highlighted these amateur 

agronomists' talents. These flower beds, however, were not merely an opportunity to 

beautify the neighborhood. The patches of land also commemorated the Dutch settlers and 

their efforts to re-form the landscape through gardening. These orderly gardens also 

contrasted strongly with the local Serbs' plots that included a myriad of farm animals and 

vegetables.^ 

Side Community, Chicago," (n.p.: n.p, n.d.); and Herbert J. Brinks, Write Back Soon: 
Letters from Immigrants in America (Grand Rapids, MI; CRC Publications, 1986), 59-60. 

^Inventory of Architecture Before W. W. II in Bumside, Calumet Heights, East Side, 
Mount Greenwood, Pullman, Roseland, South Deering, West Pullman in Chicago, Cook 
County (Chicago: Illinois Historic Preservation Survey, 1973), 7-8; Daily Calumet 18 
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Starting roughly fifty years after the original Dutch settlement in the Calumet 

district, real estate investors, through local publications, began to promote the area 

heavily. One such publication appeared in 1892, hoping to draw people south to the 

Calumet district fi-om Chicago's World Columbian Exposition fair grounds in the Hyde 

Park neighborhood. "[The] Calumet," its writers claimed, "has at last opened her eyes and 

arisen from her couch, never to sleep again." The area, according to this brief but 

bombastic pamphlet, forever altered the Chicago landscape—bringing prosperity to the 

entire city. Despite this grandiose rhetoric, a local newspaper in 1912 claimed the recent 

history of the Calumet district was a history of clinging to "old customs and 

inconveniences." Indeed, according to a Chicago sanitation report fi'om 1907, local 

businesses pumped raw sewage daily into the Calumet River flowing through the Calumet 

region. The sewage, during dry weather, fermented and emitted harmful gases. Yet, by the 

1910s, this newspaper claimed the Calumet had become "a hill of achievement."^ 

By the 1910s, this so-called "hill" included two major employers. The larger of the 

two was South Works steel mill, a branch of the Illinois Steel Company, a subsidiary of 

United States Steel. Wisconsin Steel, a steel mill owned by the International Harvester 

April 1911; and Mary Faith Adams, "Present Housing Conditions in South Chicago, South 
Deering and Pullman" (master's thesis, University of Chicago, 1926), 113-14. 

*Roselcmd, Pullman and the Calumet District of Chicago (Chicago; n.p., 1892), 7; The 
Calumet Record: Industrial Edition of the Greater Calumet Region 19 September 1912; 
and Rudolph Hering, Report to Hon. Robert R. McCormick. president: On the Disposal 
of Sewage from the Calumet Subdivision of the Sanitary District of Chicago (Chicago: 
The District, 1907), 7. 



Company (IH) was the other major employer. IH used the steel from Wisconsin Steel to 

construct its agricultural and industrial equipment in factories to the north in Chicago. The 

Pullman Palace Car Company also had its main factory in the area, but few Serbian 

immigrants worked there. Wisconsin Steel and South Works, however, employed the 

majority of Serbian immigrants from Illinois' portion of the Calumet. By 1910, slightly 

over seventy-three percent of the workers in the entire Calumet region's iron and steel 

industry was from southern and eastern Europe.' 

Serbs, although clearly a strong presence in the Calumet district, certainly did not 

stand as the predominant southern and eastern European immigrant group in this area. 

Russians, Greeks, Romanians, Poles, Hungarians, Croats, Slovenes, Italians, Slovaks, 

Lithuanians, Bulgarians, Macedonians, and Jews made up a majority of the other 

immigrant groups. In 1892, southeast Chicago Poles' founded the area's major PoUsh 

Roman Catholic Church in the Bush, St. Michael the Archangel. Calumet area Poles also 

founded their own newspaper in 1906. Through these local institutions, the Poles became 

the predominant Roman Catholic southern and eastern European group of the Calumet. 

Hungarians, Lithuanians, Croats, Slovaks, Italians, and Slovenes all had local Roman 

Catholic parishes and fraternal organizations, but they did not have the size and number of 

immigrant institutions the Poles had. Gary also had three Orthodox parishes, Russian, 

'Phyllis Bate, "The Development of the Iron and Steel Industry of the Chicago Area, 
1900-1920" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Chicago, 1948), 130. 
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Greek, and Romanian, in addition to St. Sava's Serbian Orthodox Church/ 

While southeastern Chicago eventually became "a hill of achievement," Gary, 

founded by U.S. Steel in 1906 as a company town, immediately blossomed into "the 

newest, most enterprising, most wonderful and most rapidly advancing city," according to 

local newspaper reports. U.S. Steel built a colossal complex of steel mills there, called 

Gary Works. Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the board of U.S. Steel in the 1900s, lent his 

name to this new twentieth-century town. U.S. Steel also placed several subsidiaries in 

Gary, including the National Tube Company, the American Bridge Company, and 

Universal Portland Cement. These companies and their support industries employed the 

vast majority of Gary's residents, including Serbs.' 

Although Gary's plaimers hoped to avoid major problems with municipal issues, 

such as housing and sanitation, they still encountered numerous difiBculties. Because of a 

chronic housing shortage, immigrant workers often inhabited over-sized dry goods boxes 

for extended periods of time. Many Gary residents also had no indoor plumbing. Still the 

Calumet Record, maintaining its local booster stance, hailed the rise of Gary as a colossus 

from "a desolate waste of sand dunes and swamp" in northwestern Indiana.' 

^Kantowicz, 17-18. 

''The Calumet Record: Industrial Edition of the Greater Calumet Region 19 September 
1912; Mohl and Betten, 10-11; and Graham Romeyn Taylor, "Creating the Newest Steel 
City," The Survey 22 (3 April 1909): 23 and 31. 

^The Calumet Record: Industrial Edition of the Greater Calumet Region 19 September 
1912; and Taylor, "Creating the Newest Steel City," 23. 
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By 1908, Gary had roughly 10,000 inhabitants, ten percent of whom were Serbian 

immigrants. As the city grew to over 50,000 by 1920, the Serbian population also grew. 

Through this steady growth in numbers, Serbs consisted of roughly five percent of Gary's 

population throughout the interwar period. Gary had two main Serbian neighborhoods, 

one on Connecticut Avenue between 19th and 21st Streets, and the other on 25th Street 

west of Broadway. These Serbian neighborhoods included several Serbian-owned and 

operated grocery stores, such as those owned by Jovo T. Marie and Du§an Celovic. The 

leader of a famous local Serbian choir, Glik) Rapaic, also owned a restaurant in the area. 

Other local Serbian industries included the Serbian Brothers Dairy which opened in 1911.^ 

These Serbian service industries provided an economic base—independent of the 

steel mills—upon which some Gary Serbs rose to middle-class status. Mihailo M. Ducic, a 

Serbian immigrant fi'om Bosnia-Hercegovina, exemplified this rise. Du£ic, founder of the 

Serbian Brothers Dairy, expanded his operations in 1926, moving the dairy and changing 

its name to the Clover Leaf Dairy. Based on his business success, he became wealthy and 

held a prominent position in the state Republican party. As Du^ic's business grew, he 

employed an increasing number of Serbian men who also rose to respectability based on 

the wages Ducic paid them. Petar Sekulovic exemplified this rise. After suffering an injury 

working in the mills, Sekulovic worked as a milkman for Clover Lea^ delivering milk in 

'Taylor, "Creating the Newest Steel City," 31; Mohl and Betten, Steel City, 29; Polk's 
Gary City Directory (Chicago: Polk's, 1935); and "Nationality Study; Gary, 1924," 
Indiana Room Collection Vertical Files, Gary Public Library, Gary, Indiana. 
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Gary. He worked this job for over thirty years, making a steady income that the seasonal 

nature of the steel industry did not provide. These wages allowed him to purchase a home 

in Gary and to provide financially for his wife and two sons.'" 

Across the border in Illinois, southeast Chicago's Serbian middle class remained 

small and came only fi-om the proprietors of service businesses, such as saloons, soda 

fountains, a grocery store, and a tobacconist. Unlike Gary southeast Chicago's Serbs did 

not have a large Serbian-owned business similar to Clover Leaf Dairy. As evidence of this 

lack of a substantial Serbian middle class in southeast Chicago, one need only look to the 

dearth of Serbian financial institutions there. In 1906, some Serbian businessmen visited 

the area and talked of founding a Serbian bank in Chicago's portion of the Calumet, but 

their plans never came to fixiition. Few Serbs there had the money to save or invest." 

Because of this dearth of a Serbian middle class in southeast Chicago, few Serbs 

owned homes. Many Serbs lived along the banks of the Calumet River south of 103rd 

Street. Serbs also lived in the Hunkie Row, Slag Valley, Irondale, and "Bush" 

neighborhoods of Chicago's portion of the Calumet. They rented houses in these areas, 

often living more than one family per house. According to data collected in 1926 for a 

'°Luka M. Pejovic, 2ivot i RodAmeridcih Jugoslavena, vol.5, Prikazi Nasih Iseljenika 
(Akron, OH: State Press, 1939), 77-8; Daily Calumet 1 February 1908; and Karl Maiden, 
When Do I Start? A Memoir (New York; Simon and Schuster, 1997), 23. 

Lakeside Directory of Chicago (Chicago; Chicago Directory Company, 1910); Lakeside 
Directory of Chicago (Chicago; Chicago Directory Company, 1917); Uikeside Directory 
of Chicago (Chicago; Chicago Directory Company, 1923); and Daily Calumet 13 January 
1906. 
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four block area of Chicago's part of the Calumet, twenty-two percent of the homeowners 

were Serbs. They ranked well behind the Croatians, who made up thirty-one percent of all 

homeowners in the area canvassed. As late as 1930, only roughly four percent of all 

Serbian families, immigrant or American-bom, owned homes in the entire country. 

Nationwide, the Serbs were second from the bottom, above only Russians for Slavic 

groups who owned homes. 

In part because of the Serb's limited success in buying homes in southeast Chicago, 

local Anglo-Americans used racialized geography to represent Serbian neighborhoods. 

One of the main areas of mixed Slavic settlement, which included Serbs, centered around 

the railroad tracks in northeast Gary, near Gary Works. Anglo-Americans typically called 

this neighborhood "Hunkyville," using the term that symbolized non-white status to them. 

Supposedly, Hunkyville consisted of the"fifty cheapest houses" in the entire city. U.S. 

Steel characterized this area as "miserably unsanitary" and in 1908 ordered residents to 

vacate the area." Over twenty years later Hunkyville maintained the same racial 

stereotypes. According to a local journalist: 

There is the living breathing, sweating, drinking, cursing, laughing, singing Gary. 
This is the old world. Streets are narrow. . . . Cofiee houses, those rendezvous of 
the Balkans, shelter gossiping, card playing men who read newspapers with Ls and 

'"Palmer and Newcomb, 1; Adams, 93; and Thomas Capek, Czechs and Slovaks in the 
United States Census with Reference to All Slavs (New York: Paebar, 1939). 

'^Taylor, "Creating the Newest Steel City," 29; and Graham Romeyn Taylor, Satellite 
Cities: A Stucfy of Industrial Suburbs (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1915), 192. 
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Ps crazily inverted; churches even bearing Byzantine domes, hawkers shouting 
their wares in all versions of the bewildering jumble of tongues; children skip and 
run half-naked in the streets, mothers sing to dark babies strange alien 
lullabies. ..." 

Clearly, Serbian immigrants stood deeply imbedded in this portrait of late 1920s Gary with 

specific references to the Balkans, Orthodox churches, and Cyrillic languages. These 

seemingly uncivilized immigrants drank, gambled, and swore while producing "dark" 

offspring, all clear signs of a non-white hunky people. The name Hunkie Row, an 

unspecified area of southeast Chicago, echoed Gary's Hunkyville. Riots and thefts, 

according to local newspaper reports, typically took place in Hunkie Row. Also 

perpetrators of such crimes elsewhere in the Calumet, the newspaper claimed, lived on 

Hunkie Row.'^ Thus, race and class became inextricably linked through this racialized 

geography given working-class areas. These "sweating, drinking, cursing" Serbs became, 

then, easy targets for labels such as violent and crime prone. 

Although the term Hunkie Row did not appear often in local news, the 

neighborhood name, the "Bush," was ubiquitous. Eighty-third and 86th streets made up 

the Bush's northern and southem boundaries respectively, while Green Bay Avenue and 

South Shore Drive were the eastern and western borders respectively. Four Slavic groups. 

Arthur Shumway, The American Parade (1929); quoted in Powell A. Moore, The 
Calumet Region: Indiana's Last Frontier (Indianapolis; Indiana Historical Bureau, 1959), 
398-9. 

Daily Calumet 25 September and 23 November 1908. 



including the Serbs, Poles, Slovaks, and Croats, predominated in the Bush. The name the 

Bush sparked images of Africa, the so-called Dark Continent, a mythic place that literary 

and imperialism theorist Patrick Brantlinger has deemed a "Victorian invention." 

Brantlinger claimed the Victorian British used Dark Continent to symbolize their attitudes 

toward the imperialized black Africans. In a parallel case, the name Bush represented 

southeast Chicagoans' efforts to construct the Serbs and their fellow Slavs as uncivilized 

and heathen. Indeed, the Bush's residents, according to local Anglo-Americans, merely 

wanted to turn the area into a bordello where alcohol consumption and child labor would 

predominate.^® 

Philip F. Janik, a Polish-American steel worker and long-time Bush resident, 

recalled the manner in which the Bush became enmeshed in local mythology. Baker 

Avenue, according to Janik, became known as " 'Incubator Avenue'" due to the 

supposedly high birth rate of its residents. These children, in local folklore as re-told by 

Janik, were "so tough" their parents "tie[d] 'em to the fences to keep 'em from biting the 

dogs!" These stories of feral children placed the Serbs and other Slavs of the Bush into a 

non-white racial category. They appeared both atavistic and over-sexed to local Anglo-

Americans and northern and western Europeans. In the minds of the non-Slavic local 

residents, little difference existed between southeast Chicago's Bush and Africa's Bush. 

'^Patrick Brantlinger, "Victorians and Africans: The Genealogy of the Myth of the Dark 
Continent" in "Race," Writing, and Difference, ed. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. (Chicago; 
University of Chicago Press, 1986), 186; and Daily Calumet 1 May 1913 and 17 ^ril 
1936. 



The Daily Calumet also complained the Bush "deteriorated" from a "fine residential 

neighborhood" to its current dilapidated state between the 1890s and the late 1920s, 

because of "various nationalities or elements" that moved into the area." 

Not all Serbian neighborhood names, however, became racialized. One of the 

larger southeast Chicago Serbian neighborhoods, Irondale and Slag Valley, used steel 

industry products and by-products rather than race for its local moniker. When IH 

established Wisconsin Steel in 1902, land speculators quickly bought Irondale land and 

built houses there. These speculators, then, rented the homes to in-coming southern and 

eastern Europeans who often worked at Wisconsin Steel. The mostly Anglo-American 

Irondale Improvement Association (IIA), in the early 1900s, called their neighborhood a 

suburb. Through the use of suburb, the HA hoped to distance itself from such nearby 

urban areas as Pullman, Hunkie Row, and the Bush. The HA did not want outsiders to 

believe that "a wild class of people" lived in Irondale. Yet, the IIA's concern over 

Irondale's public image clearly rotated on an axis of race—especially in its reference to 

"wild people." In local Anglo-American parlance, southern and eastern European 

immigrants often appeared as wild and savage." 

The Anglo-American reporters and editors at the local newspaper the Daily 

'^Philip F. Janik and Phyllis Janik, "Looking Backward; From 'The Bush' to the Open 
Hearth," Chicago History 10 (Spring 1981): 49-56; and Daily Calumet 20 August 1928 

^^Daily Calumet 15 July 1903 and 20 April 1909; and James R. Mclntyre, A History of 
Wisconsin Steel Works of the International Harvester Compare (Chicago; n.p., 1951), 
29-30. 
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Calumet insured these violent stereotypes of Serbs endured as Serbs became the imagined 

perpetrators behind all types of violence and crime in the Calumet district. Frequently, 

these local reporters portrayed the Serbs and other Slavs as "savages" and "wild men" who 

threatened the safety of "white people." In this manner, the reporters saw the Serbs as a 

non-white group somewhat akin to the "uncivilized" Native Americans. The Serbs' "wild" 

and "savage" nature presented a real physical threat to "white" society. Local crime 

experts conducted two studies in the 1920s of crime in both Gary and Chicago. Both 

studies showed that the "new" immigrants, including the Serbs, did not commit 

proportionally more crimes than native-bom Americans or immigrants from northern and 

western Europe. Despite these findings, Serbs appeared more frequently than other groups 

in newspaper reports covering crime and violence in the Calumet.'' 

For local residents and reporters, Gary's "Turk Riot" of 1908 exemplified Serbs' 

violent nature. On the night of 15 January 1908, five Gary police oflBcers and over twenty 

Serbian construction workers had a gun fight, in which several Serbs were killed and one 

police officer wounded. This shootout became known as the "Turk Riot." The supposed 

catalyst of this gun battle was an accusation an Afiican-American junk dealer made to the 

Gary police about Serbs harassing him. Given the races of those involved, racial 

constructions became utterly enmeshed in this incident. Anglo-American police officers 

^^Daily Calumet 27 Decemberl907; Edna Hatfield Edmonson, Juvenile Delinquency and 
Adult Crime, (Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 1921), 94-9; and Mildr^ Curtis, 
"Statistics of Arrest in Chicago in Relation to Race and Nativity~1915-1924" (master's 
thesis. University of Chicago, 1926), 4 and 16. 
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confronted the Serbs, a hunky group, with the complaint. In local newspapers, the junk 

dealer appeared ignorant, poor, and comical, bearing the names "Mississippi Slim" and 

"Black George." The Serbs were characterized as menacing villains, threatening both 

black and white alike. The police intervened to restore order. Furthermore, the 

confrontation between the police and the Serbs became known in a Gary paper as the 

"Race Riot." A southeast Chicago paper also called the Serbs an "angry throng" of 

"agitators" and "anarchists" who constantly carried guns as part of a local "fad." These 

"anarchist" and "agitator" labels, as historians James R. Barrett and David Roediger 

asserted, "defined race" for early twentieth-century Anglo-Americans. Therefore, in this 

case, based on their predilection for violence and their politics, the Serbs were not white.^ 

Certainly, the Turk Riot was not the first time local newspapers presented the 

Serbs as naturally violent. Five years earlier, in 1903, Whiting, Indiana, a oil refining 

center neighboring Gary, had also witnessed a series of civil disturbances supposedly 

involving several Serbs. The Daily Calumet of southeast Chicago described Whiting's 

Serbs as "merry" while participating in the violence. This newspaper also portrayed the 

Serbs as drunken, lawless, and "ignorant." The local publicity the Turk Riot received, 

however, dwarfed the reporting on this Whiting incident. Yet, these comments regarding 

Whiting's Serbs illustrated the strength of the connection between Serbs and violence 

""James B. Lane, "City of the Century": A History of Gary, Iruiiana (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1976), 48-50; Northern Indianian 17, 24, and 31 January 1908; 
Gary Tribune 17 January 1908; Daily Calumet 4, 16, and 22 January 1908; and Barrett 
and Roedgier, 12. 
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drawn by local reporters and replicated by local residents.^' 

Both the Turk Riot and the Whiting incident exemplified much of the local 

reporters and editors' attitudes regarding Serbs and violent crime in the Calumet region. 

The major sources for these reports of Serbian violence were the Daily Calumet and the 

Calumet Weekly Index. Both newspapers appeared solely in English. When authorities in 

Massachusetts, for example, arrested a Serb formerly of southeast Chicago in early 1910, 

this made front page news. The sentiment was that the Serbs were criminals wherever they 

lived, not just in the Calumet. In 1911, an apparent suicide by Steve Muskovic, a local 

Serbian leader, also made front page news in the Daily Calumet. The bulk of the coverage 

focused on his best friend, a Serbian immigrant, whom Muskovic supposedly wanted his 

widow to marry. The best fiiend was "an Adonis of the South Chicago Serbian colony." In 

this manner, the paper displayed the Serbs as a violent people with extraordinary physical 

characteristics. A story from 1920 echoed this earlier characterization regarding Serbian 

physical size and crime. In 1920, the police arrested '"Big Steve'" Miletic, who stood "over 

six feet in his stocking feet," for robbery. ^ 

Reporters' views of a Serbian Christmas celebration also reflected the way in which 

the local newspapers constructed the Serbs as violent. Serbs, being Serbian Orthodox, 

followed the Julian calendar and celebrated Christmas in early January of the Gregorian 

Daily Calumet 13 and 14 August and 9 October 1903. 

^Daily Calumet 1 March 1910; 18 and 19 May 1911; and 13 March 1920. 
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calendar. During the Julian Christmas of 1912, the Serbs "ran riot" in the Calumet and 

supposedly burned down their own religious sanctuary. The Daily Calumet erroneously 

labeled the Serbs "Greeks" and called their make-shift meeting house a "Greek church." 

Furthermore, the newspaper showed no cognizance of the fact that the meeting house, an 

old wooden structure, might have burned down from some other cause. For example. 

Orthodox churches have been known to bum down frequently because of the large 

number of unattended candles that bum inside them. Even in their commemoration of the 

birth of the Prince of Peace, the Serbs, the newspaper tried to show, could not restrain 

their predisposition to violence.^ 

Aiter the Austro-Hungarian Empire declared war on the Kingdom of Serbia in the 

summer of 1914, some Serbs of the Calumet openly supported the Serbian war eflfort. In 

the context of Serbian immigrant war rallies, the Daily Calumet also depicted the Serbs as 

violent, claiming they were prone to participate in "race riots." These "race riots" featured 

fisticuffs between the Serbs and immigrants associated with the enemy, especially 

Croatians. The paper clearly mocked the two sides. According to the paper's caricature, 

both Serbs and Croats had fictional "armies" that "retreated" and "bombarded." Whether 

or not actual violence erupted between these immigrants, the reporters, once again, merely 

saw it as natural that Serbs and their fellow South Slavs the Croats would "riot."^* 

^Daily Calumet 6 January 1913. 

^*Daily Calumet 6 and 11 August 1914. 



While the Daily Calumet linked Serbs and other Slavs to "riots," Anglo-Americans 

living in the Calumet displayed their attitudes toward Serbs in the entertainment they 

patronized. Between the early 1900s and the outbreak of World War One, the Calumet 

region entertainment districts included performances that closely resembled nineteenth-

century minstrel shows. Such performances included interpretations of Uncle Tom's 

Cabin. In the post-Reconstruction era, these performances became known as "Tom 

N 

Shows." Frequently, white actors played the significant African-American characters of 

Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel without blackface. Black-face and African-American actors 

usually played the stereotypical grovelling black slaves who needed the constant guidance 

of the "Anglo-Saxon race" in Tom Show parlance. Serbs who attended these spectacles 

learned that the Anglo-Saxon race was the leading American race to which all others were 

subservient. Therefore, Serbs, at least, knew that they stood somewhere between the 

Anglo-Saxons and the African-Americans of the Tom Shows." 

The play, however, represented much more to Calumet Serbs who also read the 

locally published Serbo-Croatian translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin. John R. Palandech, 

Chicago's Serbian publishing magnate, published the novel throughout the 1910s and 

1920s with the Serbo-Croatian subtitle "Black and White" [Cmo i Bjelo (sic)]. In this 

subtitle, Palandech's Press emphasized the novel's link to modem race relations and the 

"Philip Van Doren Stem, introduction to The Annotated Uncle Tom's Cabin by Harriet 
Beecher Stowe (New York: Paul S. Erickson, 1964), 28; Saxton, 237; and Eric Lott, Love 
and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1993), 217. 
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stniggle between Black and White. In advertisements for the book, Palandech's press 

proclaimed it "a true picture of the American age of American freedom."^ Furthermore, 

the promotion stated all "who love freedom" must read it. For local Serbs who read this 

translation. Uncle Tom's Cabin meant far more than a collection of amateur actors 

stereotyping an entire group of America's population. The novel, with its anti-slavery 

message and Palandech's promotion of it as a work of "American freedom," resonated 

with the Serbs through their connection to African-American slavery in the form of the 

Ottoman devsirme}  ̂

Devsirme, originally a Turkish word meaning to collect, was the Ottoman system 

to recruit boys from throughout the Christian provinces from the early 1400s to the late 

1600s. The Ottomans obtained these Christian males between the ages of eight and twenty 

for service to the Ottoman state. The Ottomans converted them to Islam and placed them 

in Turkish schools in the Ottoman capital of Istanbul or with Turkish families in the 

Turkish province of Anatolia. All males taken in the devsirme eventually worked for the 

Ottoman state in some capacity. While all Ottoman Christian groups fell subject to this 

collection, the Ottomans frequently took the devsirme from the Serbian families along the 

Ottoman frontiers. Yet, according to Balkan historian Barbara Jelavich, no accurate count 

^^KraljevicMarko: Narodna Pjevanija (Chicago: Palandech's Publishing House, n.d.), 19. 
The subtitle that Stowe gave her novel was "Or Life Among the Lowly." 

"The Serbian word devSirme is the transliterated form of the Turkish word devsirme. I 
use the Serbian form, because I am describing the devsirme from a Serbian perspective. 
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of the numbers of Christian males taken in the devsirme existed. The devsirme in Serbian 

literature, folklore, and historiography, however, has assumed an epic meaning and 

informs every aspect of the way in which Serbian life under the Ottomans was portrayed. 

Frequently, the devsirme appeared in Serbian popular memory as a form of slavery, not 

unlike African-American slavery, that the Ottomans extracted from the Serbs.^ Given this 

memory, most Serbs who read the Palandech translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin could 

identify with African Americans and their captivity in slavery. 

Other local performances of popular dramas openly displayed American attitudes 

toward Slavs and the Balkans, such as the play Truxton King performed in the Calumet in 

late 1913 and based on a novel of the same name by George Barr McCutcheon. Truxton 

King was not only the title of the play, but also the name of its main male character. 

Truxton was an American who was the heir to a large steel trust and who sought romance 

and adventure in Europe. The novel took place in the imaginary kingdom of Graustark, 

located somewhere in Europe. McCutcheon, himself, did not place the novel in the 

Balkans. Indeed, the name Graustark came from the German words for gray (grau) and 

strong {stark). When the play opened in the Calumet, the Daily Calumet, however, 

associated the play's setting with the Balkans and the Balkan Wars. The Kingdom of 

Serbia was one of the combatants in these wars. "The play," the Daily Calumet claimed. 

'^Jelavich, 41; Traian Stoianovich, Balkan Worlds: The First and Last Europe (Armonk, 
NY: Sharpe, 1994), 201-3. For example, see Ivo Andric's novel. The Bridge on the Drina, 
trans. Lovett F. Edwards (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 23-7. 
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"might well be described as giving a dash of the stirring events of the present day in tlie 

Balkan country."^ 

The locations of the first two acts and the actors involved in them illustrated local 

attitudes about the Balkans and the Slavs. The first act took place in a "witch's hut" in 

Graustark. McCutcheon described the hut as "a squalid beggary thing that might have 

been buih. . .somewhere in the dark ages." Using the newspaper's association between the 

Balkans and the play, this "hut," then, became symbolic of the Balkans as primitive, 

uncivilized, and pagan. The second act took place "in the underground room of the 

anarchists." Olga Platanova, a "Polish anarchist," was the main character in this act. 

McCutcheon probably used the Polish-immigrant anarchist, Leon Czolgosz, who shot 

President William McKinley in 1901, as the model for Olga. In this manner, Truxton King 

and the context given it by the Daily Calumet also presented Slavic peoples, such as the 

Serbs, as a threat to western democracy.^ 

According to some local Anglo-American club women. Calumet region immigrants 

presented a danger to American culture and threatened public health. A Roseland 

Woman's Club meeting, in 1934, deemed the immigrants as such a risk. The Calumet 

Index described the meeting: "The members and their guests were greeted by the Statue of 

^Daily Calumet 5 December 1913. 

^"George Barr McCutcheon, Truxton King: A Story of Graustark (New York: Dodd, 
Mead, and Company, 1909), 119; Daily Calumet 5 December 1913; and Barrett and 
Roediger, 12. 



Liberty, and at Ellis Island each was labeled with her particular disability, ranging 

anywhere from 'seven-year itch' to fallen arches." While this description seemed comical, 

the Club's portrayal of immigrants as disease ridden and immoral echoed common Anglo-

American racialized stereotypes of the new immigrants. Gary school officials, for example, 

viewed southern and eastern European children as disease carriers. Historian Allan M. 

Kraut found that federal government health officials, starting in the late nineteenth 

century, also held such attitudes toward these immigrants. Furthermore, as Barrett and 

Roediger maintained, the "incidence of dying in epidemics" also served as a marker of 

hunky status in Anglo-Americans' eyes. 

Although Serbs and other Slavs became the subjects of this racialization, they were 

not passive. Southeast Chicago's working-class immigrants, including Serbs and other 

Slavs, also actively resisted racialization. In late May 1923, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) held 

a rally on 93 rd Street in southeast Chicago against which Serbs and other immigrants 

protested. When the KKK opened their rally, they met with violent opposition. Fisticuffs 

ensued between the KKK and a Calumet anti-Klan group. Calumet residents knew of the 

meeting in advance, because some local people acquired and distributed a promotional 

Klan leaflet. This attack in the Calumet took place in the context of local and national anti-

Klan violence. Roughly one month earlier, a bomb decimated the Klan's Chicago region 

^^Calumet Index 22 February 1934; Ronald D. Cohen, 23; Allan M. Kraut, Silent 
Travelers: Germs, Genes, and the "Immigrant Menace" (New York: Basic Books, 1994), 
77; and Barrett and Roediger, 12. 
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newspaper oflBces. In 1923 and 1924, other violent anti-Klan attacks took place in 

Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wisconsin.^* In this manner, Serbian working-class resistance to 

racial stereotypes was clearly distinguishable from the middle-class calls for civilization 

and respectability. Serbs and other Slavs literally fought xenophobic groups such as the 

Klan. However, the Daily Calumets emphasis on the violence between the KKK and local 

residents also echoed its other reporting of Serbs' supposed violent tendencies. Thus, the 

anti-Klan attack merely became another item in the catalog of Serbian and Slavic 

"savagery." 

The Calumet's Anglo-American and northern and western European population 

feared the peasant soon-to-be working-class Serbs as they encroached on their territory. 

Indeed, the Dutch-style gardens exemplified their fears that Serbs and other immigrants 

would re-make the landscape in an uncivilized fashion. West Town Serbs, themselves, 

were middle class and lived among other middle-class immigrants. Their church-going and 

small-business mentality, as perceived by non-southern and eastern Europeans, did not 

pose a significant threat to Anglo-America. Even as staunchly anti-immigrant as the KKK 

was, it did not form major enclaves in West Town as it had in the Calumet. Furthermore, 

^^Daily Calumet 28 May 1923; Kenneth T. Jackson, The Ku Klux Klan in the City, 
1915-1930 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), 114; and David J. Goldberg, 
"Unmasking the Ku Klux Klan: The Northern Movement Against the KKK, 1920-1925," 
Journal of American Ethnic History 15(Summer 1996): 42. Historian Kenneth T. Jackson 
pointed out that during the early to mid-1920s the Klan was strong in Chicago. Indeed, 
according to Jackson's calculations, a large enclave of Klan members lived in the 93 rd 
Street area, not far fi-om the rally site and a mixed Serbian, Slovenian, Croatian, Italian, 
and Irish neighborhood. 
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Calumet residents frequently competed directly with Serbs for jobs in the steel industry 

while native-bom West Towners did not fight the middle-class Serbs for employment. 

Eventually, this limited acceptance of middle-class Serbs gave them a small foothold from 

which they could posit an alternative racial portrait of their working-class countrymen and 

women." 

"Jackson, 114. 
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4.PR0GRESSIVES' RACIALIZATION: A "TRIBAL STAGE OF SOCIETARY 
EXISTENCE" 

Local Chicago residents who had face-to-face relationships with working-class 

Serbs, as seen in the previous chapter, did not develop an all encompassing racial 

philosophy toward the Serbs and other Slavic immigrants. They merely dealt with the 

Serbs on an ad hoc basis, racializing them when the Serbs threatened their environments. 

Chicago region Progressive reformers, however, took a more coherent approach toward 

Serbs and their position in the American racial hierarchy. The Chicago School of 

Sociology, as Chicago's dominant social work institution, established the ideological 

foundation from which local Progressives worked. Martin Blumer, the leading historian of 

the Chicago school, defined its approach in this manner; "The Chicago school was 

characterized by a commitment to empirical research on the city of Chicago, focusing 

upon its ethnic and racial intermixture, its social problems, its urban form and its local 

communities." Chicago Progressives working among the Serbs of the Calumet region used 

these tools of empirical research to reform what they perceived as the Serbs' backward and 

traditional nature.'Yet, this stereotyping of Serbs by Progressives was not entirely uniform 

'Dominic A. Pacyga, "Chicago's Ethnic Neighborhoods; The Myth of Stability and the 
Reality of Change," in Ethnic Chicago: A Multicultural Portrait, eds. Melvin G. Holli and 
Peter d'A Jones (Grand Rapids, MI; William B. Eerdmans, 1995), 605; Rivka Shpak 
Lissak, Pluralism and Progressives: Hull House and the New Immigrants, 1890-1919 
(Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1989), 182; and Martin Blumer, The Chicago 
School of Sociology: Institutioruilization, Diversity, and the Rise of Sociological 
i?e5earc/j (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1984), 12. 
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as they used dififerent methods and implemented slightly different racial ideologies to 

reform the Serbs. 

Before delving into Chicago Progressivism and its many strains and varied 

approaches to Serbs and the "immigrant problem," we must first define and examine urban 

Progressivism in general terms. In his recent monograph, historian James J. Connolly 

presented a general working definition of Progressivism: 

Each set of Progressives—whether settlement house feminists, elite male 
municipal reformers, antitrust crusaders, or ethnic politicians—presented 
themselves as the leaders of a communal response to the actions of illicit interests 
and the problems of urban-industrial life.* 

To this statement Connolly added urban Progressives advocated "united public action." 

This unity in reform would, in Progressives' eyes, overcome all problems. Kevin Mattson, 

also in a recent book, argued that middle-class Progressive reformers, such as settlement 

house women, often worked for the general good. "Privilege," Mattson flatly claimed, 

"need not lead to domination." Therefore, middle-class Progressive reformers, according 

to Mattson, did not automatically seek social control of all groups they wanted to reform. 

Indeed, historian Kenneth Cmiel pointed out that many Chicago Progressives working 

with orphanages simply struggled to create "an urban welfare system. . .to rationalize and 

upgrade the delivery of services to Chicago's needy" without seeking to drastically alter 

"James J. Connolly, The Triumph of Ethnic Progressivism: Urban Political Culture in 
Boston, 1900-1925 (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1998), 8. 
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the children in the orphanages.^ 

To comprehend clearly how Chicago area Progressives envisioned the Serbs as 

backward, one must apply some rudimentary tools of literary analysis and theory to 

Progressive racialized rhetoric. The literature dealing with colonial discourse offers a 

parallel example for examining the case of Serbs in the Chicago area. English professor 

David Spurr, in his work The Rhetoric of Empire, analyzed "a series of basic tropes which 

emerge from the colonial experience." For our purposes, we can loosely define a "trope" 

as a structure of language that links," in the words of the anthropologist Claude Levi-

Strauss, "the abstract with the concrete." In the case of Serbian immigrants and colonized 

Africans, they represented the abstract, while names and concepts such as tribal and 

traditional symbolized the concrete. These were linguistic constructions that allowed the 

Anglo-Americans and the British to understand a confusing world of religions, languages, 

and cultures. Furthermore, following Levi-Strauss, these tropes often took the form of 

"pairs of contrasts," such as civilized-uncivilized and democratic-undemocratic.* Chicago 

^Kevin Mattson, Creating a Democratic Republic: The Struggle for Urban Participatory 
Democracy During the Progressive Era (University Park; The Permsylvania State 
University Press, 1998), 9-11; and Kenneth Cmiel, A Home of Another Kind: One 
Chicago Orphanage and the Tangle of Child Welfare (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1995), 76. 

"David Spurr, The Rhetoric of Empire: Colonial Discourse in Jounuxlism, Travel Writing, 
and Imperial Administration (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993), 3; Claude 
Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 217; and 
Robert H. MacDonald, The Language of Empire: Myths and Metaphors of Popular 
Imperialism, 1880-1918 (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1994), 3. 
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area Progressives, however, did not set out to develop a specific racialized view of 

Serbian immigrants. But when we examine Progressives' attitudes and philosophies we see 

that such a racialized view developed. Michel Foucault's concept of genealogy, defined as 

a search for "descent" and not origins, is useful in this case.^ Genealogy, according to 

Foucault, was not an unbroken straight line from point A to point B. The genealogy 

meandered through "entangled and confiised" documents. Thus, creating a genealogy of 

Serbian racialization by analyzing Chicago area Progressives' tropes takes one through a 

mixture of unlikely sources. These sources include maps, employment applications, health, 

housing, and sewage reports, and journal articles. One cannot trace an easily discernible 

straight line of racialization through these documents, but racialization of Serbs clearly 

emerges from these sources and the tropes employed therein.^ Indeed, the Immigrants' 

Protective League (IPL), in its contradictory and conflicting views of Serbs and other 

Slavic immigrants, clearly demonstrated how and why Progressives developed such 

tropes. 

Founded in 1908, the IPL operated out of Jane Addams' Hull House, helping 

immigrants become citizens. These immigrants, including Serbs, however, presented a 

^Michel Foucault argued that a genealogy allowed one "to identify the accidents, the 
minute deviations. . .that gave birth to those things that continue to exist and have value 
for us." 

^Michel Foucault, "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History," in Language, Counter-Memory, 
Practice: Selected Essc^s artd Interviews, trans. Donald Bouchard and Sherry Simon, ed. 
Donald F. Bouchard (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977), 139-47. 
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challenge to the Anglo-American racial hierarchy, because of their "traditional" behavior. 

In its reports, however, the IPL challenged what it called "the "Nordic Myth'" which 

"assumed that certain races and nationalities were more 'assimilable' than others. ..." 

Therefore, the IPL did not take a racial hard line, but rather a conciliatory approach, 

hoping to reshape immigrants' cultural habits to make them American and to fit them 

comfortably into the racial hierarchy. The IPL also proclaimed that it had to serve as "the 

connecting link of understanding, advice, interpretation, and assistance to those who have 

come to make America and Chicago their home."' 

Much of the IPL's staffs work among immigrant women foUowed the basic 

Progressive philosophy now known as matemalism. Historian Gwendolyn Mink argued 

some Progressive women "believed that culture was the produrt of environment and 

therefore amenable to change." With this in mind, so-called Progressive matemalists 

wanted southern and eastern European immigrant mothers to be more American in their 

mothering practices, including learning English, using modem medicine, and 

understanding the foundations of American democracy. Therefore, Mink concluded, these 

Progressive matemalists practiced racial inclusion rather than exclusion because they 

worked for the "civic integration" of immigrant women. Historian Elizabeth J. Clapp took 

Mink's notion of Progressive matemalism and focused it on the Chicago juvenile court 

'"Immigrants' Protective League" (1927), 1; Mrs. Kenneth F. Rich, "The Administrative 
Organization and Extent of Naturalization in the Chicago District" (June 1928), 44-6; 
"The Immigrants' Protective L[eague]" (1930), 2 in Immigrants' Protective League Papers, 
University of Illinois at Chicago Library Special Collections, Chicago. 
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system developed during the early twentieth century. "The child who held the future 

destiny of the nation in his hands," Clapp claimed, "had to be carefully nurtured by a 

mother who was fully conversant with the new theories of child study and the newly 

accepted principles of child rearing." Therefore, Progressive matemalism could establish a 

firm foundation for the future by raising children based upon the ascendant principles of 

"scientific motherhood."' The IPL also attempted to reform women before they even 

reached motherhood by working with single-immigrant women. 

In 1911 and 1912 alone, IPL representatives visited forty-five Serbian and 

Croatian "girls and women" living apart from their families in an eflfort to "protect" them 

from being recruited for prostitution. As historian Joanne J. Meyerowitz pointed out, such 

women in early twentieth-century Chicago were known as "women adrift." These women, 

over thirty percent of whom were Slavic immigrants, stood precariously between the 

"female domestic world" of their rural homelands and the "sexually integrated 

environment" of their new urban setting, Meyerowitz asserted. Therefore, the IPL wanted 

to protect these women, and steer them into jobs that reached beyond their "traditional 

lines of employment" in the European world of domestic work. Ultimately, the 

organization hoped the female immigrants would reject the "outdoor life of the European 

peasant." The IPL argued that "breaking through these traditions" would be a positive 

'Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State, 1917-
1942 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1995), 4-8; Elizabeth J. Clapp, Mother of All 
Children: Women Reformers and the Rise of Jtrvenile Courts in Progressive Era America 
(University Park; The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1998), 14. 
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step toward "self-improvement." This "self-improvement," then, anchored these women 

adrift into the work life of industrialized Chicago, protected them from exploitation, and 

prepared them eventually to become mothers of American citizens.' American motherhood 

was not rooted in the "traditional" Balkan peasant past, but rather an American present 

and future that included scientific motherhood based on sound Progressive principles of 

healthy diet, exercise, and democratic citizenship. Aside from these home visits to women, 

IPL workers spent the bulk of their time untangling immigrants' citizenship status in an 

effort to make them American citizens. 

These endeavors included establishing an immigrant's length of residency in the 

United States, filing papers regarding an immigrants' intent to become a citizen, and then 

applying for citizenship. EPL data collection reflected a genuine interest in Serbian 

immigrants despite the fact that few Serbs lived in the area around Hull House, the IPL's 

headquarters. For example, the compiler of a 1928 IPL report made this observation, 

Czechoslovakia, Greece and Jugoslavia, which occupied third, fifth, and sixth place 
respectively in 1928 [in numbers of immigrants naturalized], have also climbed 
toward the top in this seven years [1922-1928]. The 'newer* immigrants [from 
these countries] are now taking their places among the leaders toward 
naturalization among the foreign bom of Chicago. 

In this report, the Serbs, along with Croats, Slovenes, Greeks, Czechs, and Slovaks, 

'"State Department of Registration and Education; Immigrants' Commission" (8 May 
1920), 4; Immigrants' Protective League Annual Report, 1911-1912, 10-12 in Immigrants' 
Protective League Papers; and Joanne L. Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Indepertdent Wage 
Earners in Chicago, 1880-1930 (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1988), xxiii, 11, 
and 31. 
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presented both a challenge and an opportunity for the IPL and its abilities to encourage 

naturalization. IPL workers believed they could overcome this challenge through one-on-

one case work with the immigrants. In these case notes, the IPL fiilly developed its version 

of the backward trope regarding the Serbs.'" 

In 1927, the IPL worked on a case dealing with two immigrants from Serbia, 

Lazar and Anna Solomon. The IPL workers clearly demonstrated that, even in these one-

on-one meetings, they still viewed the Serbs as "traditional." According to the case file, 

Anna Solomon "looked picturesque in her shawl" and Lazar Solomon "was very gentle, 

small and pathetic looking." To document their appearance further, the IPL workers 

photographed the married couple, attaching their photos to the IPL case file. The IPL 

workers expected these Serbs to appear "traditional," and they did in their "picturesque" 

clothing. Their clothing, facial expressions, and Lazar Solomon's supposed love of the 

outdoors represented the "European peasant life" the IPL struggled diligently to reform." 

Other Serbian immigrants, for whom the IPL created files, looked incompetent as 

parents and spouses. Nick Kla§nja, a Serbian immigrant and widower who came to 

Chicago during World War One, could not care for his own children and "need[ed] help." 

Theresa Brian, a Serbian immigrant who settled in Chicago in 1920, "was easily 

manipulated by different people" and as a result could not provide for her children. Mr. 

'"Rich, 50 in Immigrants' Protective League Papers. 

""Adjustment for Old People's Deportation for Which the League Arranged" (1 December 
1927), 1-2 in Immigrants' Protective League Papers. 
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Kondorovic, a Serbian immigrant from Transylvania who arrived in Chicago in 1912, 

"never amounted to much" and "had not been much assistance" to his wife and children. 

By these formulations, these Serbs, like children, could not take care of themselves or 

their families. They were either "pathetic" or "never amounted to much." If these 

immigrants continued to cling to their Old World citizenship and peasant habits, the IPL 

claimed, they would continue to be a detriment to Chicago through these backward 

lifestyles. Only through citizenship and participation in the American work force, 

American motherhood, and democracy could they overcome their rural, traditional 

backgrounds.'" 

Along with this case work, the IPL distributed and had citizenship literature for its 

patrons and workers to reference. Frank D. Loomis' pamphlet Americanization in 

Chicago from 1920, held by the IPL, overtly emphasized class over race while still 

proclaiming the city had an "Americanization problem." Indeed, Loomis believed that the 

"Americanization problem" could not be solved unless the city dealt with its "Negro" 

population. Thus, Loomis, although openly acknowledging a city-wide divisive "class 

consciousness," still emphasized the race "problem" presented by the immigrants and 

African Americans. In a pamphlet distributed by the IPL at Hull House, Charles P. 

Schwartz clearly explained the process by which one could obtain citizenship papers. But 

he also used American history to explain the American racial hierarchy to his would-be 

'"IPL Case files Group 3, #4 (Theresa Brian); Group 3, #7 (Nick KlaSnja); and Group 111, 
#1 (Kondorovic) in Immigrants' Protective League Papers. 
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citizen readers. Schwartz described the uncivilized nature of the "Redmen, called Indians" 

by stating that they "did not build cities or houses or streets." Schwartz also claimed that 

"the people from England" brought civilization to this continent. Hence, given Schwartz' 

historical interpretation, the immigrants would not only understand how to apply for 

citizenship, but also where exactly they fit in the racial hierarchy. They stood somewhere 

below "the people from England" and somewhere above the "Redmen."" 

Other IPL workers, such as Jakub Horak, himself a Czech, implemented the 

backward trope in their own work. In his 1920 doctoral dissertation, "Assimilation of 

Czechs in Chicago," Horak claimed Slavic immigrants represented a "problem of 

assimilation" and a "race problem." Horak asserted, ultimately, "assimilation means a 

positive and progressive cultural process based on individual liberty." In this statement, 

Horak raised the notion of Slavic immigrants as backward, because they did not espouse a 

basic tenet of Anglo-American society, "individual liberty." Horak also stated this 

"process" was merely part of "societal evolution." All Slavic immigrants, according to 

Horak, who did not assimilate were not "positive," "progressive," and evolved. Therefore, 

Slavic immigrants who resisted assimilation retarded general "societal evolution." Horak's 

attitude and the fact he worked for the IPL presented a challenge to historians' 

'^Frank D. Loomis, Americanization in Chicago: The Report a Survey Made By Authority 
and Under Direction of the Chicago Community Trust (Chicago; The Chicago 
Community Trust, n.d.), 3-4, 8-9; and Charles P. Schwartz, Lessons in Citizenship: 
Simple Facts Simply Stated about America and American Government to Prepare 
Persons for American Citizenship (Chicago; n.p., n.d.), 19 in Immigrants' Protective 
League Papers. 
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interpretations of the IPL and Chicago Progressives in general. Historian Rivka Shpak 

Lissak, for example, claimed that Chicago area "Liberal Progressives," including the IPL, 

"rejected Anglo-Saxon racism." Yet, an examination of the IPL papers showed that IPL 

workers used the same language of intolerance and Social Darwinism that much of the rest 

of the country did. Despite their language, however, the IPL workers did believe Slavic 

immigrants, including Serbs, were worth "protecting" and reforming through basic case 

work. They spent many hours visiting and interaaing with these immigrants in an effort to 

understand their native cultures and how, they believed, those cultures must be changed. 

Ultimately, in the IPL's eyes Serbian and Slavic culture in general, because of its 

"traditional" nature, stood as a hurdle over which the Serbs had to leap to become part of 

American democracy. 

Wherever working-class Serbs settled in the Chicago region. Progressives 

generally viewed them as a detriment to the neighborhood's development and evolution. 

Researcher John Morris Gillette, when examining the steel workers of South Chicago in 

1901, asserted that the entire region stood in a "tribal stage of societary existence." Slavic 

immigrants appeared "tribal," because of their "petty national prejudices, feuds and 

jealousies." These immigrants, according to Gillette's formulation, were not part of Anglo-

American democracy while clinging to these "tribal" allegiances, such as Serb, Croat, 

'^Jacob Horak, "Publicity in Foreign Language Newspapers," (1926), 1 in Immigrants' 
Protective League Papers; and Jakub Horak "Assimilation of Czechs in Chicago" (Ph.D. 
diss.. University of Chicago, 1920), 3, 6-7, 17, and 151-3; and Shpak, 182-3. 
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Slovak, or Pole. Among this "backward" and "undesirable" immigrant working class, 

according to Gillette, were Serbs who came to the steel mills as part of "an inferior Slavic 

element" from the Austro-Hungarian Empire. These "inferior" immigrants, Gillette 

averred, retarded the development of this area, because they had not yet completed their 

evolutionary journey. 

Gillette merely accused the Serbs of "inferiority" while other Progressives 

expanded and developed this trope. Chicago and federal government employees, when 

studying the municipal infrastructure of southeast Chicago, also viewed the area as not 

fully evolved. While investigating its sewer system in 1907, Rudolph Hering stated the 

entire steel district of Chicago had not yet "reached its full growth." Twenty years later, in 

a report for the United States Public Health Service, H. R. Crohurst characterized the 

entire Calumet region as "still developing rapidly." Although both Hering and Crohurst 

certainly wrote about the region's actual physical growth, they also, in light of Gillette's 

emphasis on evolutionary development, labeled the Calumet's evolutionary stage 

"backward." Indeed, in the local parlance of Social Darwinism, the Serbs' neighborhoods 

were far from fully evolved. Like a growing child, the areas where Serbs lived needed to 

develop and evolve before they could become truly productive portions of the Chicago 

'^John Morris Gillette, Culture Agencies of A Typical Manufacturing Group: South 
Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1901), 37-8 and 62. 
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region.'® 

A Chicago Park District history of the Calumet written in the 1930s echoed Hering 

and Crohurst's estimation of this steel mill district. The anonymous author asserted, "The 

place [the Calumet] became a sooty, sprawling growth in which little attention was given 

to the welfare or essential social balance." In this formulation, the Calumet appeared as a 

damper to evolution and an unplanned, out of control "growth" that needed to be 

harnessed. The Park District historian argued one way to develop this region was to create 

parks. One such park was Bessemer Park, built in 1905, named for the famous steel 

furnace inventor Henry Bessemer and located in the South Chicago community area. 

Healthy outdoor recreation, the history concluded, could restore the local "social balance" 

and boost this area to a "higher evolutionary" plain." 

Although Gillette, Hering, Crohurst, and the Park District did not chronologically 

locate the Calumet's specific evolutionary stage, Hull House residents Sophonisba P. 

Breckenridge and Edith Abbott placed the southeast Chicago neighborhood of the Bush in 

the Middle Ages. When Breckenridge and Abbott opened the Chicago School of Civics 

and Philanthropy in 1908, they agreed to do a series of Chicago neighborhood housing 

studies, of which the Bush study was one. The American Journal of Sociology later 

'®Hering, 9; and H. R. Crohurst, Report on an Investigation of the Pollution of Lake 
Michigan in the Vicinity of South Chicago and the Calumet and Indiana Harbors, 1924-
25 (Washington; United States Public Health Service, 1927), 3. 

"Chicago Park District, "History of Bessemer Park" (1934). 
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published all of these studies. According to Breckenridge and Abbott, the Bush looked 

like a "medieval European village rather than the modem American industrial community" 

it was supposed to be. Whether caught in an unspecified evolutionary stage or a specific 

phase, such as the Middle Ages, Serbian neighborhoods held back the natural evolutionary 

process of a "modem American industrial community."'* 

This rural and village trope also permeated other Progressives' concerns regarding 

housing conditions in Chicago's steel mill district. Mary Faith Adams was a graduate 

student in the 1920s at the University of Chicago researching immigrant housing near the 

steel mills. She found the produce gardens behind the immigrants' houses to be a threat to 

neighborhood cleanliness and health. Serbs, along with other Slavic immigrants, kept these 

vegetable gardens to supplement their diets. Adams claimed, "These inhabitants.. .still 

cling to their little vegetable gardens... .As previously suggested, these customs give the 

neighborhood a slightly rural aspect." Serbian immigrants, among others, stuck to their 

"customs" and made the steel mill distria appear "mral." Adams and most Chicago area 

Progressives, as historian Thomas Lee Philpott pointed out, automatically considered any 

neighborhood with a predominantly immigrant population a "slum." Therefore, her 

research bore out the preconception that Serbs and their fellow immigrants did not 

'^Thomas Lee Philpott, The Slum and the Ghetto: Neighborhood Deterioration and 
Kiiddle-Class Reform, Chicago, 1889-1930 (New York: Oxford Press, 1978), 106; Janik, 
49; Blumer 39; and Sophonisba P. Breckenridge and Edith Abbott, "Chicago Housing 
Conditions, V; South Chicago at the Gates of the Mills," The American Journal of 
Sociology 17 (September 1911): 147. 
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comprehend the high evolutionary stage that industrialized Chicago had achieved." 

Chicago area reformers also linked housing problems with the number of Serbian 

men present in the Serbian colonies of Chicago. Because of the large number of men in the 

Serbian inmiigration, over ninety-percent male originally. Progressives believed that 

without women Serbian men were naturally slovenly. Milton B. Hunt, who for a time 

worked at Hull House in the 1910s, published a study of immigrant housing in which he 

claimed, "These [immigrant] groups [that had few women members in the United States] 

most frequently select their apartments without regard to the type of building or its 

condition of cleanliness or repair." According to this rationale, Serbian men, naturally, 

chose poor housing and thereby retarded the gradual evolution of Chicago's working-class 

neighborhoods. Overall, through their tribal allegiances and naturally detrimental behavior, 

Serbian immigrants openly displayed their low level of "societary existence."^ 

Some local neighborhood leaders worked to contradict this accepted view of 

Chicago area Serbian and Slavic immigrant neighborhoods and present their own trope. In 

southeast Chicago in 1924, local community leaders erected a field house in Calumet Paiic, 

a large park on Lake Michigan in the East Side community area. The leaders claimed that 

the structure "will make for better manhood and womanhood in this portion of Chicago" 

^^ary Faith Adams, 113-14; and Philpott, 23. 

~°Thomas J. Archdeacon, Becoming American: An Ethnic History (London; Collier 
Macmillan, 1983), 139; Milton B. Hunt, "The Housing of Non-Family Groups of Men in 
Chicago," The American Journal of Sociology 16(September 1910): 159; Abbott, 350-3; 
and Slayton, 5-6. 
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for the "industrial workers and their families." In this case, the leaders used the early-

twentieth century language of gender. Recreational edifices, like the field house, could 

civilize the immigrant men. The immigrant women, in turn, would leam the healthy nature 

of American femininity that would eventually assist them in being mothers of well-adjusted 

American citizens. In 1927, the Calumet National Bank of the East Side constructed a new 

building and with it also hailed the virtues of southeast Chicago. According to a pamphlet 

published for the dedication of the new bank building, this part of Chicago had "pulled 

itself out of the swamp. . .and made itself into a place of homes, through the effort, 

enterprise and sterling qualities of its people." These "sterling qualities" ensured that this 

region of Chicago would become a "permanent white settlement." Thus, local Anglo-

American middle-class leaders, at times, resisted Progressive characterizations of their 

neighborhoods. These leaders wanted the outside world to believe the immigrants could 

buy a house and raise children—moving them closer to accepted middle-class societal 

norms. Eventually, the local Anglo-American middle class believed, these immigrants 

could become part of the "permanent white settlement."^* 

Chicago area Progressive Graham Romeyn Taylor, son of Graham Taylor the 

founder of Chicago Commons settlement house, while working among immigrants, 

expressed more overtly anti-Serbian and anti-Slavic attitudes than examined thus far. 

^'"Dedication Calumet Park Field House" (22 May 1924); South Chicago: Its History and 
Progress (Chicago: Calumet National Bank, 1927), 1-5 South Shore Community 
Collection, Special Collections, Harold Washington Library Center, Chicago. 



During the early 1900s, Graham Romeyn Taylor conducted extensive research on the 

development of Gary as a center for American steel production. From this research, he 

first produced an article and later a book. In these two publications, Taylor repeatedly 

used the hunky trope in his characterizations of Serbian and other southern and eastern 

European immigrants. Like Breckenridge, Abbott, and Adams, Taylor emphasized the 

immigrants' "rural habits" and "primitive way[s]" while categorizing them as "low-grade 

labor." This class of worker, Taylor asserted, would only be a detriment to the mills, 

because of their lack of intelligence and skills.^ 

Taylor displayed the quintessence of his attitude toward Serbs and other Slavic 

immigrants in his re-telling of a story about a small pox outbreak in Gary and the 

subsequent vaccination. Taylor wrote: "In the early days [of Gary] small pox broke out in 

a crowd of Negroes who were promptly quarantined, a 'pest house in the bush' being 

hastily established. Immediately, a force of physicians was hurried into town to vaccinate 

the whole population. The process was a strange one to the 'Hunkies' and explanation was 

too laborious and slow. They fled in terror whenever approached so that a common 

sight. . .was a "Hunky" tearing down the street pursued by a policeman and a doctor. .." 

In this story, Taylor developed a racial spectrum in Gary that allows one to understand the 

"inbetween" racial position in which Serbs as hunkies found themselves. The "Negroes" 

^Mina Carson, Settlement Folk: Social Thought and the American Settlement Movement, 
7555-/930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 150; Taylor, "Creating the 
Newest Steel City," 31; and Taylor, Satellite Cities, 190. 
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clearly were untreatable and had to be isolated in the wild bush where they belonged. They 

were much like their black African uncivilized counterparts who inhabited the bush of the 

Dark Continent. The hunkies, however, while only slightly above the "Negroes," were 

worth saving, despite their primitive nature. Therefore, the vaccination, performed by 

Anglo-American doctors, could have somehow cured the hunkies of their "low-grade" 

condition, thereby raising them above the "Negroes."^ 

Other Chicago area Progressives also saw an advantage in curing these new 

immigrants so that they might fiinction as part of mainstream Anglo-America. The United 

Charities of Chicago (UCC) believed civilizing immigrants was the best cure. The UCC 

functioned on the local neighborhood level through neighborhood ofiBces to help poor and 

working-class, mainly immigrant, families who asked for assistance. Southeast Chicago 

comprised the UCC's South Chicago District from the early 1900s to 1916. The UCC 

workers of this region, most of whom were Anglo-American women, developed a siege 

mentality while working with local residents. For example, one UCC field worker used the 

vocabulary of World War One when describing her daily duties; "We may indeed regard a 

district ofiBce as resembling a company in the trenches in Europe." By this formulation, the 

UCC workers took the roles of officers and enlisted men while the immigrant working 

class was the enemy. 

^Taylor, "Creating the Newest Steel City," 31. 

^••United Charities of Chicago District Map (June 1909); Survey of the United Charities of 
Chicago (1916) 78; "Experience of the Social Workers of the United Charities of 
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When dealing with the people of the neighborhood, the UCC staff also used a 

specific language of race. They created an informal racial hierarchy that helped them 

understand the local world in which they functioned. First, the UCC workers saw "white 

Americans" (including all people of northern and western European descent), second the 

"foreign bom," and third and last "negro [sic] Americans" as Chicago's main racial groups. 

The UCC workers broke down the "foreign bom" racial category further into nationality 

sub-groups, such as "Jugo-Siavs" (including Serbs), Poles, Hungarians, and Italians. These 

groups became further divided by "religious affiliation." "Religious aflSliation" was more 

permeable than the other racial dividing lines. For example, according to one UCC report 

for the South Chicago district during 1925, "The Jugo-Siavs were Catholic—two Roman, 

one Greek and one mixed." While the UCC workers clearly did not understand Balkan 

Christian denominations, they did see that "racial mixing" was possible across religious 

lines. Yet, the larger racial categories of "white American," "foreign bom," and "negro 

American" could not be breached. One UCC worker made this point, "It [the South 

Chicago District] is composed of a number of dififerent communities which do not have 

much to do with each other."" The mere fact of physical isolation, for the UCC, proved 

its point that the racial categories the UCC saw in the southeast Chicago population were 

Chicago" (16 October 1926), 5; and United Charities of Chicago District Offices and 
Boundaries (28 June 1929) in United Charities of Chicago Papers, Chicago Historical 
Society. 

"United Charities of Chicago, Annual Report (1925) 33, 34, and 41; and Survey of the 
United Charities of Chicago (1916), 87 in United Charities of Chicago Papers. 
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unbridgeable. 

Occasionally, a middle-class Serbian immigrant might pierce this racial hierarchy to 

work from within an organization such as the UCC to civilize his countrymen and 

women. Vincent M. Vokovic, the son of a Serbian politician and an immigrant from the 

Kingdom of Serbia, was one such middle-class Serb. He applied to the UCC "in order to 

help foreigners in America" via "Americanization work." Because he spoke Serbo-

Croatian, Polish, and English and therefore could communicate with immigrants as well as 

the UCC stafiE^ the UCC viewed his language abilities as an asset. A Croatian immigrant 

leader of the near west side claimed "his presence among Slavs will be of great value to all 

of us." When hiring Vokovic, the UCC moved beyond its usual racial hierarchy, accepting 

Vokovic despite the fact that he came from racially inferior "foreign bom" stock. 

Normally, the UCC employed only Anglo Americans to work with immigrants. Yet, 

Vokovic's middle-class status allowed him into a world where his working-class 

countrymen and women were not welcomed.^ 

Sometime during the 1920s the UCC split the South Chicago District into two 

parts, keeping an area called South Chicago as a district, but adding an area dubbed the 

Calumet District, which included the steel mill region. The Calumet District became a 

training district, serving as the proving ground for University of Chicago social work 

graduate students. Thereby, Serbs and their fellow immigrants of the Calumet District 

^®United Charities of Chicago ^plication for Employment (5 June 1921); and Frank M. 
Zomjak to Amelia Sears, 9 June 1921 in United Charities of Chicago Papers. 
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became a test group for the theories of the University of Chicago. Reports regarding the 

training dehumanized the immigrants, categorizing them as "beggars." Therefore, the 

UCC, while under the guise of benevolence toward Serbian and other Slavic immigrants, 

implemented essentially the same social evolutionary trope that Gillette had initiated in 

1901." 

While the UCC and IPL developed an essentially secular view of Serbian and other 

Slavic immigrants, the South Chicago Young Men's Christian Association (SCYMCA) 

implemented a "Christian Citizenship Program" for these immigrants. The SCYMCA's 

leaders focused their "Christian Citizenship Program" on "Teaching English, Citizenship 

and American ideals" and "standards of living." Through this Program, the SCYMCA 

leadership hoped to produce immigrants who were "useful in their employment, intelligent 

in their citizenship and devoted to the common-weal of home and community." Thus, the 

SCYMCA wanted immigrants to live and work according to Anglo-American standards 

and participate in Anglo-American democracy. This participation, however, depended 

upon these immigrants' willingness to work within the Christian Citizenship Program. This 

Program, then, became the SCYMCA's dominant stance toward Serbian and other Slavic 

immigrants.^ 

"Beatrice Z. Levey, "The Training District" (13 March 1933); and "Summary of RelieP 
(13 September 1934), 2 in United Charities of Chicago Papers. 

W. Fuhrer, "A Report of the Study of the Program of the South Chicago Young Men's 
Christian Association, Chicago, Dl." (December 1934), 2; South Chicago 'F (13 January 
1922), 1; "A Co-Operative Community Enterprise for the Betterment of South Chicago, 
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The city-wide YMCA organization applied the Program to these immigrants by 

viewing all non-Protestant immigrants as non-Christian. This city leadership encouraged 

all neighborhood YMCA's to communicate "the Christian message to groups of foreign 

people," as if they had not previously heard it. These leaders viewed the immigrants as a 

blank slate in religious terms, choosing to ignore the Catholic or Orthodox traditions they 

followed in Europe. Clearly, this attitude permeated the local level, manifesting itself in the 

SCYMCA's attitude toward the neighborhood's religious groups. In a census of its district, 

the SCYMCA found "thirty-nine protestant [sic] churches. . ., seventeen Catholic 

churches and one Jewish synagogue." In this count, St. Archangel Michael's Serbian 

Orthodox Church got subsumed under the rubric "Catholic churches," despite the fact that 

Serbs were clearly not Roman Catholic. Furthermore, the SCYMCA's leaders viewed St. 

Archangel Michael and other immigrant churches as problems, calling these churches "the 

small non-cooperative foreign speaking church[es]." St. Archangel Michael—with its 

relatively low number of parishioners, its liturgy in Old Church Slavonic, and the 

predominance of Serbian as the parish's lingua franca~^t easily within the bounds of 

"foreign speaking church." They were "non-cooperative" because they did not simply 

accept Protestantism as the one true Christian faith. For these immigrants to properly 

participate in Anglo-American society, they had to shed this "non-cooperative" and non-

1920", 1-3; and "Your New Home, Come and Enjoy It" (1926), 3 in South Chicago 
Young Men's Christian Association Papers, Southeast Historical Museum. 
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Christian status and accept the "Christian message" of Protestantism.^ 

The SCYMCA workers and leaders focused on young men as the avenue by which 

they would bring all local immigrants could be brought into mainstream Anglo-American 

society. These workers claimed that "thousands" of these young men had fathers who did 

not give the proper guidance to their sons, because these fathers had "neither the means, 

nor the mentality, nor the experience. ..." These immigrant Others were literally not 

intelligent enough to parent their sons through the dif5culties of adulthood. The 

SCYMCA had to take the role and responsibility of the father to familiarize the sons with 

the "Christian message." If received, this message would help the sons become part of the 

Anglo-American republic. Serbian fathers responded to such characterizations by simply 

not joining the SCYMCA In early 1931, only three Serbian men had become members of 

the SCYMCA. Thus, Serbs were less than one percent of the total SCYMCA membership, 

thereby rejecting the SCYMCA's effort to parent their sons. Despite Serbian men staying 

away from the Christian Citizenship Program, the SCYMCA continued to use it as its 

paradigm. "American ideals" and "standards of living," learned through the "Christian 

citizenship program," would open the path for Serbs and other southern and eastern 

^The Official Bulletin, Annual Review Number (February/March 1921), 19; and Fruhrer, 
1-2 in South Chicago Young Men's Christian Association Papers. See Ronald Takaki, A 
Different Mirror: A History of Multicultural America (Boston; Little, Brown, 1993), 24-
50 for a discussion of the ways in which the English constructed the non-Protestant Irish 
and non-Christian Native Americans during the seventeenth century as "savage" and 
uncivilized. According to Takaki, the Irish, like Chicago area Serbs, "could be civilized," 
but the Native Americans could not be. 
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Europeans to participate fully in Anglo-American society. Most historians, however, have 

not yet examined the racialized nature of the YMCA's Americanization programs and the 

racial threat that the local YMCA claimed these immigrants presented." 

Serbs and other Slavic immigrants in the Chicago region experienced racialization 

in a series of bombastic tropes focusing on the immigrants as hunkies. Medieval, rural, 

primitive, traditional, non-cooperative, and non-Christian. All of these tropes indicated the 

Serbs and other Slavs hindered societal evolution in an era when Social Darwinism flowed 

throughout public discourse. Chicago area Progressives, however, did not uniformly apply 

Social Darwinism. Groups like the IPL approached the immigrants as inferior culturally. 

When working with single women, the IPL strove to teach them the scientific standards of 

American motherhood the inunigrant women would need when they became mothers. This 

would help them overcome their cultural shortcomings and allow them to raise members 

of the white American republic. Other organizations like the UCC feared the immigrants 

and engaged them as the poor. Some commentators, such as Hering, Crohurst, and 

Gillette, explicitly used Social Darwinism, but they did not work among the immigrants as 

the case workers fi-om the IPL and the UCC did. Still other Progressives, including 

Graham Romeyn Taylor, used the hunky trope to explain the immigrants' evolutionary 

^°"A Matter of Community Pride," (1926), 2; Fuhrer, 45 in South Chicago Young Men's 
Christian Association Papers. See, for example, Thomas Winter, "Contested Spaces: The 
YMCA and Workingmen on the Railroads, 1877-1917"; and Nina NQagkij, "True 
Manhood: The YMCA and Racial Advancement, 1890-1930, " in Men and Women 
Adrift: The YMCA and the YWCA in the City, ed. Nina N^agkij and Margaret Spratt (New 
York: New York University Press, 1997), 65-85 and 138-159. 
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deficiency. Clearly, not one single Progressive approach toward Serbian and other Slavic 

immigrants existed among these reformers. 



5. "TURNING THE BUSH WHITE"; SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS 

Regional and city-wide organizations, like the United Charities of Chicago and the 

Immigrants' Protective League, did develop racialized tropes regarding Serbs. However, 

these groups did not approach "the immigrant problem" in a systematic way on a local 

basis. As heretofore discussed, these Progressives often made their pronouncements from 

remote locations, such as universities and government offices, far removed from the 

immigrants' neighborhoods. Immigrant-help groups like the IPL merely assisted 

immigrants who came to them and concentrated mainly on the immigrants from the 

neighborhood that surrounded the IPL headquarters in Hull-House. Therefore, Serbian 

immigrants only caught fleeting glimpses of these organizations, despite the fact that the 

groups directly addressed the Serbs as part of the immigrant problem. In contradistinction 

to these Progressives, Chicago area settlement house workers did cany out their plans for 

reform of the immigrant problem on a local basis focusing on the Serbs. These centers of 

reform in the neighborhoods struggled to impose an Anglo-American Protestant order 

over Serbs and other immigrants who were, according to these reformers, hunky, 

uncivilized, and often not Christian. Six Chicago area settlement houses directly addressed 

the Serbs on a local basis. The first of these six was the South Chicago Neighborhood 

House. 

The South Chicago Neighborhood House (SCNH), a small settlement house in the 

Bush neighborhood of the South Chicago community area, developed a "Christian 

American citizenship" program based on "education, [and] social, recreational and 
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religious opportunities." The SCNH, founded by Baptists in 1914, received its funding and 

leadership from the Chicago Baptist Association and several national Baptist 

organizations. Although the SCNIfs "Christian American citizenship" approach echoed 

the SCYMCA's "Christian Citizenship Program," the SCNH was far less ecumenical in its 

approach. The SCYMCA saw all non-Protestants as non-Christian, while the SCNH 

considered most non-Baptists as non-Christian. Furthermore, in its constitution, the 

SCNH presented itself "as an arm of the Christian Church" pledged to bringing "the 

knowledge of Jesus Christ" to all local residents. Throughout its existence, the SCNH had 

two permanent residents, both Baptist women, and nineteen other workers who did not 

live in the house. The house held religious services every Sunday and ran a Sunday school 

where children did such activities as watch religious instructional movies created by the 

Baptist church. The SCNH also sponsored and provided venues for local Bible study 

groups, business meetings, choirs, prayer vigils, music lessons, drama troupes, youth 

clubs, nurseries, and citizenship classes.^ 

The SCNH augmented these classes with a Cosmopolitan Mothers' Club and a 

World Wide Guild. Both clubs strove to break down barriers and create a feeling of unity 

'E. Slaught, "South Chicago Neighborhood House, 1939" 1-2 and 8; "Constitution of the 
South Chicago Neighborhood House" (12 December 1935), 1 in South Chicago 
Neighborhood House Collection, Southeast Historical Museum; "South Chicago 
Neighborhood House, Report for the Membership Committee" (7 October 1935), 1; 
"Council of Social Agencies of Chicago, Application for Membership" (29 October 1935); 
and Harold L. Bigham "South Chicago Neighborhood House" (May 1936) in 
Metropolitan Welfare Council Papers, Chicago Historical Society. 
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that the SCNH staff believed the immigrants did not possess. Despite the existence of 

these nvo immigrant oriented clubs, the SCNH had little understanding of the immigrant 

groups with whom they interaaed. For example, in a 1935 population survey of the Bush 

the SCNH listed Serbian immigrants under "Hungarian, Russian, and Slovish [sic]." While 

some Serbian immigrants of the Bush hailed from the Hungarian portion of the dual 

monarchy, they were not ethnically Hungarian, Russian, or the erroneous "Slovish." 

Further, the SCNH claimed the local Serbian priest was from the "Orthodox Russian 

Church." This lack of understanding on the SCNH staffs behalf easily allowed them to 

racialize the Serbian immigrants of the Bush and consider them hunkies. The staffs 

ignorance of Orthodox Christianity also ran contrary to the national-Baptist trend. By 

1905, other Baptist reformers understood Orthodox Christianity and its prevalence among 

some southern and eastern European immigrant groups.^ 

Paralleling the Progressives from the IPL, the SCNH placed Slavic immigrants, 

including the Serbs, on a lower evolutionary level than Anglo-Americans. For example, 

the SCNHs primary category of analysis of local immigrants was the family. The 

settlement claimed the immigrant family "resemble[d] that of the peasant homes in the old 

countiy." The SCNH promotional literature continued down this analytical path, equating 

the immigrant family with "the 'Gang'," a negative reference to groups of young men who 

^Slaught, 7; "South Chicago Neighborhood House, Report for the Membership 
Committee" (7 October 1935), 2; and Lawrence B. Davis, Immigrants, Bcptists, and the 
Prote5/aw///I i4/ner/ca(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), 113. 
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loitered on various street comers in the Bush. The immigrant family, as a gang, therefore, 

lacked organization and authority figures. Thus, the immigrant families of the Bush, 

among which the Serbs were highly represented, could not evolve to "Christian American 

citizenship" without the SCNITs guidance and assistance.^ 

The most controversial and publicized incident of Slavic immigrant racialization by 

the SCNH staff took place in late 1935 and early 1936. An unknown person affiliated with 

the SCNH wrote an article titled "Turning the Bush White," published in a national Baptist 

publication. The most inflammatory passage in this article labeled the Slavs of the Bush 

"menace[s] to American Christian life." In support of his assertion, the anonymous author 

claimed Slavic immigrants were prone to disease and poverty. Polish leaders in the Bush 

reacted angrily to the article and made efforts to have it removed fi'om the publication 

before its distribution. Yet, the SCNHs attitudes stood in the open for all to read. The 

staff did not believe the Slavs of the Bush were truly white especially if they threatened 

"American Christian life." The Slavic immigrants' Orthodox Christianity or Catholicism, 

the SCNH staff believed, inhibited them fi'om truly participating in American democracy 

and therefore made them hunkies. Furthermore, according to the SCNH, "Christian" 

meant Protestant, especially Baptist. By this formulation, non-Protestant Christians simply 

were not Christians at all. However, Serbs and other Slavs did not experience the same 

^"High Spirits in the Evolution of the South Chicago Neighborhood House" (January 
1935) quoted in Carlotta KanoufE^ "South Chicago Neighborhood House" (June 1937), 7 
in Metropolitan Welfere Council Papers. 
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level of race prejudice from the SCNH that African Americans did. The SCNH refrised to 

allow African-American children into its nursery, and placed a quota on the number of 

African-American children who could participate in the house's summer school. No known 

cases of such discrimination against the Slavs of the Bush occurred. If the SCNH had 

banned Slavs from its programs, the house would have had no patrons as the Bush was 

nearly all Slavic. The SCNH, at least in the article, believed it could "turn the Bush white," 

that is somehow redeem these Slavic immigrants from their hunky status through Baptist 

conversion. African-Americans, however, were unredeemable regardless of their 

Protestant status.* 

Underneath this zealous racialized rhetoric lay somewhat less strident 

characterizations of the Serbs and the other Slavic immigrants of the Bush. Carolyn 

Wheeler Avery, who worked and lived at the SCNH during the 1910s and 20s, claimed 

that despite their serious shortcomings the immigrants were worth "loving." This attitude, 

unlike that expressed in the "Turning the Bush White" article, concurred with national 

Baptist sentiment. Essentially, Baptists nationally believed all southern and eastern 

Europeans had severe racial shortcomings, such as their proclivity to reproduce at high 

rates, catch diseases, and fall into poverty. But Baptists also believed the immigrants 

belonged in the American Protestant republic.' Therefore, the SCNffs staff did not form a 

* Daily Caltanet 28 December 1935; and Philpott, 401. 

'Carolyn Wheeler Avery, "Today is for Remembering" (1939), 6 in South Chicago 
Neighborhood House File; and Davis, 120-91. 
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monolithic interpretation of the Bush's Slavic immigrants. While they were hankies, they 

did have traits worth keeping. But the SCNITs emphasis still stood heavily upon "turning 

the Bush white." One can also see similar tensions regarding immigrants and race in other 

Calumet area settlement houses. 

The South Chicago Congregational Church also sponsored its own settlement 

called the South End Centre (SEC), founded in 1907, only a few blocks south of the 

SCNH. The SEC strove for a Jane Addams-type cosmopolitanism, as defined by historian 

Rivka Lissak Shpak. Shpak asserted that Addams and other Liberal Progressives 

emphasized the immigrants' foreignness and the new cultural traits the immigrants could 

give to the United States. These Progressives believed immigrants had gifts they could 

oSer to American society, such as their facility for handicrafts. Addams, for example, used 

the theory of cosmopolitanism in creating the Hull-House Labor Museum, displaying 

immigrants' handicrafts and the implements used to create them. Ultimately, however, 

these Liberal Progressives felt immigrants had to sublimate their Old World ways for 

Anglo-American culture.® 

Addams herself spoke at the SEC's opening ceremonies. Her speech, although not 

extant in its entirety, set forth her basic principles as outlined in Addams' then famous 

^Daily Calumet 9, 16, and 18 November 1907; Shpak, 4-5 and 173-5; and Helen 
Lefkowitz Horowitz, Culture and the City: Cultural Philanthropy from the 1880s to 1917 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 135-8. 
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speech "The Subjective Necessity for Social Settlements."' According to Addams, the 

settlement became "an experimental efifort to aid in the solution of the social and industrial 

problems. . .in a great city." This, Addams stated, would be the great benefit of the SEC to 

southeast Chicago. The southeast Chicago newspaper the Daily Calumet covered 

Addams' speech, and the journalist reporting the event trumpeted the founding of the SEC 

as a chance to help "the different classes in the 'slum' distrirts." Furthermore, the reporter 

waxed, the SEC would be a place "where people of all creeds and nationalities can work 

together for good." To this end, the SEC organized a reading room, dancing, cooking, and 

sewing classes, and political science. Women's, and Mothers' Clubs. The SEC's stated 

goals clearly diverged fi'om the racial supremacist rhetoric espoused by the SCNH in the 

article "Turning the Bush White."' As the SEC demonstrated, local Progressives' racial 

attitudes were far more complex than a cursory glance at only the SCNH might reveal. 

Similar to the SEC, Association House (AH), a settlement house in Chicago's 

West Town neighborhood founded in 1911, stood upon Liberal Progressive cosmopolitan 

theory. Despite this belief in cosmopolitanism, the AHs stafif had little comprehension of 

Serbian religious beliefs. In the settlement's 1922 survey of neighborhood churches, the 

Serbian Orthodox Church Holy Resurrection appeared under the heading "Miscellaneous." 

The same survey designated this Serbian church "Eastern Serbian Orthodox Church of the 

'This speech later appeared as a chapter in her book Twenty Years at Hull-House, first 
published in 1910. 

* Daily Calumet 9, 16, and 18 November 1907. 
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Resurrection." A map in this study also categorized Holy Resurrection Church as "other." 

And in a school survey used by the AH the Serbs appeared under the erroneous heading 

"Jugo-siavakians." The AH staff certainly distinguished between Roman Catholic and 

Protestant Christianity. However, Orthodox Christianity became "Eastern," "other," and 

"Miscellaneous" when compared to Western Christianity, that is the Protestant churches of 

West Town. Yet, the misrepresentations of Serbian Orthodoxy in the AH reports 

contrasted strongly with the Baptists of the SCNH and their overt and direct racialization 

of Serbs living in the Bush neighborhood. This distinction between AH and SCNH 

attitudes toward Serbs developed along class lines. The Serbs who attended Holy 

Resurrection Church were mainly middle class, and they owned and operated the small 

businesses of the local Serbian community. As middle-class immigrants, these Serbs also 

never sought assistance from the AH. Therefore, the AH merely saw the middle-class 

Serbs of Holy Resurrection Church as "Eastern," but still Christian. The Serbs and other 

Slavs of southeast Chicago, meanwhile, were "menace[s] to American Christian life," 

according to the SCNH.' 

Gary Serbs' encounters with local settlement houses often mirrored that of Serbs in 

southeast Chicago. Gary Neighborhood House (GNH) focused, in its own words, squarely 

'"A Study of Association House" (1922), 36 and Map IV in Association House Papers, 
Chicago Historical Society, Chicago; and Daily Calumet 28 December 1935. The 
Northwestern University Settlement House also located in the West Town neighborhood 
had no discemable Serbian patrons. See, for example, the case file indices in the 
Northwestern University Settlement House Papers, Northwestern University Archives, 
Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Illinois. 
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upon "The Making of Americans'" in its daily encounters with Serbs. Local Presbyterian 

churches united in founding the GNH in 1909 in a largely immigrant neighborhood. The 

GNH printed a poem titled "The Immigrant Matter" in a promotional pamphlet, 

exemplifying the house's philosophy. This poem described an immigrant boy coming to 

Gary "with little heritage." Someday, the poem continued, he could become "one of you," 

that is an American. Indeed, the GNH proclaimed it would lead the charge to Americanize 

these immigrants "with little heritage."'" 

Kenneth D. Miller, a Presbyterian expert on Slavic immigrants in the United States 

during the 1920s who frequently visited the GNH, commented that the GNH was the most 

"efifective" Americanization institution in Gary. According to Miller, the Slavic immigrant 

communities in Gary improved "in terms of better citizenship, redeemed individuals, and a 

more Christian community." Miller also argued against the hunky stereotype of Slavic 

immigrants, asserting these Slavic immigrants were not from "'inferior* and "undesirable' 

races." Gary's Slavic immigrants. Miller claimed, could rise out of this morass of assumed 

"inferiority" if they only would let organizations like the GNH help them. However, 

Miller's belief underlying the growth of "a more Christian community" was that all Slavs 

had to forsake Christian Orthodoxy or Catholicism for Protestantism. The GNH, then, 

would replace what "little heritage" these Slavs had with Protestant American culture. 

'°Mohl and Betten, 110; and "Facts, Figures, and Features that Fascinate, The Gary 
Neighborhood House," (n.d.) Gary Neighborhood House Papers, Calumet Regional 
Archives, Indiana University Northwest, Gary, Indiana. 
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thereby creating "a more Christian community."" 

The GNH imbued the immigrants with Protestant American culture through a 

plethora of classes and programs. These activities followed the typical settlement house 

formulae of girls', boys', women's, and mothers' clubs and cooking, sewing, English, and 

citizenship classes. The GNH supplemented these offerings with a library, nursery, and 

kindergarten. The children's chorus connected with the GNH in the 1920s centered on 

immigrant unity through promoting immigrant cultures. Immigrant girls came together to 

sing in English and their native tongues and wear costumes from their homelands. Indeed, 

the GNH admitted "the Newer and the Older Americans" could learn from each other. 

But, in the words of the poem "The Immigrant Matter," the GNH had "to teach him, 

watch him grow" before he (or she), the immigrant, could become an American.'^ 

In the same Gary neighborhood, the First Methodist Episcopal Church of Gary 

also formed its own settlement in 1914 called the Campbell Friendship House (CFH). The 

head pastor at the church, William Grant Seaman, infused the settlement's work with a 

strident language of racial uplift. In a letter promoting the CFHs work. Seaman claimed 

Gary had a '"Foreign Problem'." This problem. Seaman postulated, consisted of 

"Kenneth D. NCUer, Peasant Pioneers: An Interpretation of the Slavic Peoples in the 
United States (1925; reprint, San Francisco: R and E Research Associates, 1969), 63, 166, 
and 173. 

^^Gary Neighborhood House, Eleventh Annual Report of the Superintendent, April 1, 
1920 (Gary; n.p., 1920), 1; "The Children's Chorus, Gary Neighborhood House, Gary, 
Indiana" (photograph) n.d.; and "Facts, Figures, and Features that Fascinate" in 
Neighborhood House Papers. 
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immigrants who were "almost wholly from the countries of southeastern Europe—the most 

backward peoples of Europe." Seaman expanded upon this vocabulary in a separate 

unpublished promotional article, titled "The Calumet Region." In this article. Seaman 

characterized the southeastern Europeans as being from "wonderful [racial] stocks." Yet, 

"ignorance,.. .low ideals and great poverty" attenuated this "wonderful stock," Seaman 

concluded. Despite this negative view of southeastern European culture. Seaman still 

accentuated their Christianity by pointing out that these immigrants' ancestors fought the 

"Mohammadanse [sic] to a stand still [sic]." His emphasis on these immigrants as a 

bulwark to Christianity also unintentionally highlighted the Serbs' struggle at the Battle of 

Kosovo Polje in 1389 against the Muslim Ottoman Turks. In this manner. Seaman, 

through his promotion of the CFH, echoed the Association House's feelings toward Serbs. 

For the leaders of both settlements, the Serbs, through their "ignorance,.. .low ideals and 

great poverty," presented a threat to Anglo-American racial dominance. However, one 

could not overlook their essentially Christian nature." 

Like Seaman, the actual residents of the CFH focused clearly on religion as the 

path to civilizing these immigrants. In 1926, a settlement report declared "our great aim is 

'^"The City Church, First Methodist Episcopal Church, Opening and Dedication," (1926); 
William Grant Seaman to the Reverend D.D. Forsythe, December 1916; and William 
Grant Seaman, "The Calumet Region," (n.d.), 3; City Methodist Church Papers, Calumet 
Regional Archives. See also R.G. D. Laffan, The Guardians of the Gate: Historical 
Lectures on the Serbs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1918) for a European version 
(contemporary to Seaman) of the Serbs as the supposed last bastion against the onslaught 
of the Ottoman Turks. 
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to awaken and strengthen the spiritual life" through reli^ous classes and services for 

children and adults. This focus on spirituality, the CFH staff hoped, would urge the Serbs 

to convert from Serbian Orthodox Christianity to Methodism. Another settlement report, 

printed ten years later, repeated this message, but with an added emphasis on democracy. 

This report stated that the "Christian social minded" &milies of the CFH should act as 

examples to the "deteriorated community" of immigrants so that "Christian democracy" 

would flourish. Again, the CFH considered the immigrants "deteriorated" because of their 

"ignorance,. . .low ideals and great poverty." The CFH did not characterize the immigrants 

as "menace[s]," as the SCNH did. However, the CFH alleged that the immigrants were not 

truly "Christian" unless they followed the teachings of the CFH. These teachings, then, 

would give these immigrants the key to full participation in "Christian democracy."'* 

Another of Gary's social service organizations, the International Institute of Gary 

(UG), also encouraged democracy and Christianity among Gary's immigrants, working 

most effectively on a case-by-case basis. The EG, although technically not a settlement 

house because it had no residents, provided services similar to those offered by the SCNH, 

the SEC, the AH, the GNH, and the CFH. Also, as these settlements did, the EG worked 

mainly with Gary's various immigrant populations. Therefore, in this study, the EG will be 

treated with the settlement houses. The Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) 

^*History of Campbell Friendship House, Gary, Indiana, 1912-1940 (Gary: n.p., 1943), 
12; and Campbell Friendship House, Annual Repori, 1926 quoted in History of Campbell 
Friendship House, 19, City Methodist Church Papers. 
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founded the IIG in 1919, according to its by-laws, "to promote better understanding 

between native and foreign-bom people." While working for "better understanding," the 

nG practiced a staunch assimilationist ethic. This ethic focused clearly on women as the 

key to including immigrant groups, such as the Serbs, in Anglo-American culture." 

As evidence of this philosophy, the IIG advertised its main function as a "bureau of 

service for foreign bom women." Immigration historian Donna Gabaccia maintained that 

immigrant women became the focus for reformers of immigrants. Through women, 

Gabaccia asserted, reformers hoped to reach their children, the second or third 

generations. Civilizing the children would save all future generations of the immigrant 

community. Immigration historian Sydney Stahl Weinberg uncovered similar trends for 

immigrant women in her study of immigration historiography. In this study, Weinberg 

claimed that immigrant "women bore a primary responsibility for adapting Old World 

traits and thus preserving group culture." Furthermore, we have already discussed 

matemalist policies as an avenue by which Progressives taught immigrant women how to 

be American mothers through the most current scientific methods of childrearing and 

housekeeping. This assertion definitely rang tme for Serbian women involved with the 

nG's programs and clubs. Although the Liberal Progressives of the EG focused on 

immigrant women's culture, nativists saw immigrant women as far more sinister. As 

^®"By-Laws for the International Institute of Gary, Indiana" (1937); and "International 
Institute of Gary, Indiana, Y.W.C.A." (1920) in Intemational Institute of Gary Papers 
Calumet Regional Archives. 
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women's historian Katrina Irving made clear, nativists, such as Madison Grant and E. A. 

Ross, believed immigrant women threatened Anglo America. Because of their supposed 

fecundity, immigrant women from southern and eastern Europe would produce off spring 

who would over run Anglo America. UG workers, however, took no such vigorous 

misogynist and xenophobic stance.'^ 

The nG also offered the typical settlement house programs to all immigrants, both 

women and men. These programs included hygiene, citizenship, and English classes, 

translation services, one-on-one case work, referral services to local professionals, and 

clubs for adults and children. Immigrant clubs and organizations independent of the 

Institute frequently used the Institute's class rooms and halls. Also, the IIG, throughout the 

inter-war period, concentrated on assisting immigrants in filing papers for citizenship. 

Much of the case work files on Serbian women and men deal with gathering information 

for filing these citizenship papers. For example, the IIG often corresponded with Serbian 

immigrants' previous employers, relatives, or friends in the United States to establish the 

immigrants' length of stay in the United States." 

'®Donna Gabaccia, From the Other Side: Women, Gender, and Immigrant Life in the 
U.S., 1820-1990 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 117; Sydney Stahl 
Weinberg, "Treatment of Women in Immigration History; A Call For Change," Journal of 
American Ethnic History 11 (Summer 1992): 38; and Katrina Irving, Immigrant Mothers: 
Narratives of Race and Maternity, 75P0-/925 (Urbana; University of Illinois Press, 1999), 
40-1. Also see From the Other Side, 110-11, for a synopsis of the historiography 
involving women as the center for cultural negotiation and adaptation. 

'^"International Institute of Gary, Indiana, Y.W.C.A." (1920); Esther Tappan to John N. 
Holloway, 20 February 1938; Gary International Institute News, October 1931, 3; 
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Unlike all other Progressive organizations of the Chicago area heretofore 

mentioned, the IIG had a specific worker who addressed the needs of the local Serbian 

immigrant community and who spoke Serbo-Croatian. Anka Sretkov filled this fiill-time 

position for much of the 1920s. SretkoVs job title was "Nationality Worker, Jugoslavs." 

Her post covered Serbian, Croatian, Slovene, and Macedonian immigrants. She, herself^ 

was a Bulgarian immigrant, speaking Bulgarian, French, German, and Hungarian, in 

addition to Serbo-Croatian. As the nationality worker who administered the Serbs, 

Sretkov made fi-equent visits to St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church in Gary. As a result of 

these visits, she explained to the IIG staff such Orthodox celebrations as Easter. Sretkov 

also formed a "Jugo-slavensky [sic] Woman's Club" for educational and social purposes 

and an all-women's string orchestra.'* 

Despite SretkoVs ofiBcial title, IIG monthly reports often referred to her as the 

"Serbian secretary." Furthermore, a promotional brochure produced by the IIG listed 

Croatians and Serbians as the only Yugoslav groups served by the Institute. In this 

manner, the IIG developed an inconsistent understanding of South Slavic identities. 

According to the IIG, the Serbs were either Jugoslavs along with three other Balkan 

groups or independent Serbians with their own secretary at the IIG. Also, Sretkov, as a 

International Institute of Gary Newspaper Clipping File, 28 September 1926 and 19 
January 1933 in International Institute of Gary Papers. 

'^"Intemational Institute Yearly Report" for 1930; "International Institute Monthly 
Report[s]" for April 1925, October 1926, June/July 1927, and October 1927 in 
International Institute of Gary Papers. 
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Bulgarian, did not speak fluent Serbo-Croatian. She, at times, had difiSculty producing 

accurate Serbo-Croatian to English translations. The IIG, unlike other local Progressive 

institutions, such as the SCNH and the CFH, did attempt to understand Serbian identity by 

employing a speaker of Serbo-Croatian. Yet, the Institute confused the identities of 

various Balkan groups and did not employ a Serbian as the "Serbian secretary."^' 

While Sretkov clearly symbolized the EIG's supposed cosmopolitanism, the myriad 

of celebrations sponsored by the IIG displayed cosmopolitanism to the public. For 

example, an art exhibition at the IIG in March 1926 praised the virtues of immigrant 

handiwork. The Serbian contribution to the show was a six hundred-year-old rug. A 

Chicago area Serbian Orthodox priest, Petar O. Stijacic, and a Serbian publisher from 

Chicago, John R. Palandech, both spoke on Serbian culture at the exhibition's "Serb-

Croatian-Slovene night." Serbian dance and choral groups also performed.^" 

Annual celebrations of other immigrant gifts to American culture came in the form 

of Christmas pageants sponsored by the IIG. For the 1928 Christmas program, Serbian 

immigrant women with Stretkov's help performed the Serbian badnjak [yule log] ritual. 

The nG also displayed further support of immigrant Christmas celebrations in its monthly 

""International Institute Monthly Report[s]" October 1926 and October 1927; 
"International Institute of Gary, Indiana, Y.W.C.A." (1920); Restricted International 
Institute Case Files of K. C. (Serbian woman) in International Institute of Gary Papers; 
'"Christmas' in Many Lands" (14 December 1928) International Institute Program in 
Indiana Room Collection, International Institute File, Gary Public Library, Gary, Indiana. 

•"International Institute of Gary Newspaper Clipping File for 9 and 11 March 1926, 
Indiana Room Collection. 
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newsletters for December. These publications listed the various phrases for "Merry 

Christmas" in the immigrants' languages, including the Serbo-Croatian Sretan Bozid 

Christmas commemorations and art exhibits represented only a small fraction of the 

Institute's overall attempts at superficial cosmopolitanism. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the IIG sponsored a host of immigrant spectacles and 

pageants in which the Serbs frequently participated. These programs generally followed 

the same pattern. In the Harvest Pageant of 1920, numerous Gary immigrant groups, such 

as Poles, Czechs, and Serbs, had separate scenes within an act. The Serbian participants 

performed a South Slavic dance called a kolo [dance]. Ten Serbian women, in 1933, 

participated in the "Spring and the Sun Prince" performance in which they danced a kolo. 

In a 1927 folk festival produced by the IIG, local Serbian performers portrayed a wedding 

scene from the Srem region of eastern Croatia. Ten years later, in a similar IIG folk 

festival, a Serbian trio sang a love song while a Serbian orchestra played music for social 

dancing. In 1936, the IIG also hired an outside folk performer, a Czech immigrant Stella 

Marek Cushing, who worked to integrate the major groups of Yugoslavia into her 

"Jugoslavia—Land of Many Contrasts" performance. Cushing used Serbian choral, dance, 

and instrumental groups from the Gary Serbian community in her performance. This 

performance echoed the IIG's overall cosmopolitan message. For example, in her program 

^^Gary International Institute News December 1937; and "'Christmas' in Many Lands." 
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notes Gushing called the Yugoslavs "a fine, brave people."^ 

While both Serbian women and men sometimes participated in these programs, 

Serbian women comprised the great majority of planners and performers. For example, 

only Serbian women danced the kolos in both the 1920 "Harvest Pageant" and the "Spring 

and the Sun Prince" show of 1933. In these shows, Serbian men played no discemable 

roles. Certainly, Serbian women's predominance in these productions reflected the IIG's 

emphasis as a "bureau of service for foreign bom women." Furthermore, the yule log 

ceremony reenactment of 1928, supervised and carried out by Serbian women, represented 

a significant departure fi'om the ceremony as performed in the Balkans. Serbian men, in 

the Balkans, totally controlled the badnjak festivities fi'om the moment they cut the logs in 

the forest. Thus, the IIG struggled to make Serbian women, of both the first and second 

generations, the cornerstone in moving Serbian immigrants up fi-om their hunky status.^ 

Anka Sretkov, the IIG employee who worked closely with the Serbs, founded the 

"Jugo-Slavensky [sic] Women's Club" in the 1920s. Sretkov hoped this club would inform 

Yugoslav women, mainly Serbs, about their roles in the new Yugoslavia. To this end. 

^"A Community Harvest Pageant" (16 November 1920) and "Spring and the Sun Prince" 
(14 June 1933) in Indiana Room Collection, International Institute of Gary File. "Folk 
Song and Dance Festival of All Lands" (28 April 1927); "International Folk Festival" (23 
November 1937); International Institute of Gary Newspaper Clipping File 2 May 1933; 
Stella Marek Gushing to Irma Wagner (11 March 1936); Irma Wagner to Stella Marek 
Gushing (18 March 1936); "Jugoslavia—Land of Many Contrasts" (28 October 1936) in 
International Institute of Gary Papers. 

^Olive Lodge, Peasant Life in Jugoslavia (London; Seeley, Service, 1942), 234-5. 
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Sretkov organized screenings of educational Serbian-language films about Yugoslavia. 

She also promoted the return of Serbian women who belonged to the club to their 

homeland to visit and understand their roles in the Serbian diaspora. Sretkov also used her 

women's club as an organizing platform for an orchestra consisting of women fi-om most 

of the immigrant groups that used the IIG, including the Serbs. Serbian immigrant women, 

Sretkov claimed through her leadership of the club, should comprehend their roles as 

mothers of citizens." 

According to Sretkov, these citizens might participate in the new democratic 

Yugoslavia or in the long-established democracy of the United States. In either case, 

Serbian women had to see their importance to the flourishing of democracy among their 

people in Gary or in the homeland. Ultimately, Sretkov believed, this faith in democracy 

would allow Serbian immigrants and Serbs of Yugoslavia into the fellowship of 

democratic nations. Sretkov, in this manner, offered a solution to the immigrant problem 

raised by John Morris Gillette when he dubbed the Serbs tribal and therefore anti

democratic. Furthermore, the IIG, in its approach to Serbian women, asked them to play a 

dual role. In the first role Serbian women, through these pageants and clubs, fimctioned as 

preservers of Serbian culture. The second role they served was as the entry point for 

American language and morality. Learning English and Protestant American virtue would 

eventually civilize these women and their families, raising them fi-om their hunky status. 

^^''International Institute Monthly Report[s]" for September 1926, October 1926, 
June/July 1927, and October 1927 in International Institute of Gary Papers. 
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The nG showed an unusual level of interest in teaching first-generation Serbian 

women English. As Gabaccia pointed out, most adult female immigrants did not leam 

English easily and often found it quite di£5cult. For example, Jerre Mangione, a second-

generation Italian from Rochester, New York, commented that his mother refused to leam 

English systematically or allow her children to speak it at home. Some Serbian women, 

such as L. G., in 1919 attended English night classes at Gary's Froebel High School. The 

UG labeled her "very intelligent" and "well educated" in her native tongue, believing this 

would help her leam English. Yet, as a historian of Gary's school system found, few 

women actually attended these classes at Froebel." 

The UG also organized its own English-language classes every year, starting in the 

fall. The UG saw Serbian women as a key component of the students for these classes. In 

1922, the UG encouraged D.A. a nineteen year-old Serbian immigrant woman, to join the 

nG's English classes. The IIG, in 1924, repeatedly contacted a Serbian girls' parents until 

they enrolled her in a class "for non-English speaking children." The IIG staff also viewed 

women's attendance to English-language classes as a significant step toward citizenship. 

For example, A. M., a Serbian woman, attended an English-language class during 1926. 

The UG made a special notation of this in the chronology that recorded her steps toward 

"International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File, L.G. (Serbian woman) in 
International Institute of Gary Papers. All individual and family case files of the 
International Institute of Gary are restricted. Therefore, the citations will include only the 
Serbs' first and last initials and gender. Gabaccia, 113; Jerre Mangione, Mount Allegro: A 
Memoir of Italian American Life (1943; reprint. New York: Columbia University Press, 
1981), 49-50; and Ronald D. Cohen, 35. 
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citizenship. Other Serbian women, such as M. K. in 1931, according to the IIG, became 

"very anxious to leam English." The IIG simply encouraged such women and worked to 

provide them appropriate instruction. According to the Institute's staffs Serbian women, 

whether involved in Institute classes or instruction elsewhere, had to leam English so that 

they could bring civilized American customs into the chaotic Serbian household.^ 

While the Institute stressed Serbian women's English-language literacy, they 

placed an even higher value on virtue and morality among them. Extra- and pre-marital 

sexual relations—the IIG's major area of moral concern—did not simply spring into the 

Serbs' sexual vocabulary upon their arrival in the United States. In the case of infertile 

husbands, Serbian villagers in Europe allowed for these men's wives to have sex with other 

men. This sex was solely for the purpose of pregnancy resulting in a male fetus to 

eventually continue the family's traditions. To be sure, Serbian village women did not 

enjoy any significant measures of sexual fi-eedom. Villagers often cast girls and women 

who had pre-marital sex figuratively or literally out of their villages. Certainly, the EG 

risked alienating its Serbian clients if the IIG chose to intervene in Serbian sexual mores 

too stridently. Therefore, the IIG had to define a path down which its staff could trod 

without walking on ground that the Serbian men wanted to protect. The IIG, however, did 

^^International Institute of Gary Restricted Case Files for D. A. (Serbian woman), M. K. 
(Serbian woman), A. M. (Serbian woman), I. S. (Serbian man), C. V. (Serbian man), and 
M. V. (Serbian girl) in International Institute of Gary Papers. 
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not always successfully do thls.^^ 

In some cases, the IIG simply pushed male relatives to enforce Serbian sexual 

mores, such as in the case of K. C., a Serbian immigrant woman. K. C.'s husband 

abandoned her in Gary for a job in Akron, Ohio in 1921. An IIG worker helped three of 

BC. C.'s male relatives draft a letter in Serbo-Croatian to her husband. These men laid out 

their grievances against him in ten points. In the ninth point, they questioned his actions, 

writing: "Why does she [K. C.] say that you are a fraud and that she will not live with you 

and that you simply appear to be a trader in white slavery. . .?" Through their reference to 

"white slavery," these men called upon the then current concern over forced prostitution. 

Indeed, the Chicago Vice Commission, during the 1910s, fought against white slavery. 

Therefore, it seems that these men, either encouraged by the IIG worker or independently, 

believed K. C.'s husband might sell her into prostitution if she returned to him.^ 

Beyond this American-based image, K.C.'s male relatives also drew upon the 

symbolism of the turksko ropstvo [Turkish slavery]. This slavery took place during 

Ottoman rule over Serbian lands from the fourteenth to the nineteenth centuries. In this 

"^Milan Filipovic, "Vicarious Paternity Among Serbs and Croats," Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropology 14 (1958): 156-67; Joel M. Halpem. Serbian Village: Social and 
Cultural Change in a Yugoslav Community (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), 188-9; 
Elizabeth Ewen, Immigrant Women in the Land of Dollars: Life and Culture on the 
Lower East Side, 1890-1925 (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1985), 211; and Carson, 
175. 

^^International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File for K. C. (Serbian woman); and Ruth 
Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood: Prostitution in America, 1900-1918 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1982), 112-35. 
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manner, the IIG coaxed these Serbian men to intervene on K.C.'s behalf using language 

and symbolism familiar to them. Yet, the ultimate outcome the IIG sought stood unclear. 

Any divorce between K. C. and her husband had to proceed through official Serbian 

Orthodox Church channels. If K. C. and her husband did not follow this procedure, they 

would both be considered infidels in the church's eyes. K.C. also exercised a freedom that 

she did not have in the Balkans. Simply by considering divorce and coaxing her relatives 

and the IIG to lobby on her behalf utterly contradicted the established patriarchy. 

Therefore, by promoting American secular notions of separation and divorce, the IIG 

ignored Serbian custom. Yet, forsaking this custom, according to the EG, allowed K. C. 

to be more virtuous and therefore more civilized and less hunky.^ 

The nG also worked to stop sexual "evil," (extra- and pre-marital sexual relations) 

as the staff put it, by changing Serbian women's living situations before they arrived in 

Gary. In 1922 in the case of K. S., a Serbian woman, the IIG wrote a YWCA worker on 

Ellis Island that K. S. should reconsider her place of residence in Gary. K. S. planned to 

live in Gary with her kum [godfather]. The hum in Serbian culture functioned as an 

unofficial guardian, usually naming the child at her/his baptism. Often, a family chose the 

kum from among its closest fiiends. With the naming of a kum, the family also created an 

extended network of fictive kin, and in the Serbian diaspora this network proved useful. 

However, the IIG criticized K. S.' domicile choice as "a false situation" for which she 

^odge, 201. 
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could "pay the fiill penalty" as a woman living in sin. As the EG did in the case of Serbian 

Orthodox canon law regarding divorce, it ignored Serbian moral dictates. While one could 

assume that extra-marital relations might take place between K. S. and her kum, the IIG 

ignored the fact that K. S. made a logical choice in residence by the dictates of her own 

culture.^" 

The no also developed other forms of intervention, such as education, as 

channels of "moral reform." As previously mentioned, in 1924 the HO continuously 

contacted M. V., a Serbian immigrant girl, in an eflfort to have her enrolled in English-

language classes. Attending these classes would not only give her English-language skills, 

but also isolate her from her "suitor." The EG claimed that M. V. was too young, by 

American standards, to court. Although the IIG made no specific mention of her age, its 

staflf did not consider Serbian custom for girls' marriage age. For most Serbian girls during 

this time period, the acceptable marriage age usually started in the teens. The IIG also 

overlooked the fact that M. V. had two parents, a mother and a step-father, to supervise 

her. However, the IIG, through its actions, indicated that M. V. 's parents could not 

properly raise her. Certainly, if they were not civilized, how could they be expected to 

teach M. V. true moral virtues?^* 

^"International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File for K. S. (Serbian woman); and 
Halpera, 180-1. 

^'International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File for M. V. (Serbian girl); and 
Halpem, 188. 
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In the case of M. Z., a married Serbian woman who planned to live in Gary with 

her husband, the IIG used a local Serbian religious leader to enforce acceptable forms of 

sexual morality. In 1931, both the EG and a YWCA worker at Ellis Island believed M Z. 

had an extra-marital sexual relationship with a Serbian man living in the United States. 

Based on this hearsay evidence, the Ellis Island worker claimed M. Z. was a habitual liar 

and a "predatory hawk" feasting on helpless men. In this characterization, the animal-

sexual imagery stands out. M. Z., allowing her sexuality to run riot, preyed on men, 

betrayed her husband, and lied to the YWCA. While the QG did not use such strident 

rhetoric as the Ellis Island worker did, it encouraged one of Gary's Serbian priests to 

condemn her and threaten to have her deported for infidelity. In support of the priest, the 

EG admonished her that she should stay "on the straight and narrow path of virtue." In 

this case, the Serbs' sexual dictates and the UG's moral concepts coincided.'^ 

Beyond sexual mores, at times, the IIG also addressed Serbian women's broader 

roles in society. The case of D. P., an unmarried Serbian immigrant woman, exemplified 

the AG's efforts to define these roles. D. P. lived with another Serbian woman in Gary and 

in 1933 called upon the IIG for material aid. When she came to the Institute's ofiBces, her 

case worker claimed she was intoxicated. Furthermore, the case worker did not approve 

of D. P.'s clothing—labeling it "ragged." D. P., in the case worker's eyes, trampled on the 

middle-class Anglo-American dictate of sobriety by appearing at the IIG under the 

^^International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File for M. Z. (Serbian woman). 
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influence of alcohol. If Serbian women functioned as the key to civilizing the Serbian 

family, they should not drink and certainly not be intoxicated. Moreover, D. P.'s clothing 

also did not present the appearance of an immigrant woman who might serve as the path 

by which any Serbian family would become civilized." 

Overall, Serbian women confronted by and involved in IIG programs faced cultural 

challenges similar to those encountered by other immigrant women throughout the United 

States. For example, historian George J. Sanchez pointed out that second-generation 

Mexican-American women in the 1910s and 1920s stood between "two conflicting 

cultures." These women became the focus of Americanization movements in California 

and sometimes partook in IIG-style Americanization programs. Literary theorist 

Magdalena Zaborowska also posited that similar tensions existed in the works of Elizabeth 

Stem, a Polish-Jewish immigrant novelist in the 1920s. According to Zaborowska, Stem, 

through her novels, asserted that immigrant women could "be of two worlds," one 

American and one immigrant. Serbian women, involved in the IIG, continually saw their 

cultural values assaulted and their roles questioned. Indeed, they became the key, for the 

nG, to civilizing Serbs and their eventual passage out of hunky status.^ 

^^International Institute of Gary Restricted Case File for D. P. (Serbian woman); and 
Magdalena Zaborowska, Haw We Found America: Reading Gender Through East 
European Immigrant Narratives (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1995), 23. 

"George J. Sanchez, "'Go After the Women' Americanization and the Mexican Immigrant 
Woman, 1915-1929," \nMothers and Motherhood: Readings in American History, ed. 
Rima D. Apple and Janet Golden (Columbus; Ohio State University Press, 1997), 475-94; 
and Zaborowska, 109. 
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Although the IIG workers focused on women as the key to civilizing the Serbs 

more than other reformers, these workers fundamentally concurred with the staffs of the 

other five social service organizations heretofore discussed. They ail believed that Serbs 

could leave their position as hunkies by replacing Serbian cultural and moral values with 

American ones. This reformation would eventually allow them to participate fully in the 

American body politic with an understanding of American democracy. However, none of 

the six institutions took exactly the same approach. All expressed varying opinions and 

solutions to the so-called "Foreign Problem." 

Both the SCNH and the CFH wanted to imbue potential-Serbian citizenship with a 

Christian component. To achieve this goal, the SCNH directly condemned the Serbs and 

their immigrant neighbors of the Bush as needing their help in "turning white." The CFH 

and the AH, while its founders used orientalist rhetoric to describe the Serbs, still believed 

they belonged in a Christian fellowship with Protestants. The GNH and its supporters 

wanted the immigrants to be more Christian. And it also hoped to remove the Serbs and 

all Slavs from the category of undesirable races, because they did not belong there. On the 

other hand, the SEC and the IIG used less religiously charged philosophies and focused 

publicly on cosmopolitanism. Through the IIG case files, the only social service 

organization among these six to have such files extant, we also see a struggle to reform 

Serbs' hunky status through Serbian women. Ultimately, all six organizations chaimeled 

Serbs down the narrow sluice of Anglo-American Protestant culture. Yet, harsher 

alternatives to these local Progressives' efforts existed in the Chicago area, including 
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eugenicists. 

Eugenicists, according to education historian Steven Selden, believed "if human 

kind were to improve, the parents of future generations would have to be carefully 

selected." Heredity, therefore, was the main factor in determining behavior, the eugenicists 

argued. Following this line of reasoning, eugenicists argued southern and eastern 

Europeans were inferior and should have their breeding strictly controlled. In 1914, 

Nathan William MacChesney, a member of the Chicago bar and judge advocate general of 

Illinois, argued for forced vasectomies for "defectives," that is men who in someway 

detracted from society. 

This detraction could be criminal proclivity, mental retardation, physical deformity, 

or a broader catchall category that remained undefined so that any group eugenicists 

feared could be included. MacChesney claimed his support for involuntary vasectomies 

paled in comparison to the radical notion advocated by another unnamed-Chicago 

eugenicist to involuntarily castrate all African Americans. Indeed, MacChesney pointed to 

the 1907 Indiana state law allowing involuntary sterilization of "criminals, idiots, rapists, 

and imbeciles," as proof that he was not alone in his views. According to the Indiana law, 

a panel of two doctors at every institution housing inmates from one of the above 

^^Steven Selden, Inheriting Shame: The Story of Eugenics and Racism in America (New 
York: Teachers College Press, 1999), 1; and Rudolph Vecoli, "Sterilization; A 
Progressive Measure?" Wisconsin Magazine of History A2 (Spring 1960): 190-202; and 
Nathan William MacChesney, Race Development by Legislation (Springfield, IL: State 
Charities Commission, n.d.), 13. 
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categories would analyze the eflScacy of forced sterilization on a case-by-case basis. For 

eugenicists, changing immigrant culture to be more Anglo American was not enough. 

Immigrant populations had to be literally controlled so that they did not overrun Anglo 

America.^ 

^MacChesney, 13; and Patrick Almond Curtis, "Eugenic Reformers, Cultural 
Perceptions of Dependent Populations, And the Care of the Feebleminded," (Ph.D. diss.. 
University of Illinois at Chicago, 1983), 218. 
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6. "FOR THE DEFENSE OF SERBIA AND THE SERBS": THE SERBIAN 
ORTHODOX CHURCH 

While Serbian immigrants experienced racialization on regional and local levels 

from all angles, local Serbian Orthodox Church leaders combatted these characterizations. 

The analysis here focuses on church leadership, because the leaders established local 

parishes and set the church policies for Chicago area Serbs to follow. These leaders, 

understanding how to mobilize their constituents based on Serbian traditions, served as 

part of the vanguard in the daily and local war of civilizing their Serbian countrymen and 

women, by defining srpstvo [Serbian nationality]. The very meaning of being Serbian 

stood at the heart of religious efiforts to establish Serbian inunigrants in metropolitan 

Chicago as civilized Christians rather than a threat to Anglo-American racial dominance. 

Frequently, priests and the lay-church leaders disagreed regarding srpstvo and its exact 

meaning for American Serbs. However, these leaders all agreed that the Serbs needed to 

shed their hunky status and become part of mainstream native-bom America.' 

These middle-class lay leaders and priests imposed their notions of civilized and 

srpstvo onto the Serbian working class. Immigration historian Kerby Miller offered a 

useful parallel in his examination of nineteenth-century Irish-American ethnicity. The Irish-

'For this translation of srpstvo, see Novi Englesko-Hrvatski i Hrvatsko-Engleski Rjednik 
(Milwaukee: Caspar Krueger Dory, 1926), 403. Although this was a Croatian dictionary, 
Serbian immigrants also widely used it. See also Etimologijski rjeCnikhrvatskoga Hi 
srpskoga jezika (Zagreb: Jugoslavenska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, 1973) for a 
discussion of srpstvo and its origins as a "modem abstraction." Joseph J. Barton, "Eastem 
and Southern Europeans," in Ethnic Leadership in America, ed. Jolm Higham (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 168-9. 
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American middle class asserted cultural hegemony over "traditional" Irish immigrants 

through oflfering "sanitized versions of Irish history" in ethnic societies and schools.^ While 

Miller argued that this Irish middle-class efifort aimed only to support Irish ethnicity in the 

United States, Serbian religious leaders constructed the Serbs as Serbian, but more 

imponantly as civilized and therefore worthy of participation in American democracy. 

In part, these leaders guided church policy through narrowly defined membership 

requirements. Generally, Orthodox churches had two basic categories of membership, 

parish members and congregation members. The parish members had been baptized and 

confirmed, but they did not pay dues to the church. Congregation members were also 

baptized and confirmed, paid dues, about one dollar per month by the 1930s, and received 

communion once a year. These factors allowed the congregation members to vote. 

However, strict voting limitations also existed based on gender. Out of all female 

worshipers only widowed women who were congregation members and whose male 

children were minors could vote. Single women were not considered a category by the 

church membership rules. All male congregation members of age whether single, married, 

or widowers could vote.^ Therefore, any dissent based on gender inequalities within the 

^Kerby A. Miller, "Class, Culture, and Immigrant Group Identity in the United States; The 
Case of Irish-American Ethnicity," in Immigration Reconsidered: History, Sociology, and 
Politics, ed. Virginia Yans-McLaughlin (New York; Oxford University Press, 1990), 96-
129. 

^Martin E. Carlson, "A Study of the Eastern Orthodox Churches in Gary, Indiana" 
(master's thesis. University of Chicago, 1942), 42-3. 
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church was essentially not an issue among voting members. The dues requirement also 

limited membership to those who could afford spending the extra twelve dollars per year. 

While not a great sum of money, Serbian immigrant working-class families clearly did not 

often have twelve dollars to spare, especially during the early 1930s. 

In Chicago, the two Serbian Orthodox Churches, Holy Resurrection in West Town 

and St. Archangel Michael on Chicago's southeast side symbolized the split between the 

Serbian middle class and the Serbian working class. Serbian leader and publishing mogul 

John R. Palandech belonged to Holy Resurrection and served as its first president. During 

the 1920s, Holy Resurrection also served as the governing seat of the Serbian Orthodox 

Church in North America. Far to the south and east, St. Archangel Michael's membership 

was predominantly working-class with its male heads of households working in the steel 

mills. Members of St. Archangel Michael underscored the geographical and class distance 

of the two churches by labeling Holy Resurrection, Nort Sajd [North Side], and their own 

church Ajrondelja [Irondale] after the area of the southeast side where the church was 

located.^ In this manner, St. Archangel Michael's parishioners linked themselves to the iron 

and steel industry of their neighborhood, while the name Nort Sajd long stood for 

affluence in Chicago's local vocabulary. This class split differed fi'om other smaller Serbian 

colonies in the United States, such as Johnstown, Pennsylvania. Immigration historian 

Ewa Morawska asserted that in Johnstown a "fundamentally classless but non-egalitarian 

*Nort Sajd and Ajrondelja are not truly Serbo-Croatian words, but rather phonetic 
transliterations based on English words. 
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system" existed. Hence, Morawska did not find evidence of strict class cleavages between 

Serbs in Johnstown, but rather smaller differences of power based on European pre-

industrial divisions between land owners and the landless. Ultimately, Morawska claimed 

"ordinary people" resented the "lordly ways" of the immigrant elite. However, in the 

Chicago region, relations among Serbs were defined by distinct class attitudes.^ 

Calumet area Serbs, until they ofi5cially founded St. Archangel Michael in 1918, 

worshiped in a rented hall, starting in 1904. This church community became known as The 

Parish Territory of the Holy Prophet Elijah in South Chicago. During the early years. Dr. 

Paja Radosavljevic, an ordained Serbian Orthodox priest fi'om the Srem region of eastern 

Croatia, served as its priest, being "unanimously elected" to that position by the local 

parishioners. Radosavljevic, fi'om the outset of his stay in this church district in 1904, 

virulently fought the leaders of the Russian Orthodox Archdiocese of North America. This 

religious body based in New York City and sponsored by Czarist Russia was the facto 

leader of Orthodox Christianity in the United States, for no other Orthodox Christian 

group provided national leadership here. Sebastian Dabovic, a Serbian priest and ofiBcial 

administrator of the Serbian Orthodox diocese under the Russian Orthodox Archdiocese 

of North America, branded Radosavljevic a "nervous novice" and "a dangerous agitator." 

^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church: Fiftieth Anniversary, 1919-1969, 
Spomenica -Monument of the Serbian Orthodox Church in South Chicago (Chicago: n.p., 
1969), 18; and Ewa Morawska, For Bread with Butter: The Life-Worlds of East Central 
Europeans in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 1890-1940 (Cambridge; Cambridge University 
Press, 1985), 222-7. 
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Dabovic had already established himself as a scion of the Serbian immigrant community in 

the United States. He was the first American-bom Serbian Orthodox priest, bom in 1863. 

He attended the St. Petersburg Theological Academy in Russia and founded the first 

Serbian Orthodox Church in the United States in Jackson, California in 1894. Dabovic, 

following the Archdiocese, believed Russian Orthodoxy should serve as the father of a 

pan-Orthodox Church in the United States. Therefore, no ethnic churches, such as the 

Serbian Orthodox Church, could fiinction independently of the Russians' control.^ 

In response to Dabovic, Radosavljevic asserted he was tired of "Russian tyranny" 

and that he did not want "any [Russian] bureaucracy in Free America." Radosavljevic also 

publicly burned a copy of a publication produced by the Russian Orthodox Archdiocese in 

North America, claiming he wanted to "disperse the cloud" of Russian control over the 

Serbian church in Chicago. This fight escalated as Radosavljevic refiised to mention the 

name of the Archbishop of the Russian Orthodox Archdiocese in North America during 

his liturgy at St. Elijah. Instead, Radosavljevic used the name of the metropolitan of 

Sremski Karlovici, the highest ranking Serbian Orthodox Church ofBcial in the Austro-

^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 112; Joseph Hayden, "Slavic Orthodox 
Christianity in the United States: From Culture Religion to Sectarian Church" (Ph.D. diss.. 
State University of New York, Buffalo, 1973), Introduction; Paul Pavlovich, The History 
of the Serbian Orthodox Church (Toronto: Serbian Heritage Books, 1989), 268; 
Sebastian Dabovic to Archbishop Tikhon, December 1905, Calendar of the Episcopal 
Correspondence of the Serbian Orthodox Church, Immigration IBstory Research Center, 
Fitzgerald, 31-3; and Nfichael A. Meerson, "The Orthodox Church in America," in Eastern 
Christianity and Politics in the Twentieth Century, vol. 1, ed. Pedro Ramet (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1988), 119. 
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Hungarian Empire. When he did this, Dabovic believed Radosavljevic might even call his 

own church sabor [synod] which, according to Dabovic, would be full of "impostors" 

from St. Elijah. Dabovic labeled the potential participants "impostors," because he 

believed any priest associated with Radosavljevic was not really properly ordained. 

Radosavljevic claimed autonomy from the Russian Archdiocese by pointing out that he 

received his salary directly from St. Elijah's parishioners and not from the ofiBcials of the 

Russian Church whom he labeled "arrogant." Acting on this feeling of independence, in 

1906, Radosavljevic tried to call a meeting in Pittsburgh of Serbian priests in an attempt to 

secede from the Russian Church. However, because of a lack of support from the 

metropolitan of Sremski Karlovici, Radosavljevic's efiforts toward independence for the 

Serbian Church in the United States failed.^ Radosavljevic also received no visible support 

from his parishioners in his quest to throw off the Russian domination. Working-class 

parishioners struggling to survive on meager salaries from the mills seemed to care little 

about his crusade. 

The importance of this battle between Radosavljevic and the Russian Archdiocese 

is evident when we consider how he sought to shape srpstvo in the Chicago region. 

Radosavljevic wanted to break away from Russian control so that Serbs would no longer 

be considered mere vassals of Russian overlords. Radosavljevic displayed his hopes for 

^Sebastian Dabovic to Archbishop Tikhon, 22 December 1905, 28 January 1906, and 11 
February 1906, Filip Sredanovic to Archbishop Tikhon, 24 February 1906, Episcopal 
Correspondence; and Dragicevich, 98. 
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Serbs in a newspaper article, stating "Mankind is progressing steadily in science, religion, 

politics, and in people's education."' He wanted all Serbs, especially those of the Chicago 

area, to partake in this progress. The advances in science, religion, politics, and education 

of which Radosavljevic wrote contrasted sharply with the rapidly deteriorating Russian 

Empire and government. No real progressive movements, Radosavljevic realized, came 

from Czarist lands. Therefore, his eflforts to separate the Serbian Church from the Russian 

one would free Serbian immigrants from these Old World shackles. 

Radosavljevic's plans for forming srpstvo in the Chicago region did not stop with 

"science, religion, and politics." They included economics. He wanted Serbs to start their 

own bank in the Calumet district, ostensibly to encourage Serbs to become part of 

mainstream American capitalism. Serbs were not as prolific in opening financial 

institutions as other South Slavic and Chicago area immigrant groups, such as the 

Slovenes. Furthermore, Serbs from Croatia had not migrated with financial skills honed in 

a capitalist economy. As late as 1920, Serbs in the United States still sent more than 

seventy-percent of their savings to their homelands. Therefore, they had little need for the 

financial know-how that Radosavljevic encouraged. But this knowledge could help the 

Serbs discard the hunky mantel and carry the torch of srpstvo by allowing Serbs to buy 

their own homes and partake in American progress. 

Radosavljevic and the church hierarchs did not agree on their definitions of srpstvo 

'Soke 1 May 1912 (Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey). The Chicago Foreign 
Language Press Survey will hereafrer be referred by the letters CFLPS. 
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or how to reject the hunky status. Similar to Radosavljevic's other initiatives, the 

Orthodox hierarchy ridiculed his plans to open a financial institution and claimed he did 

not "think of the purity of life—fulfillment of the divine commandments or preaching of the 

sermons." A Chicago-based Serbian church publication reiterated this sentiment saying 

that Serbs should not forsake God for "business [and] learning," asserting: "You are only 

wild animals without faith and the church."' According to Radosavljevic's opponents, the 

hunky status would only become stronger if Serbian immigrants abandoned their religious 

traditions. Both Radosavljevic and the hierarchs wanted Serbs to ascribe to their own 

definitions of progress and not be "wild animals." Yet, Radosavljevic proposed western 

notions of economics as a means of racial assimilation. The hierarchs, however, believed 

only strict adherence to Serbian Orthodoxy could demonstrate to Anglo-America that 

Serbs were truly worthy of inclusion in the American democratic republic. 

After Radosavljevic sought to separate the Serbian church firom the Russian 

Archdiocese in 1906, Dabovic, the leader of the Serbs under the Russian Archdiocese, 

stripped him of his appointment.'" But the "nervous novice" of St. Elijah did not stop 

there; he became a professor of psychology at New York University. At this time, 

'Sebastian Dabovic to Archbishop Tikhon, 22 December 1905, Episcopal 
Correspondence; Joseph Stipanovich, "Collective Economic Activity Among Serb, Croat, 
and Slovene Immigrants in the United States," in Self-Help in Urban America: Patterns of 
Minority Business Enterprise^ ed. Scott Cummings (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat 
Press, 1980), 172; and "Crkva i Narod," Srpska Crkva: Organ Srpske Pravoslavne 
Eparhije u Americi, June-July 1923. 

'"Pavlovich, 268. 
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Radosavljevic methodically set down his overall philosophy for srpstvo and Slavdom in his 

two volume work Who Are the Slavs? A Contribution to Race Psychology, published in 

1919. This ponderous efifort displayed, in a more organized and rational manner, the 

theories that he espoused in the Calumet. 

His argument in Who Are the Slavs? was clearly that the Slavs were culturally 

similar to the Anglo-Saxons and should not be considered hunkies. Radosavljevic best 

summed up his own goal of this two volume work, stating;".. .only a psychological Don 

Quixote. . . has.. . courage to say that the Slav is barbarian and [a] deadly enemy of [the] 

Culture and Civilization of our Humanity." Slavs—especially Serbs—were civilized and 

must be considered part of the American nation. Radosavljevic also promoted his 

definition of srpstvo. For example, Radosavljevic ranked Serbs as "the most gifted and 

prominent members of the Slavic family." The Serbian nation among all Slavic nations, he 

wrote, had a peculiar penchant for "independence" that was somehow linked to Serbian 

faith in Orthodox Christianity. However, this independent status was not enough, as 

Radosavljevic worked to make the Serbs and all Slavs members of the civilized "European 

nations." Using the then popular pseudo-scientific racial theories, Radosavljevic made his 

case for all Slavs. "Slavs," Radosavljevic proclaimed, "come fi-om the pure North 

European race...." Radosavljevic continued down this racial path by pointing to how 

similar the Slavic "racial type" is to the "Anglo-Saxons, Franks, Celts, Germans, and 

Romans" in hair, eye, and skin color, and brain size. Moreover, he carried this argument 

specifically to the Serbs' physical-racial characteristics. Because the Serbs were tall they 
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"represent the purest type among the Slavic people."" 

He too, however, did not stand unequivocally in support of Serbian and Slavic 

civilization. Radosavljevic placed the Slavs in the center of the hunky image, claiming; 

"Like a child, the Slav is overflowing with understanding and sympathy, but he is not what 

grown people call practical." In this statement, Radosavljevic seemed to be both 

promoting and denigrating srpstvo and Slavdom. As immigration historian Victor Greene 

pointed out, immigrant leaders felt "uncomfortable," because they stood in the 

netherworld between their own groups and native-bom American society. His feeling of 

disquiet brought Radosavljevic to this point of self-contradiction. Furthermore, 

Radosavljevic acceded to the American racial paradigm and was embarrassed that Serbs 

did not fit the characteristics of superior races as defined by Anglo-America.'^ 

Shortly after the Russian Archdiocese removed Radosavljevic fi-om the position as 

St. Elijah's priest in 1906, the church territory all but disappeared fi'om the historical 

record. Between 1908 and 1918, Dabovic and a Bosnian Serb priest fi'om Holy 

Resurrection, Sava T. Vojvodic, periodically travelled south to oflBciate weddings and 

fiinerals in St. Elijah's. The struggle between Radosavljevic and the Russian Archdiocese 

over their conflicting definitions of srpstvo and civilized nearly destroyed Serbian 

"Paja R. Radosavljevic, Who Are the Slavs? A Contribution to Race Psychology (Boston: 
Richard D. Badger, 1919), 1:106, 130, 133; 2: 41. 

'^Radosavljevic, 1:101; 2:293; and Victor Greene, American Immigrant Leaders, 1800-
1910: Marginality and Identity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 11. 
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Orthodox Christianity on the southeast side. Yet, in 1918, a group of St. Elijah's 

parishioners, headed by Trivun Klalnja, an immigrant from Croatia's Lika region, 

purchased a Danish Lutheran church as a permanent church structure for the Serbian 

Orthodox Christians of the area. 

Klasnja, after gathering the funds needed for this purchase, made the decision to 

buy the church unilaterally and in early 1919 called a meeting of southeast side Serbs to 

approve his purchase. "We did that. Brothers," Klasnja announced during this meeting, "at 

our risk and in the hope that the Serbian people will support this noble cause, so that in 

our midst there might finally be established a hearth, for our spiritual-religious needs and 

to ignite the flame of Serbian consciousness. ..." Thus, Klasnja served as the lay-

guardian of srpstvo on Chicago's southeast side. He, as a middle-class college-educated 

Serbian immigrant, recognized the demand for promoting Serbs' "spiritual-religious needs" 

so that they would not become the "wild animals" the Serbian church hierarchs foretold. 

Vojvodic, the priest fi'om Holy Resurrection, became St. Archangel Michael's first priest, 

serving as an "ofi5cial of God and the Serbian people." He not only took up the duties of 

priest, but for a short time also served as the teacher for a make-shift Serbian school 

connected with the church. Klasnja and Vojvodic, however, did not concern themselves 

with the nature of this Orthodox Christianity as Radosavljevic and the Russian 

Archdiocese had. Any promotion of srpstvo on the southeast side, Kla§nja and Vojvodic 

asserted through their actions, would be useful and would help Serbs leave their hunky 
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status behind." 

By 1924, the parish outgrew the former Danish Lutheran church building. Within 

two years, St. Archangel Michael's members raised enough money to lay a comer stone 

for a new edifice. Serbian publisher John R. Palandech commemorated the comer stone 

laying with a lengthy article as a guest writer in the Daily Calumet. In hailing the new 

Serbian church building, Palandech vigorously defended the southeast side's immigrants; 

If some fiiends who are so strenuously using their efiforts and influence to entirely 
bar out immigration and "to save' America for Americans would come to South 
Chicago, where the population is more than eighty percent either foreign bora or 
of foreign parentage, and see for themselves what these men of brawn and muscle 
have done and are doing for America.. .where America and the Star Spangled 
Baimer are sung with fervor and enthusiasm, they would leam to appreciate these 
people who toil hard who build homes and make the wheels of business and 
industry move forward, and above all who bring up their large groups of children 
in the real American spirit of love and loyalty to their adopted country." 

Palandech pointed to the new comer stone as yet further evidence that all immigrants, 

especially Serbs, were true Americans simply through their religious piety to the faiths 

they brought with them to Chicago. Moreover, these pious people worked hard, 

purchased homes, and loved their new homeland—all characteristics that should make for 

easy acceptance into Anglo-American society. 

^^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 33, 40-1, 46-7, 112; Spomenica 
Srpske Pravoslavne Crkve, Voskresenija Hristova, 1905-1955 (Chicago: Srpska 
Pravoslavna Crvka, 1955), 59; and Smiljana Budimir Mrksich, "Serbian Inmiigrants in the 
Chicago Area; Assimilation and Maintenance of Two Cultures" (master's thesis. Northern 
Illinois University, 1994), 66. 

Daily Calumet 5 November 1924. 
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In 1927 southeast side Serbs dedicated their new church. Petar Delic, a local Serb, 

became the kum [godfather] of the parish by donating $1,000, and he later took this 

position by Serbian Orthodox ritual. Kumstvo [godfatherhood], according to 

anthropologists Joel M. Halpem and Barbara Kerewsky Halpem, "artificially extends 

kinship" so that the entire congregation became Delic's ritual kin who, following Serbian 

tradition, then had to treat him with the highest respect. St. Archangel Michael's 

parishioners also performed other Orthodox rituals that linked them to Serbian Orthodoxy 

as practiced in their homelands.'^ For example, about a year after the church's opening, the 

congregation first consecrated the official church baimers. 

One Chicago-area Serbian newspaper discussed the consecration of church 

banners in the following manner, "Church banners are emblems of Serbian religious 

unity. . . -The Serbian banner is the emblem of the people's struggle, bloody fights, and 

suffering." Hence, the banners stood as physical reminders of the hardship that Serbs in 

general and the Church specifically endured at the hands of the Ottoman Turks. The paper 

concluded that only "highly respectable members" of the Serbian community carried them 

into the church. In this banner ceremony, southeast side Serbs merely conformed to 

established Serbian Orthodox rituals. In Serbian weddings, for example, the standard 

bearer \^tavnik or barjaktar\ held a prominent place in the wedding procession and was 

^^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 118, 120; Barbara Kerewsky-Halpem 
and Joel M. Halpem, "Vuk's Anthropological Descriptions and Contemporary Serbian 
Village \MQ"Serbian Studies 6 (1991): 24; and Halpem, 161. 
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often a local leader.'® 

Through these religious symbols of power, middle-class donors, such as Delic and 

the "highly respectable" standard bearers, became the unofi5cial lay leaders of the 

congregation. From this informal seat of power, the lay middle class asserted their notions 

of srpstvo on a mostly working-class congregation. For example, in the small but well 

used church hall connected to St. Archangel Michael, church leaders sponsored various 

cultural programs, such as operatic and choral music performances. In the middle-class' 

eyes, these events trumpeted Serbian culture's refined nature and exposed the working-

class to music beyond the epic ballads they knew fi-om their home villages and towns. 

While St. Archangel Michael parish had a mixed class congregation, far to the 

north in Holy Resurrection parish near Wicker Park the congregation was mainly middle 

class. The parish started slowly in the 1890s as Serbs met with Russians and Greeks in a 

private home to hear a pan-Orthodox liturgy. By the early 1900s, the Serbs of the area 

founded a church and school to maintain, in their words, "national character." In 1905, 

after his fourth visit to this neighborhood, Sebastian Dabovic, the Russian Archdiocese's 

administrator for the Serbian Church, helped found Holy Resurrection with roughly two 

^^Srpski Narodni Kalendar Sloboda (1929), 33; Ujedinjeno Srpstvo 20 March 1934 
(CFLPS); and D. Theophil Ldbel, Hochzeitsbrduche in der Turkei (Amersterdam: J. H. 
DeBussy, 1897), 231. 

Daily Calumet 16 March 1929, 31 May 1930, and 27 April 1933. 
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hundred members." 

He then used Holy Resurrection as the seat for his administration of the Serbian 

Orthodox Church within the Russian Archdiocese from 1905 to 1910. Dabovic's presence 

focused the struggle over defining srpstvo in the Chicago region squarely on this fledgling 

middle-class church. Because of his presence. Holy Resurrection became the model church 

for the entire region to emulate, thereby making middle-class religious praaice the 

standard to which all local parishes were held. While in California in the 1890s, along with 

serving in an Orthodox church in San Francisco, Dabovic published his own interpretation 

of how all Orthodox Christians should worship. In this work, Dabovic laid down his 

notion of a religious component of srpstvo, defining "the outward, visible life of the 

Orthodox Church. 

He enforced standard church rituals by reiterating long-established and understood 

forms of Orthodox Christianity, such as the use of icons, candles, lamps, and the altar in 

the sanctuaiy. In this way, Dabovic wanted to establish church attendance and worship in 

the church sanctuary as the standard for Orthodox Christianity in the United States. In the 

Balkans, where many small villages did not have an Orthodox church, among most 

^^Spomenica Srpske Pravoslavne Crkve, Voskresenija Hristova,, 51-5; Dragicevich, 95; 
and Pavlovich, 264. 

''Prpicl77-9; Fitzgerald, 168; Wayne S. Vucinich, "Political Currents Among Immigrant 
Serbs in California on the Eve of the Insurrections of 1875," Balcanica 8 (1977): 342; and 
Sebastian Dabovic, The Holy Orthodox Church or Ritual, Services and Sacraments of the 
Eastern Apostolic (Greek-Russian) Church (1898; Wilkesbarre, PA: American Review of 
Eastern Orthodoxy, 1959), 2 and 15. 
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Orthodox peasants church attendance was not a priority. Popular religious practices, such 

as observing feast, fast, and harvest days and the daily reverence of household icons 

consisted of the main forms of peasant Orthodox practice.̂ " Through this publication, 

Dabovic wanted to enforce middle-class notions of Serbian Orthodoxy on woridng-class 

Serbian congregants throughout the United States who brought those forms of popular 

religion with them from the Balkans. Middle-class Serbs had Sunday mornings free so that 

they could attend liturgy and devote their day to the worship of God. Yet, many working-

class immigrants found themselves in the mills on Sundays or at home tending to boarders 

or other household duties. 

Dabovic, in this book, also encouraged virginity, matrimony, and monogamy by 

explaining the Orthodox marriage ceremony and deploring the lack of chastity in modem 

life. Sexual mores, in the context of immigration, often were thrown into flux as men left 

their families and the watchful eyes of their village or town. Confronted with prostitution 

these men at times succumbed to temptation. Furthermore, single women in the city or 

"women adrift," as they were called, frequently found themselves in morally compromising 

situations. These women might be approached by a male manager in the work place for 

sexual favors, another woman trying to recruit her as a prostitute, or consider prostitution 

as a means of gainflil employment. Some cases the IIG addressed, for example, also 

^"Rachel Eliza Maim, "St. Mary Orthodox Church: Religion, Ethnicity, Architecture, and 
Identity in a Carpatho-Rusyn Congregation" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Virginia, 1991), 
67-8. 
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displayed the way in which women and men were pushed together in searching for 

housing in their adopted country. Overall, Dabovic's advocation of virginity, matrimony, 

and monogamy also supported the same Anglo-American middle-class sexual values 

Progressive reformers struggled to impose.̂ ' 

Dabovic concluded that all Orthodox immigrants should heed the example of the 

just and moral life followed by the thirteenth-century Serbian monk and founder of the 

Serbian Orthodox Church, St. Sava Nemanja. St. Sava had abandoned the life of a prince, 

gained from the Byzantine Empire a separate Serbian Orthodox Church, and retreated to 

the Orthodox monasteries on Mt. Athos in Greece, becoming a monk. According to 

scholar Branimir Anzulovic, since the early thirteenth century, St. Sava had come to 

symbolize a mixture of devout Orthodox Christianity and Serbian nationalism known as 

svetosavlje [Saint-Savaism]. As part of this nationalism, svetosavlje, Anzulovic also 

claimed, promoted Orthodox Christianity as the one true Christian faith over Roman 

Catholicism and later Protestantism. Therefore, through Dabovic's focus on svetosavlje, he 

also promoted Serbian Orthodox Christianity over the Protestant faiths that Progressive 

reformers touted to Serbs.̂  Despite his enormous influence on the parish Holy 

Resurrection and srpstvo, Dabovic left in 1910 after only five years there for other 

"'Dabovic, 60-5. 

^Dabovic, 66; Padgett, 84; and Branimir Anzulovic, Heavenly Serbia: From Myth to 
Genocide (New York: New York University Press, 1999), 30. Anzulovic translated 
svetosavlje as "Saint-Savaism." 
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positions within the Serbian Orthodox church. 

In 1913, three years after Dabovic left Chicago, Sava Vojvodic, one of Holy 

Resurrection's priests and later St. Archangel NCchael's founding priest, called an 

organizational meeting of all Serbian Orthodox leaders in the United States at Holy 

Resurrection for early November. Only a year before in Chicago Vojvodic had organized a 

meeting of twenty-one Serbian priests in the United States who wanted in their words 

"absolute autonomy"fi'om the Russian Archdiocese. This first meeting failed to produce 

autonomy, and by 1913 Vojvodic withdrew fi-om his more strident stance merely seeking a 

more efficient administration of the Serbian Church under Russian control.^ 

Vojvodic served as president of this 1913 conference that created four jurisdictions 

for the American Serbian Church under the Russian Archdiocese's authority. Holy 

Resurrection became the seat for the First Western Division, controlling Serbian 

Orthodoxy from Chicago to Denver. At this conference, church leaders also organized 

church publications, such as Srpska Crkva [Serbian Church] based at Holy Resurrection, 

and cooperative efforts with Serbian fraternal organizations. In an open letter promoting 

this meeting, Vojvodic loudly rang the bells of srpstvo. "The Serbian Church," Vojvodic 

claimed in this letter, "was delivered from the favor or the disfavor of Austro-Hungarian 

tyranny." Therefore, Vojvodic continued, the Serbs should not be disorganized in the 

United States where no such tyranny existed. With this newly created power. Holy 

^Slepcevic, 63. 
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Resurrection continued to serve as the center of the Chicago region's Serbian middle-class 

efforts to fight the hunky image and promote the Serbs as civilized, during the 1910s, 

1920s, and 1930s.^* 

While these efforts at establishing Holy Resurrection as the Chicago region's 

bastion of srpstvo originated with priests, lay religious leaders, such as Acim Lugonja, also 

became involved. Lugonja, an immigrant from Serbia, first settled in the mining camps of 

Montana in 1895 where he helped found Serbian ethnic societies. In 1905, Lugonja came 

to Chicago and spearheaded the fight to develop Holy Resurrection. In doing so, Lugonja 

pointed out that Croatian immigrants in the United States had already firmly established 

churches and religious organizations. But the Serbs in Chicago and throughout the United 

States were not nearly as advanced in the organization of their colonies. "All Serbs love 

srpstvo" Lugonja asserted, and this love would allow them to organize and become 

advanced, like their Balkan neighbors the Croats. For lay leaders, such as Lugonja, 

shedding the hunky status could be done simply through the proven methods of church 

organization." 

Although Chicago's Serbs permanently split along socio-economic and geographic 

lines, the Serbs in Gary eventually maintained one cross-class church. In 1910, Gary Serbs 

'^Dragicevich, 98-9; Pavlovich, 271; and "Die Eindammung der grosserbischen Agitation 
unter unseren sudslawischen Auswanderen in den Vereinigten Statten betreffened," 29 
December 1913, in Allgemeines Verwaltungs-archiv, Austria. Consular Reports 
(microfilm). Immigration History Research Center. 

^^Spomenica: Srpske Pravoslame Crkve, Voskresenija Hristova, 205. 
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founded a meeting hall {dom) and a Serbian school in a shack. The Balkan Wars, both 

involving Serbia (1912-13), temporarily curtailed further development of Serbian 

institutions in Gary as many local Serbian men returned to the Balkans to fight. A year 

after the second war's conclusion in 1913, Gary Serbs founded a gymnastics hall where 

Serbian priest Pavel Veljkov performed liturgy. Gary Serbs hired Veljkov to work as their 

first priest. However, like Holy Resurrection and St. Archangel Michael, this church 

community quickly moved beyond this make-shifl arrangement. By 1915, Gary Serbs in 

central Gary operated a crkva-skola [church-school], St. Sava, named for the thirteenth 

century Serbian prince who founded the Serbian Orthodox Church. This school operated 

during week days after Serbian children finished their public school days. The church-

school's curriculum focused on giving the children a more complete understanding of 

Serbian Orthodox Church ritual. This Serbian church-school also ran a six week long 

summer school in which Serbian children studied Serbian culture including language, 

literature, history, and music.^ 

This church-school stood near the steel mills and therefore taught working-class 

children while a second Serbian school sprung up in Glen Park, an upper working-class 

and middle-class neighborhood on Gary's southern periphery. After World War One, 

school attendance waned, as parents did not willingly send their children to either school. 

In response, St. Sava's set up two temporary schools in parishioners' homes and also 

^^Sl. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church: Our Religious Heritage in America, 1914-1964, 
Gary, Indiana (Chicago; Palandech Press, 1964), 55; and Carlson, 56-7. 
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maintained the main school building adjacent to St. Sava's church. By 1925, the Glen Park 

Serbian contingent also established a separate church. But this did not last long and lay 

leaders from both parishes selected a third neutral site where they erected one church and 

one school for all Serbs. They laid the foundation in 1929, but the stock market crash of 

that year made church building funds scarce. After an eight year delay, Gary Serbs 

consecrated this church, also called St. Sava's, in 1937." 

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the original St. Sava's in Gary and its successor 

enjoyed the support of a well-known, influential, and somewhat wealthy church kum 

[godfather], Michael I. Pupin. As mentioned earlier, the kum served as the official sponsor 

of the church and was consecrated as kum by Serbian Orthodox ritual. While St. 

Archangel Michael's kum was a local Serb, Pupin was nationally known. Pupin originally 

came to the United States from the Austrian military frontier in Vojvodina. He became 

famous in the Serbian immigrant community as a Columbia University physics professor. 

Pupin had established a national "church fund" of $168,000 for Serbian Orthodox 

churches and schools connected with them. This "church fund" specifically donated money 

to St. Sava's in Gary to help with the founding and operation of the schools there. 

Through dozens of such donations to Serbian parishes around the country and symbolic 

kumstvo [godfatherhood], Pupin promoted his vision for the advancement of Serbs 

-^5/. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 72; Andrew Hurley, Environmental Inequalities: 
Class, Race, and Industrial Pollution in Gary, Indiana, 1945-1980 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press), 31, 53, and 90; and Carlson, 11-14. 
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throughout the United States.̂  

Clearly, Pupin embraced his Serbian heritage, stating in his autobiography, "My 

mother, my native village, my Serbian orthodox [sic] faith, and my Serbian language and 

the people who speak it are my Serbian notions. ..." However, he believed that Serbs in 

the United States must proceed to "a higher civic level" that allowed them to become part 

of main stream American culture. He, as a scientist and immigrant leader, in this statement 

employed the language of social Darwinism, hinting that his fellow Serbs needed to move 

up the evolutionary ladder. Pupin as a middle-class Serb leader, like Radosavljevic, felt 

uneasy over his status as a mediator between mainstream American society and his own 

group. Therefore, Pupin, again similar to Radosavljevic, agreed with Serbian immigrants' 

American critics who saw the Serbs as backward and uncivilized. Through his "church 

fund," Pupin wanted Serbs to climb the evolutionary ladder to "a higher civic level." 

Pupin's donation to St. Sava's did allow a disorganized school in 1915 to become a fiilly 

functioning school with one full-time teacher and one teacher's aide by the 1920s. Indeed, 

before Pupin's intervention, St. Sava's priest taught classes only in his spare time. The two 

Chicago Serbian churches did not establish a permanent school so that St. Sava's school 

was the leading Serbian educational institution for the entire Chicago region.® 

Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 74; and Slepcevic, 64. 

^^Michael I. Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1925), 
53 and 126; Amerikanski Srbobran [Kalendar] (1929), 37; St. Sava Serbian Orthodox 
Church, 72-83; and Barton, "Eastern and Southern Europeans," 168-9. 
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A commentator on Serbian immigrant religious education, Pero Slepievic, 

provided moral support for Pupin's endeavors. In part, Slepcevic blamed the multiple 

failures of Serbian immigrant schools in the United States on the lack of Serbian families in 

immigrant settlements. Few families meant less children to attend schools. He also 

attributed this lack of Serbian educational institutions to the subordinate status of Serbs as 

the "second race" [drugarasa] in the United States. According to SlepSevic's racial 

theory, Irish- and German-Americans were the race above the Serbs. They benefitted fi-om 

their education and complete knowledge of English. The Irish and Germans then used this 

education and knowledge to subjugate the Serbs in the work place. This, in turn, meant 

that Serbs had little time or money to invest in church-school education. Church-school 

education, Slepcevic allowed Serbs to climb out of this "second race" status and ultimately 

be more successful participants in the American work force. However, the overall unstable 

environment of Serbian church-schools did not allow for the uniform dissemination of 

Serbian middle-class srpstvo to a subordinate "second race" of working-class Serbs.̂  

While scholarship on Orthodox Christianity in the United States is scant, two 

academics, Gary A. Kunkelman and James Stuart Olson, agreed independently that 

Orthodox Christianity in the United States did not play nearly the role it did in Europe. 

For the Serbs, this is only partially the case. Olson claims that because of American 

religious pluralism and sectarianism Orthodox churches lost their function as the main 

^"Slepcevic, 7 and 64. 
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instrument of immigrant group nationalism.̂ ' However, in the case of the Serbs, both the 

lay religious leaders and priests used the Serbian Orthodox Church as a primary method to 

move Serbs out of their hunky status and into mainstream Anglo-America. They did this 

partially by manipulating Serbian religio-historical symbols, such as kumstvo and church 

banners, and by promoting Serbs as a pious and progressive people. 

Kunkelman, studying a present-day Greek community, found that being Greek in 

the United States was "more than simply being Orthodox." Therefore, the Greek 

Orthodox Church did not serve as the only defining characteristic of the Greek 

community.^^ Chicago area Serbs, in contradistinction, used the Serbian Orthodox Church 

as the defining factor of srpstvo. Hence, the Chicago area's Serbian churches' eflforts to 

civilize their parishioners played a central role in the Serbian immigrant community, 

because all parishioners had to acknowledge the church as the central defining institution. 

Secular Chicago area Serbian organizations, some with strong ties to the church, also 

worked to develop Serbian civilization and fight the hunky status. 

^'James Stuart Olson, The Ethnic Dimension in American History (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1979), 264. 

^^Kunkehnan, 93-4. 
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7. "TO LIVE PROPERLY AND A CLEAN LIFE"; MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES 

The Chicago region's Serbian mutual benefit societies, while not religious in their 

stated goals, cannot be easily separated fi-om the Serbian Orthodox church in the Chicago 

region. Both organizations, in metropolitan Chicago, fought the hunky image. Indeed, 

many lay religious leaders, such as Trivun Klasnja, also helped found Serbian fi'atemal 

organizations and served as these organizations' leaders. Yet, Serbian mutual benefit 

societies, overall, did not concern themselves with the nature of Russian control over the 

Serbian Church and the threat presented by commerce and education of which the Serbian 

church hierarchs warned. Generally, these organizations worked both in concert with and 

independently of the Serbian churches in the Chicago area "for the benefit of srpstvo and 

Slavs" as one fi-atemal organization's membership application claimed. Furthermore, 

middle-class Serbian leaders, through these mutual benefit societies, asserted the same 

cultural control over the working class that the lay religious leaders and priests did.' 

Most historiography of mutual benefit societies, such as fi'atemal organizations, 

focuses on three main issues: the ways in which the organizations maintained old world 

culture, Americanized their members, and provided a rudimentary social safety net.̂  

^Srbobran-Sloga, application for membership, 1920s, Serbian National Federation 
Srbobran-Sloga Papers, Immigration History Research Center. 

^John Bodnar, "Ethnic Fraternal Benefit Associations; Their Historical Development, 
Character and Significance" in Records of Ethnic and Fraternal Benefit Associations in 
the United States: Essays and Inventories, ed. Susan Shreve (St. Paul, MN; Immigration 
History Research Center, 1981); 5-14; and Bodnar, The Transplanted, 5; Ante LauSic, 
"From Homeland Brotherhoods to Immigrant Fratemalism," in Ethnic Fratemalism in 
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However, one must look beyond historians' simple descriptions. The middle class 

struggled to prove that their working-class countrymen and women were civilized and 

deserved to be fiill members of the American democratic republic. Through fraternal and 

educational organizations and youth and women's groups, the Chicago region's middle-

class Serbs strove to imbue in its members the notion "to live properly and [lead] a clean 

life," as one youth group's constitution proclaimed.̂  

The history of metropolitan Chicago's Serbian fraternal life is a confusing morass 

of fluid organizations and alliances. Local, regional, religious, and political loyalties 

usually dictated the contour of Serbian mutual benefit societies in the Chicago area. 

Serbian immigrants conceived, gave birth to, and ended local and national fi^temal 

organizations based on this interlocking set of allegiances. Therefore, an oft-stated goal of 

Serbian fratemaIs~to bring unity to the fragmented American and Chicago diaspora-

clashed with the reality of Serbian fraternal organizations' divisions. Hence, Chicago area 

middle-class Serbs organized and re-organized on a regular basis, searching for unity and 

stability. The Chicago region's first active fraternal organizations were local, thus having 

Immigrant Countries, ed. Matjaz Klemencic (Maribor, Slovenia: Pedagogical Faculty, 
1994) 53-58; and Margaret E. Galey, "Ethnicity, Fratemalism, Social and Mental Health" 
Ethnicity A {y91iy. 19-53. 

^Pravija Podmlatka Srpskog Saveza 'SZoAcxiar'(Pittsburgh; n.p., 1926), 11-12, Serbian 
National Federation Sii)obran-Sloga Papers. 
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no national umbrella organizations to oversee and coordinate their activities/ 

Jedinstvo [unity] became one of the earliest major local fraternal organizations 

founded by Serbian immigrants from Chicago's West Town neighborhood in the early 

1900s. The title Jedinstvo symbolized the hope for the unity of many smaller local 

fraternal organizations. The founders stated that they wanted "to change separtistic names 

of existing societies to some name which would be acceptable to all Slav (Balkan) 

nationalities." The word jedinstvo represented such a name, lacking local, regional, or 

national specificity. This organization focused on helping its members by ofifering sick and 

death benefits paid from a fund created by membership dues. Jedinstvo also sent military 

volunteers to fight in the First and Second Balkan Wars and World War One.® 

Jedinstvo, however, existed for more than financial support of its members and 

military aid to the homeland. This organization oflBcially accepted "any Serbian or [other] 

Slav," thereby hinting at pan-Slavism by offering membership to other Slavic groups. In 

this manner, Jedinstvo wanted to destroy local, regional, and national distinctions and 

pushed instead for a united membership. Jedinstvo's youth wing, founded in 1930, allowed 

Serb, Croat, and Slovene children as members, thereby working for unity beyond Serbs to 

other south Slavs in the context of the newly created Yugoslavia. Yet, the stated goals of 

the youth organization highlighted the Serbian members, with this proviso, "The goal of 

•'Pejovic, 395. 

^Memorial Book Srpsko Jedinstvo, 1936, 12, 38 (CFLPS). 
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the Junior Order [sic].. .is never to forget the mother tongue, to be good Orthodox 

Christians living up to the standards of Orthodoxy as taught by the immortal St. Sava." 

Croats and Slovenes were Roman Catholic and not Orthodox; St. Sava founded the 

Serbian Orthodox Church in the thirteenth century and was revered as the father of the 

Serbian church. Therefore, Jedinstvo worked for south Slav unity through its membership 

statement, but its stated goals, location, and attitudes were Serbian. Indeed, focusing on 

Serbian Orthodox Christianity, meant that Serbian children learned the glory of Serbian 

civilization and that they were not hunkies.® 

The other major local fraternal organization called Obilic was named for a Serbian 

hero at the Battle of Kosovo Polje in 1389 when the Ottoman Turks defeated the Serbs 

and took control of Serbia. This group also offered limited south Slavic unity in its 

membership provisions. Obilic, founded in 1905 in the West Town area, allowed Croats 

as members, showing that "Serbians and Croatians can cooperate if good will and honest 

work prevail." This organization also paid sick and death benefits to its members and 

organized a band, choir, and drama club. At the group's annual ball in 1909, the drama 

club performed the play Bokeljev San [Kotor Bay Dream]. Boka kotorska [Kotor Bay] 

was the port in Montenegro from which many members of Obilic embarked for the United 

States. Many of Obilids members came from Bosnia-Hercegovina and had easy access to 

Kotor Bay and its port. The title of this performance betrayed the aim of the organization. 

^Memorial Book Srpsko Jedinstvo, 1936, 14, 26(CFLPS). 
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Ultimately, srpstvo reigned supreme over any pan-South Slavic feelings.' 

While both Obilid and Jedinstvo functioned locally, the Chicago region also served 

as a center for small national organizations, such as Prosveta [education], Serbs in the 

United States and Sarajevo founded Prosveta to promote Serbian education when the 

Austro-Hungarians took control of Bosnia-Hercegovina from the Ottomans in 1908. In 

1927 in Chicago, Prosveta held its twenty-fifth anniversary meeting. At this convocation, 

Prosvetds leader Radoje Jankovic spoke about the educational status of Serbs in the 

United States. In his speech, Jankovic pointed to other American groups' education, 

stating: "The English rejoice because of their educated state, and the Negroes mourn 

because of their uneducated state."' 

Jankovic, in this statement, described his view of American education. Anglo 

Americans were educated; African Americans were uneducated. He then constructed clear 

parallels between Serbs and African Americans as oppressed peoples. The Ottomans and 

later Austrians, controlled the Serbs in Bosnia-Hercegovina. In the American South 

Anglo-Americans had enslaved African-Americans. However, the Serbs emerged from the 

educational darkness while the African Americans did not. But, Jankovic warned, Serbs 

could easily return to the African-Americans' position if they continued to ignore 

education. Indeed, the Serbian middle class, especially lawyers and doctors, Jankovic 

^Memorial Book of the Benevolent Society Obilic, 1935 (CFLPS); and Balkan 14 
December 1909 (CFLPS). 

^Karadorde: Srpski Narodni Kalendar (1928), 27. 
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argued, had to assume roles as educators and participate in the educational programs of 

groups like Prosveta. He concluded by praising Chicago area Serbs for founding St. Sava 

Monastery in Libertyville, Illinois to educate future Serbs and serve as an example for 

Serbs throughout the United States. Education, therefore, would keep the Serbs from 

falling to the African-Americans' position.' 

Chicago region Serbs not only supported small national educational organizations, 

but also participated in and often controlled small national fraternal societies, such as 

Srpski Savez 'Sloboda' [Serbian Federation Freedom]. Simo Vrlinic, who had lived in the 

West Town neighborhood since the early 1900s, served as president of this group. All 

three major Serbian colonies in the Chicago area also had local lodges as part of a network 

of eighty-nine lodges nationally. At its first convention, Srpski Savez 'Sloboda' voted to 

unite with another small national fraternal organization called Srbadija [Serbian people] 

based in New York City. A total of eighty-two lodges, including ail four Chicago area 

lodges, voted for union. In this manner, most 'Sloboda' members made a clear statement 

for breaking down both Old World and New World localist divisions that thrived in 

Serbian immigrant communities.'" 

Despite the vote for union, Srpski Savez 'Sloboda' did not lose its autonomy and 

continued to function separately while creating significant institutional ties with Srbadija. 

^Karadorde: Srpski Narodni Kalendar (1928), 27-31. 

Srpski Savez Sloboda Minutes 19 March 1918 and 5 November 1918, Immigration 
History Research Center. 
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By 1926, Sloboda had a strong youth wing whose motto was "The Future of Serbs." 

According to Slobodds membership requirements, any "Serb or Slav" girl or boy ages two 

to sixteen could join if he or she planned ultimately to become a member of the adult 

group at age eighteen. This eflfort at pan-Slavism, like that of 06f7/cand Jedinstvo, was 

merely feigned as all youth activities focused on being a good Serb. The membership 

requirements, which included abstinence from alcohol and tobacco and following other 

unspecified Serbian Orthodox moral dictates, focused clearly on shaping the youth into 

civilized Serbian adults whom Anglo Americans would certainly accept into the American 

mainstream." 

At times, Chicago area Serbs also played only small roles in national fraternal 

organizations, such as Gary Serbs' participation in Srpska Narodna Odbrana [Serbian 

National Defense] (SNO) during World War One. National Serbian immigrant leader 

Michael Pupin founded this organization in 1914 in New York City to help the Kingdom 

of Serbia during war time. Gary Serbs formed their own local branch of Pupin's group to 

facilitate immigrants' volunteering for the Serbian army and the collection of monetary 

donations for the Serbian government. The SNO also received monetary assistance from 

the American government. In this way, Gary Serbs became connected with national and 

international efiforts to defend their homeland and save Serbia from its Austrian 

^^Pravija Podmlatha Srpskog Saveza 'Sloboda', 3-12. 
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invaders.'  ̂Organizations such as SNO dealt with certain short term problems in the 

homeland while other fraternal organizations existed to assist Serbs with their daily lives 

and problems in the United States. 

Serbs from McKeesport and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania founded the first major 

national Serbian fraternal organization, Srpski Pravoslavni Savez Srbobrana (SPSS) 

[Serbian Orthodox Union Serb Defender] in 1901. The main impetus behind founding 

SPSS stemmed from an 1896 anti-Serbian rally in Zagreb, the Croatian capital. At this 

rally, the Croatians had labeled the Serbs "schismatics," because of the split between 

eastern (Orthodox) and western (Roman Catholic) Christianity. By this formulation, the 

Roman Catholic Church was the only true Christian church. Croats also considered 

Croatian Serbs "Orthodox Croats," denying any distinct cultural traits the Croatian Serbs 

possessed. Indeed, some Croats, with the cry "u HrvatskoJ nema Srba" [in Croatia there 

are no Serbs], had denied the Croatian Serbs' very existence. This Croatian 

characterization of Croatian Serbs continued in the United States. In founding the SPSS, 

the Pennsylvania Serbs hoped to offer moral support to all Serbs during such attacks. 

Furthermore, they hoped to create a "disto srpsko drustvd" [a clean Serbian society] that 

was free of Croats and all other Slavs." Chicago area Serbs, joining Pennsylvania Serbs, 

^^Spomenica 40-godiSnJica. S.N. Odbrana (Chicago; Srpska Narodna Odbrana u Americi, 
1950); 44-5; and Slep^evic, 71-6. 

^^Spomenica PetdesetgodiSnjice Srpskog Pravoslavnog Saveza, 18-19 and 23-4; and 
Slepcevic, 46. 
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stood prominently in the SPSS with several conventions held in Gary and Chicago and 

numerous Chicago area leaders shaping and re-shaping the national rules and by-laws. 

The SPSS declared, in its riiles, that "the aim of the Society [is] to aid in the 

establishing of the Serbian Orthodox Church organization, as well as. . .all institutions 

which shall spread the Serbian national ideas throughout America.. ." This stated aim 

served as the point around which the SPSS organized and made connections with local 

churches and fraternal organizations, such as Jedinstvo and Obilid. By emphasizing "the 

Serbian national ideas," the SPSS leadership hoped to develop in its membership a love for 

Serbian Orthodox Christianity and an understanding of Serbia's long history—both free and 

under Ottoman domination. The SPSS' local lodges, called brotherhoods and sisterhoods, 

initiated male and female members between the ages of sixteen and forty-five. Membership 

dues paid members' sick and death benefits. While the SPSS focused on "Serbian national 

ideas," it also strove to impose a middle-class Serbian morality upon its mainly working-

class membership.'* 

The SPSS followed strict membership guidelines regarding marriage, alcohol, and 

public conduct. All married initiates had to prove that a Serbian Orthodox priest 

conducted their wedding ceremonies. For many former peasants, this proved difBcult to 

establish, as they had no access to church records which, if extant, were often thousands 

Rules and By-Laws of the Supreme and Subordinate Councils of the Servian Orthodox 
Society "Srbobrana" of the United States of America. (Pittsburgh: Sprski Pravoslavni 
Savez "Srbobrana," 1914), 3-15. 
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of miles away. The church had to approve all divorces if a divorced member wanted to 

make his or her new spouse the beneficiary of the death benefits, and the SPSS leadership 

only granted this concession in 1917. Between 1901 and 1917, the SPSS recognized only 

the first marriage for membership and beneficiary status. In this manner, the SPSS 

leadership sought to impose monogamy and chastity on its members. Certainly, these 

virtues would make Serbs appear more civilized and less like hunkies in Anglo-America's 

eyes.'^ 

Along with marriage status, the SPSS regulated members' public behavior. 

According to its rules, intoxication or immoral conduct resulted in sickness, injury, or 

death; the SPSS did not pay the sick or death benefits. While members received sick 

benefits, they also could not be seen playing cards or billiards or patronizing a saloon. 

Public behavior, the SPSS claimed through these by-laws, had to be strictly controlled if 

the Serbs wanted to rise fi^om their hunky status. Furthermore, the Serbian middle class 

had to control the urges of their working-class members even if it meant Avithholding 

assistance during sickness or after death. 

The SPSS existed independently until 1921 when it merged with another smaller 

national fi-atemal organization. One national fi-atemal leader, M. Jankovic, supported 

further unification of all Serbian fi-atemal organizations, in an article entitled "The Future 

Rules and By-Laws of the Supreme and Subordinate Councils (1917), 138-9. 

^^Rules and By-Laws of the Supreme and Subordinate Councils (1914), 21, 40. 
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of Our Federation" published in 1925. He claimed that "when we are all gathered together 

then there is nothing to fear." With this statement, Jankovic attacked fraternal factionalism 

and spoke out for a democratic union of the two organizations. By 1929, nearly all of the 

national Serbian fraternal organizations, including SPSS, merged into one body called the 

SrpsJd Narodni Savez (SNS) [Serbian National Federation]." 

The SNS, like the SPSS, worked to establish a middle-class morality for its 

membership, especially through its medical examinations. The organization's doctors asked 

every initiate, during a thorough medical examination, the question: "Do you [or any of 

your family members] use beer, whiskey or wine in excess?" The SNS wanted to avoid a 

bad risk for sick or death benefits and enforce the same ethic of sobriety the SPSS had. 

The SNS, parallel to the SPSS, also considered marriage a natural part of their members' 

lives, making marriage and their spouses' names a standard part of their membership 

application blanks. Furthermore, adulterous and unspecified immoral behavior resulted in 

the loss of membership." 

Despite these controls, metropolitan Chicago's local lodges immediately became 

active in the SNS and stayed so throughout the 1930s. Chicago area locals frequently 

organized picnics and celebrations for the anniversaries of their lodges' founding, the union 

'^Jakub Horak, "Special Report X; Foreign Benefit Societies in Chicago," Report of the 
Health Insurance Commission of the State of Illinois (Springfield, IL; Illinois State 
Publisher, 1919), 530; and Amerikanski Srbobran [Kalendar] (1925), 57-60. 

^^Spomenica PetdesetgodiSnjice Srpskog Pravoslavnog Saveza, 32; Serbian National 
Federation Membership Records; and Galey 40. 
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of two or more small local lodges, and Christmas. Within three months during the spring 

of 1930, Chicago area lodges founded three local youth auxiliaries that mirrored the 

earlier youth groups of the SPSS. Chicago area lodges worked for monetary assistance 

during the high unemployment of the1930s. Local Chicago lodges developed ambitious 

projects for sending military volunteers to Yugoslavia and establishing a Studenski Dom 

[Student Home] in Belgrade, the Yugoslav and Serb capital, for American Serb students 

who wanted to study in their ancestral homeland. These locals often took names from 

Serbian history to serve as monikers to accompany lodge number designations. For 

example, Gary local #57 bore the name Kosovski Osvetnici [Kosovo Avengers], 

symbolizing the hope that the Serbs would one day retake the historical homeland of 

Serbian culture, Kosovo. A southeast Chicago lodge #68 took the name Petar 

Kardordevic after the Serbian king who reigned at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

In these names, local lodges celebrated the greatness of Serbian history every time the 

lodges' names were mentioned." 

Fortunately, some membership records exist for the Chicago area lodges giving 

one some insights beyond the yearly activities and names of these locals. However, not all 

'^Serbian National Federation, Combined Minute Books of the OfiBcial Committee, 4 
March, 2 April, 5 May, 4 September, 5 November 1930, 5 January 1931, 1 February, 6 
May 1932, 1 February, 6 April 1935 in Immigration History Research Center, and Daify 
Calumet 28 June 1926. 
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lodges' membership records still exist nor do records exist for all members.^ Most male 

and female members of southeast Chicago and Gary lodges came from Lika-Krbava 

county of western Croatia and worked in the steel mills or the home. Immigrants from 

Bosnia-Hercegovina originally founded lodge #195 of the West Town neighborhood, also 

making it a lodge with a localist character. Lodge #33 in southeast Chicago stood as an 

exception to the general rule of lodge members hailing from the same area with members 

from Serbia, Montenegro, Lika-Krbava county, and Zagreb county. Middle-class 

members, such as Trivun KlaSnja who belonged to a lodge in southeast Chicago, generally 

served as local leaders and often delegates to the national conventions. Frequently, these 

middle-class lodge leaders were business men, such as Nikola Adamovic, a merchant and 

leader in lodge #74 in southeast Chicago. Lodges #86 and #195, both based in the West 

Town neighborhood, were mainly middle-class, unlike the southeast Chicago and Gary 

lodges. This local middle-class leadership, then, could direct the activities of the lodges so 

that the Serbs always appeared civilized and unified in public.^' 

Despite these middle-class Serbs' desires, they often did not stay true to their 

organization's local or national goals. First, local lodges with most members from the same 

^°For a general discussion of the current problems using immigrant fraternal records, see 
Joel Wurl, "Restoring the Foundation for Research on American Ethnic Fraternal 
Organizations," in Ethnic Fratemalism in Immigrant Countries, 33-44. 

^'Serbian National Federation Srbobran Sloga Membership Records; Souvenir Program of 
the Serbian Benevolent Society, 1910-1950: St. George. No. 195 (Chicago, Serbian 
National Federation, 1950), \'2\ and IzveStaj Konvencije Srpskog Narodnog Saveza 
(Pittsburgh; Serbian National Federation, 1931), 2. 
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county or region contradicted their goal of uniting Serbs and fighting the tribal stereotype 

that Chicago area Progressives applied to them. Serbs' proclivity to organize along local 

village lines also left Serbs open to claims that they were anti-democratic, because they 

could not unite under one aegis as Anglo-Americans did in the Revolutionary War.̂  

Second, class differences between the working-class lodges of Gary and southeast 

Chicago and the middle-class lodges of Chicago's West Town neighbortiood similarly split 

the local lodges. Ultimately, the West Town lodges had more power and control over 

national policy. Indeed, during the early 1930s, Simo Vrlinic, a past president of the 

deftinct Srpski Savez Sloboda and a resident of West Town, served as the SNS' national 

president. Also in the early 1930s, Simo P. Dakota, a member of lodge #86 and Holy 

Resurrection church both in West Town, served as the president of the SNS' court that 

adjudicated disputes between local lodges.^ 

While these divisions lasted for the duration of the local lodges' existence, short 

term disputes also flared between Chicago area middle-class leaders. These disagreements 

also contradicted the SNS' goal of unity. In the summer of 1931, for example, leaders in 

Gary lodge #157 split the local into two factions over unnamed disputes. Trivun KlaSnja, 

^See John Bodnar, Immigration and Industrialization: Ethnicity in an American Mill 
Town, 1870-1940 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977), 111; and John 
Bodnar, "Immigration and Industrialization; The Case of Slavic Peasants in Industrial 
America," m American Working Class Culture, ed. Milton Cantor (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1979), 340. 

^Serbian National Federation Combined Minute Books of the Official Committee, 5 
January 1931; IzveStaj Konvencije Srpskog Narodnog Saveza, 1. 
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the leader of southeast Chicago local #118 and occasionally a lodge leader in Gary, 

headed one of the Actions. The West Town lodge #86, during the following summer, saw 

a more widespread dispute in which the SNS court member Dakota participated. Dakota, 

along with leaders of the Hrvatska Bratska Zajednica [Croatian Fraternal Union], 

condemned the formation of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Their anti-Yugoslav declaration 

brought further and formal condemnation from other members of #86 as well as the 

Serbian community in general. Both conflicts demonstrated the volatility of Serbian 

fraternal politics and the ways in which these politics ran against the SNS' stated policies. 

Furthermore, this ^ctionalism did not dispel the notion that the Serbs were uncivilized, 

tribal, and undemocratic.̂ * 

While the SNS did allow both men and women as members, the men dominated 

the membership and leadership of the organization. Therefore, Chicago area Serbian 

women developed their own women's society and through it promoted a female archetype 

of religious piety and Serbian civilized virtue. The Kolo Srpskih Sestara [Circle of Serbian 

Sisters] (KSS) served as the leading Serbian women's organization in the Chicago region. 

Women in the Serbian capital Belgrade founded the KSS in 1903 to send moral and 

material aid to southern Serbia during a flood. Using this organization in the homeland as 

their example, Chicago area women founded two branches, one at St. Archangel Michael 

the other at Holy Resurrection. Members of both KSS lodges were predominantly middle 

^^Serbian National Federation Combined Minute Books of the OfBcial Committee, 10 
August 1931, 20 July 1932. 
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class, serving as the only organized female leadership in the realm of Serbian mutual 

benefit societies. According to historian Maria Anna Knothe, middle-class Polish women, 

living in Chicago's "Polish downtown" neighborhood, "set forth traits of the ideal Polish 

woman" in their mutual benefit society the Polish Women's Alliance. Therefore, in 

Chicago both Serbian and Polish middle-class women struggled to serve as beacons of 

morality, piety, and charity to their working-class sisters." 

Women of the West Town Serbian neighborhood founded the first Chicago KSS in 

the early 1900s to provide for the "daily.. .physical and material" needs of the Holy 

Resurrection parish. These women provided not only these needs, but also the "moral 

power" for a parish that was at first predominantly male. Both Serbian women and men 

believed Serbian women naturally embodied the morality that would eventually tame the 

uncivilized men. Between 1907 and 1915, the organization went through a number of 

name changes and reorganizations. However, with the advent of World War One, the 

Serbian women of West Town wanted to contribute to the war effort so that they 

reformed under the old title KSS.̂  

During World War One, the Chicago area KSS organization zealously supported 

the Kingdom of Serbia in its fight against the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires. Holy 

^Spomenica Petdesetgodisnjice Srpskog Pravoslavnog Saveza, 1901-1951, "Srbobrana" 
(Pittsburgh: n.p., 1951), 112; and Maria Anna Knothe, "Recent Arrivals; Polish bnmigrant 
Women's Response to the City," in Peasant Maids—City Women, ed. Christiane Harzig 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1997), 332-3. 

^Spomenica Srpskih Pravoslavnih Crkve, Voskresenija Hristova, 1905-1955, 104-5. 
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Resurrection's KSS organized a Red Cross branch specifically for Chicago region Serbian 

soldiers in the war. Pero Slep^evic, a commentator on Serbian immigration, noticed their 

money raising efforts on behalf of the Serbian Red Cross and declared them "one of the 

most industrious [circles] in the entire states of the east." In this manner, these Serbian 

women, from their perspective, worked to save the Serbian people from the Austrians 

who could take over Serbia. After the war, the circle's involvement with the homeland 

decreased. Concomitantly, the circle became more involved in Serbian cultural woilc in the 

Chicago region, such as monetarily supporting the choir Branko Radi5evic.̂  

St. Archangel Michael's ofiBcial branch of the KSS formed in the 1920s as a result 

of a series of vigorous house-to-house drives for members. This branch bore the name 

Kneginja [Princess] Zorka. She was the daughter of Knez [Prince] hHkola and Kneginja 

Milena of Montenegro, and the wife of King Petar Karadordevic of Serbia [1903-1914], 

and mother of King Alexander I of Serbia. He reigned during World War One and was the 

first king of inter-war Yugoslavia. Therefore, the circle's name represented the nurturing 

of the modem Serbian and Yugoslav states. For their part, the women of this KSS branch 

wanted to nurture the Chicago region's Serbs, using Kneginja Zorka's roles as daughter, 

wife, and mother as their inspiration. As part of their basic activities, the lodge Kneginja 

Zorka raised money for the completion of St. Archangel Michael and with the 

^Spomenica Srpskih Pravoslavnih Crkve. Voskresenija Hristova, 1905-1955  ̂104-5; 
Slepdevic, 67; and Souvenir Book of the Serbian Singing Society Branko Radideviii, 1936 
(CFLPS). 
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organizations' own funds purchased the church's bells. They organized annual dances and 

celebrations as well.̂  

These women also looked to Serbian Orthodox Christianity for inspiration. They 

claimed the Velika gospojina or Feast of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary as their krsna 

slava, patron saint cel^ration. This celebration, according to Balkan historian Nicholas C. 

J. Pappas, "fostered solidarity.. .[and] inculcated a sense of Serbian identity" as members 

of the Serbian Orthodox faith celebrated patron saints' days for an entire group or family. 

In choosing the Virgin Mary as their patron saint, Kneginja Zorka's membership held her 

up as the archetypal woman of virtue, motherhood, and piety for all Serbian women to 

emulate. Furthermore, through the krsna slava, the women of Kneginja Zoiica created a 

bond among themselves and re-enforced their Serbian identity. Also following Serbian 

Orthodox tradition, Kneginja Zorka named and maintained a kuma [godmother] who 

served as the unofficial leader of the circle and around whom artificial kin relationships 

extended. The kuma, like the krsna slava, served to unite the members of the KSS and 

support Serbian tradition in the Chicago region.^ 

Along with this religious symbolism, Kneginja Zorka foUowed a plan of uplift 

^S(. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 319; and Daily Calumet 14 May, 16 
July, 2 August 1927 and 11 October 1930. 

^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 319; Halpem, 237; and Nicholas C. J. 
Pappas, "Between Two Empires: Serbian Survival in the Years After Kosovo," in Serbia's 
Historical Heritage, ed. Alex N. Dragnich (Boulder, CO: East European Monographs, 
1994), 29. 
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during the 1930s when many Serbian steel workers were unemployed. The organization 

donated money to the poor in the Chicago region and in Yugoslavia, to the choir Sloboda, 

and to local Serbian athletic teams. Through charitable contributions, these mostly middle-

class women displayed their benevolence to the working-class Serbs of the southeast side. 

Furthermore, this allowed Kneginja Zorka to promote its goals of helping Serbs during 

war, immigration, and economic disaster.̂  

Aside from the KSS lodges, Serbian women and men throughout the United States 

addressed women's status in the numerous Serbian immigrant publications. One striking 

example was the poem published in 1926 and titled "Pesme 2eni" [Songs to Woman], 

which appeared in a Serbian immigrant yearly magazine known as a calendar. The poem's 

opening lines alluded to a woman's breasts and how they symbolized the future health of 

Serbian civilization. This life-sustaining power personified by Serbian women breast 

feeding Serbian babies existed along with Serbian women's purity and beauty. This beauty 

and purity was symbolized by a white Ijiljan [lily] in a garden. With sustenance, beauty, 

and purity, also stood the strength to endure, as the poet continued . .in your pitcher is 

poured/all the blood and tears [of the Serbian nation]." Hence, Serbian women became the 

representative for all that was Serbia, "symbol of its pain,/And the symbol of all 

happiness." Without women, Serbian civilization could not continue, and these women 

^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 319. 
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bore the responsibility for Serbs' rise out of the hunky status.̂ ' 

Olga Trbovic, a well-known writer for the Pittsburgh-based Serbian publication 

Amerikanski Srbobran [American Serb Defender], also wrote and spoke about the status 

of Serbian women in the United States. Trbovic was bom in Lika-Krbava, came to the 

United States from the Srem region of eastern Croatia, settled in Gary in 1908, and 

became a member of St. Sava's Serbian Orthodox church. In 1926 and 1927 at the 

International Institute of Gary's annual membership diimers, Trbovic discussed the role of 

Serbian women in the United States. She quoted her countrymen and women back in the 

Balkans who believed "America must be as hard to bear as a rock." Trbovic agreed with 

this characterization. She also fimher deplored the status of Serbian women when they 

first came to the United States: 

Not having anybody to teach them [Serbian women] better, they would leam the 
ways of their men and do things the way they did them, so they lived on mostly 
fried meats, drank beer and whiskey more than was good for them. 

Trbovic believed that Serbian women trying to keep a family and take care of boarders 

ultimately resulted in an "overworked wife, undernourished poorly cared for children and 

every calamity imaginable." Trbovic concluded that organizations like the International 

Institute could help Serbian women with these problems, but Serbian women must also 

demonstrate that Serbs and all "foreigners are children of God." Once Anglo-America 

realized the Serbs' Christian nature, Trbovic believed, they would accept Serbs into 

^^Amerikanski Srbobran [Kaleruiar] (1926), 65. 
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American society. 

In the context of the economic upheaval of the 1930s, Serbian women also took a 

more prominent place in Serbian immigrant life while many Serbian men had no work. The 

literature on the position of Serbian immigrant women during the 1930s reflected this shift 

that placed women in the center of the Serbian family. An unnamed author in an immigrant 

published calendar claimed that Serbian men were only "heroes of the house" and actually 

"weak masters." Their weakness stemmed from their unemployment and the burden this 

placed on Serbian women. Ultimately, the author continued, women had to cany the 

family "banner" [barjak'\ during the economic down turn.'' 

The baimer itself also represented deeper historical memories for Serbian women, 

reaching back to the Battle of Kosovo Polje in 1389. During the battle, the Kosovska 

djevojka [Kosovo Maiden] tended to a fallen Serbian barjaktar [banner carrier], thereby 

serving as the symbol for future Serbian women who would some day see Serbian men fall 

and the people's banner fall with them. The editors at Palandech's press also reminded 

Chicago area Serbian women of the Kosovska djevojka through various portrayals of the 

maiden published in the press' collections of Serbian folklore. Serbian immigrant women 

had to recover from this economic setback and move forward with the business of raising 

future Serbian leaders the same way the Kosovo maiden did. After all, this author 

^^Pejovic, 90; and International Institute of Gary Papers, Scrapbook, April 1927. 

^^Amerikanski Srbobran [Kalendar^ (1937), 25. 
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asserted, Serbian women stood "through history and through difficult times like a wall of 

stone. 

Serbian immigrant writer Leposava Rakovic, in her 1937 article titled "The Role of 

Serbian Women in the Organizational Life in Emigration," proposed a plan of action for 

Serbian immigrant women. Rakovic claimed the most important role of Serbian women 

was that of teacher in Serbian schools, because there these women taught the "national 

faith." St. Sava's Serbian "church-school" in Gary exemplified this assertion as both the 

teacher and the teacher's aide were women. However, Rakovic argued, to work efifectively 

"for their blood and their race" Serbian women needed to organize nationally under the 

umbrella of the KSS. Under the KSS' aegis, Serbian women teachers could teach Serbian 

language, music, literature, and history in a uniform and systematic fashion. In this 

manner, Serbian women could raise Serbs fi'om their hunky status.'' 

Trbovic, in an article immediately following Rakovic's in the same issue of the 

calendar, stepped away fi'om public life for Serbian women and focused on Serbian 

women in the home during the 1930s. Trbovic wrote that Serbian women, since the dawn 

of Serbian history, had always kept the people's traditions. With the Ottoman onslaught 

starting in the fourteenth century, Serbian women took the central role in this process of 

keeping Serbian culture through celebrating holy days and slavas. Therefore, Trbovic 

^Amerikanski Srbobran \Kalendar\ (1937), 15-6-, Milos Obilid, 10; and Dragicevich, 163. 

^^Amerikamki Srbobran [Kalendar'\ (1937), 28-32. 
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argued, Serbian women in immigrant communities must do this as well. Whether one 

supported a public or private role for Serbian middle-class women in the American 

diaspora, their role had to perpetuate Serbian civilization, through child birth, and the 

teaching or keeping of its traditions.̂  

American social historian Olivier Zunz pointed out "social historians have 

forgotten the powerfiil influences of the middle classes." Indeed, this rings true for the 

historiography regarding immigrant organizations. For example, labor historian Alexander 

Saxton completely disregarded the middle-class nature of immigrant organizations, such as 

the SNS, claiming all such societies created "worldng-class interdependence." This 

"interdependence," Saxton wrote, united worldng-class immigrants, allowing them to 

bridge divisions inherited from the Old World and splits along craft and job lines. 

Immigration historian John Bodnar, while acknowledging a middle-class presence, also 

claimed that "middle class orientations were less influential" in immigrants' local lodges. 

Yet, an examination of Serbian organizations in the Chicago area revealed local middle-

class Serbs greatly influenced the daily activities and the class and regional make-up of the 

Chicago area lodges. Serbian mutual benefit societies encouraged working-class Serbs to 

understand and practice their Serbian heritage. These organizations emphasized religious 

piety, monogamy, and abstinence from alcohol and tobacco and fealty to Serbia. These 

personal characteristics, the organizations' leaders hoped, would raise the Serbs out of 

^Amerikanski Srbobran [Kalendar] (1937), 36; and St. Sava's Serbian Orthodox Church, 
84. 
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their hunky status and place them squarely within the Anglo-American mainstream." 

^'Olivier Zunz, "The Synthesis of Social Change; Reflections on American Social History," 
in Reliving the Past: The Worlds of Social History, ed. Olivier Zunz (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1985), 95; Alexander Saxton, The Rise and Fall of the 
White Republic: Class and Mass Culture in Nineteenth-Century America (London; 
Verso, 1990), 358; Bodnar, "Ethnic Fraternal Benefit Associations," 8; and Bodnar, TTie 
Transplanted, 121. 
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8. CULTURAL AND ATHLETIC SOCIETIES: "THE CULTURAL SIDE OF THE 
RACE" 

Middle-class leaders of local and national Serbian benefit societies, such as SNS, 

struggled against the hunky image using their organizational apparatus. The Chicago area's 

Serbian cultural and athletic societies, however, had no such structure. Yet, through daily, 

weekly, monthly, and yearly celebrations and competitions, these cultural and athletic 

societies celebrated and displayed Serbian culture for Serbs and Anglo-Americans to see. 

This meant Serbian immigrants in these societies emphasized the urban and democratic 

aspects of their culture and sanitized the peasant components. Thus, these societies also 

served as a primary route by which Serbian peasant culture became acceptable to the 

Serbian middle class. Ultimately, Serbs, through these efforts, hoped to leave their hunky 

status for full participation in Anglo-American culture and life. 

St. Archangel Michael, the Serbian church in southeast Chicago, had a Serbian 

Singing Society, Sloboda [Freedom], In 1918, the local priest Duro Milosavljevic founded 

the singing society Vijenac [Wreath]. By the late 1920s, Vijenac ceased to exist, and 

Sloboda took its place, as a choral society for both young men and women conducted by 

Czech immigrant Joseph Kindl. Sloboda also included a children's choir that served as 

preparation for eventual participation in the adult choir. The name Sloboda symbolized the 

freedom, as a result of World War One, that all Serbs gained from the Austro-Hungarian, 

Turkish, Russian, and German Empires. The American-bom Serbs, who participated in the 

choir, wanted to "catch.. .a glimpse of the passionate land from which their parents came" 
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via the music. They, however, unlike other Slavic choirs, did not wear peasant garb. 

Instead, they dressed in suits, sport coats, dresses, and skirts. In this manner, the choir, 

although singing peasant songs, appeared modem and western in their dress.' 

Sloboda sang liturgy and performed concerts throughout the Chicago region and 

the Midwest. An anniversary-concert program summed up the group's activities in the 

following manner: "These concerts.. . brought excellent understanding and admiration of 

other nationalities for Serbian motives and songs. Today Sloboda celebrates the tenth 

anniversary of its noble work and propaganda for Serbian music. ..." Hence, Sloboda 

served as a group that proclaimed the greatness of Serbian culture to anyone who would 

listen. Certainly, an immigrant group with such a rich musical tradition could not stay long 

in the hunky category. Indeed, Serbs should be free from this stereotype, just as the name 

of the choir indicated.̂  

In the mid-1930s, Sloboda obtained Serbian leadership when Kindl retired, and 

Adam N. Popovic replaced him as the choir's conductor. Popovic, like the members of his 

choir, was American-bom. His father Nikola and mother Ljubica both came to the United 

' Srpsko Pevadco DruStvo, Sloboda: 1927-1977 (Chicago: n.p., 1977), \-y. First All 
Slavic Singing Festival: Given by the United Slavic Choral Societies Sunday December 9, 
1934...at the Chicago Civic Opera House...Representing the Following Groups, 
Czechoslovakia (Czechs and Slovaks), Poland, Russia, Ukraine, Yugoslavia (Croats, 
Serbians, and Slovenes), 1,500 Singers. (Chicago: National Print and Publishing 
Company, 1934), 117; and Memorial Book of the Serbian Choir Sloboda, 1934 (CFLPS). 

^Adam Popovic, Scrapbook (CFLPS); First All Slavic Singing Festival, 117; Srpsko 
Pevadio Drultvo, Sloboda, 1-3; and Tenth Anniversary of the Serbian Singing Society 
Sloboda, 1937 (CFLPS). 
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States from Lika-Krbava county in Croatia. Ljiibica gave birth to Adam in 1909. Along 

with his brothers Eli and Theodore, he formed the Popovic Brothers Orchestra. Adam 

played bass and his orchestra performed Serbian peasant songs. Popovic not only served 

as a leader of the Chicago area Serbian musical community, but also, with his brother 

Theodore, became a founding delegate of the Serbian Singing Federation that had local 

singing groups throughout the United States. In Adam Popovic, Sloboda had a Serbian 

leader who stood at the heart of the Serbian immigrant musical community. According to 

a local publication, he could perform, conduct, and compose Serbian traditional songs that 

elicited "the cultural side of the race and the artistic gifts of the people." Therefore, 

Popovic, through his direction of the group, showed that the Serbs had their own 

repertoire of songs and music that was distinct and specifically Serbian. Popovic's work, 

flirthermore, was a form of racial uplift, glorifying Serbian history and culture. These 

performances also demonstrated to Anglo-America that Serbs were advanced culturally, 

because they had developed their own musical genres.^ 

While Slobodds popularity grew based on its connection with Popovic's band. 

Holy Resurrection church's Serbian Singing Society, Branko Radidevid, also became 

popular from its link to the Serbian musical group Srbadija [Serbian people]. Srbadija 

first came into existence in the 1890s as a tamburica orchestra, playing Slavic folk music 

^The Serbian Who's Who? (Nfilwaukee; Serb World, U.S.A., 1983), 41-2; Marco 
Trbovich, "My Deda Sang My Name," Serb World, U.S.A. 10 (January-February, 
1994);20-7; and Adam Popovic, Scrapbook, 1937 (CFLPS). 
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on the tamburica, a South Slavic stringed instrument resembling a guitar. With the 

founding of Holy Resurrection in 1905, Srbadijcts members formed a Serbian Singing 

Society and named it Branko Radicevic, after a famous nineteenth-century Serbian musical 

lyricist and poet. The headquarters for both organizations became Holy Resurrection's 

church hall which housed an auditorium. Leading parishioners, such as Acim Lugonja, and 

a parish priest Petar O. Stija£ic, joined the Branko Radidevic^oxxp shortly after its 

formation. Their presence as members gave the organization standing and authority in the 

West Town Serbian neighborhood.̂  

The Brcmko RadiCevic^citty performed with Srbadija at Serbian patriotic 

holiday celebrations, such as Vidovdan (St. Vitus' Day, 27 June). On Vidovdan three 

major events in Serbian history took place; the Battle of Kosovo Polje in 1389 when the 

Ottomans defeated and subjugated the Serbian kingdom, the assassination of the Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914, and the adoption of the constitution to create inter-

war Yugoslavia in 1918. Chicago Serbian publishing magnate and member of Holy 

Resurrection church John R. Palandech described the defeat at Kosovo Polje in 1389 as "a 

symbol of national unity under disaster," highlighting the significance that Serbs gave 

Vidovdan celebrations. Furthermore, for Serbs, Vidovdan and the momentous events that 

took place on that day, according to Balkan historian Thomas A. Emmert, symbolized 

their "democratic, anti-feudal" nature and their "love for justice and social equality." 

*Srpsko Peva^Sco DruStvo: Branko Radidevid, U.S.A.; Spomenica, 1906-1961, Fifty-fifth 
^«w/ver5a  ̂(Chicago: n.p., 1961), \-6\ and First All Slavic Singing Festival  ̂ 114. 
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Therefore, the Branko Radidevid company served as a conduit through which Chicago 

area Serbs displayed their freedom-loving nature. This love of freedom included a respect 

for democracy, a basic tenet of civilization in the Anglo-American world. In this manner, 

Chicago area middle-class Serbs, such as Lugonja and Stijacic, refuted the labels of 

backward and anti-democratic that Progressives had placed upon them.' 

Branko Radidevids musical form also played a significant role in fighting the 

hunky status and sanitizing peasant culture, making it more palatable to western observers. 

Occasionally, Branko Radidevid performed with Srbadija and its tamburicas. Starting in 

the mid-nineteenth century, tamburica music in the Austro-Hungarian Empire had become 

westernized. Tamburica musicians adopted western European tonal systems by the 1870s 

and forsook Slavic and Middle Eastern influenced tonal systems. According to musical 

historian Mark E. Forry, Serbian nationalists hoped this more "polished" style would make 

Serbs appear more like the democratic peoples of western Europe. Forry also asserted that 

in Slavonia (a region of eastern Croatia and Vojvodina with high concentrations of Serbs) 

this westernized tamburica music flourished in urban cafes. Hence, the new tamburica 

music moved Serbs from their moorings in Slavic, Turkish, and Arabic cultures to western 

European ones, especially French and German. This westernized music, then, became 

^Pravda 3 July 1930 (CFLPS); The Souvenir Program of Palandech's Newspapers and 
Yugoslav-American Radio (Chicago; Croatian National Hall, 1939), 25 in John R_ 
Palandech Papers, Immigration History Research Center, and Thomas A. Emmert, 
Serbian Golgotha: Kosovo, 1389 (Boulder, CO: East European Monographs, 1990), 121-
22. 
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replicated in the Chicago region by groups such as Srbadija, the Branko Radiievic 

and, for a time, the Popovic Brothers Orchestra.® 

Concerts did not make up the only activities of the Branko Radidevid society. The 

group also performed theatrical pieces, like Bokeljev San [Kotor Bay Dream]. This play 

was characterized as "a drama of immigrant life" by its promotional publicity. Boka 

kotorska [Kotor Bay] was the port in Montenegro from which many immigrant members 

of Branko embarked for the United States. Palandech's Press, the major Serbian 

language publisher for the Chicago region, published other theatrical pieces of "immigrant 

life," making them available for groups, such as Branko Radidevic, to perform. One typical 

play in its opening and closing lines displayed the longing Serbian immigrants felt to 

"return beneath the roof of the Serbian sky" to be in "our [Serbian] house — with our 

[Serbian] people." In this maimer, theatrical groups reminded their fellow immigrants of 

their homeland and the trials their immigrant brothers and sisters had overcome. These 

productions of "immigrant life," however, were not the only theatrical pieces published 

®Mark E. Forry, " 'To the Cafe Every Night': Tamburica Music and Cafe Life in 
Vojvodina" Zbronik matice srpske 8-9(1991):142-151; and Amerikanski Srbobran 
[Kalendar^ (1931), 147. First and second generation Czechs in Texas viewed traditional 
Moravian music with its emphasis on stringed instruments the same way Serbian 
composers saw traditional Serbian music. Both groups considered their traditional music 
backward because of its links to a peasant past. See Kevin Hannan, "Ethnic Identity 
Among the Czechs and Moravians of Texas," Journal of American Ethnic History 15 
(Summer 1996): 2-31. 
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and perfonned in the Chicago region.' 

In the 1920s, Palandech's press also published plays originally written for 

European Serbs. Miloi Obilid, written by acclaimed Serbian playwright Jovan S. Popovic, 

was one such play. MiloS Obilic was a Serbian noble, a son-in-law of the Serbian monarch 

Lazar, and eventually the assassin of the Ottoman Sultan Murad at the Battle of Kosovo 

Polje in 1389. In this play, both Obilic and Lazar symbolized the Serbian courage to fight 

the Ottoman Turks and the "slavery of chains" their reign over the Serbs represented. This 

play, like the plays of "immigrant life," represented the hardships Serbs everywhere had 

overcome. But this play also suggested that Serbs had triumphed over difBculties before in 

the form of the infidel Turk. Therefore, the hunky status in which Serbs then lived could 

be similarly overcome. Serbs needed only to focus on their bravery, fortitude, and culture 

represented by Serbian Orthodox Christianity as opposed to heathen Islam.' 

Ultimately, according to a concert program, "the goal of the society \Branko 

Radidevid\ was to promote songs, produce theatrical sets fi-om Serbian life, and do other 

cultural work among the Serbs here [in the Chicago region]." In 1933, the Branko 

Radioevic did "other cultural work" by absorbing members of the short lived 

Serbian Singing Society Obilic that started in 1930 as a choral and dance group and shared 

^Srpsko Pevadu) DruStvo: Branko Radicevid, 7; Balkan 14 December 1909 (CFLPS); 
and Stanoje S. Begovic, "BriSkuIa": Slika iz NaSeg 2ivota u "Zemlji Zlata" (Chicago: 
Ujedinjeno Srpstvo, n.d.), 1, 5, 42. 

^Milos Obilid: Neumrli Kosovski Junak, Srpska Narodna Pevanija i Jovana Popovid 
Jutiadco PozoriSte (Chicago; John R. Palandech, n.d.), 210-11, 215, 219, 223. 
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its name with a local Chicago Serbian fraternal organization. Along with performing 

traditional dances, Obilic also periodically performed liturgy at Holy Resurrection church. 

Clearly, by expanding its membership in 1933 to include OA/Y/c group members, the 

Brando Radicevic musical organization displayed its leadership in presenting Serbian 

culture to Chicagoans. While the (96/7/c group might have disbanded in 1933 for lack of 

support, Brando Radi^evic's members ensured the continued existence of the civilizing 

impulse exemplified by Obilids dancing and singing.' 

While the Chicago Serbian churches had their musical groups in Sloboda and 

Brando Radicevic, St. Sava church in Gary also had its own Serbian Singing Society, 

Karadorde. Karadorde was the Serbian patriot who led the Prvi ustcmak [First Uprising] 

from 1804 to 1812 in Serbia against the Ottomans. His family also began one of the 

dynastic lines that later ruled Serbia and Yugoslavia, known as the Karadordevic family. 

St. Sava's parishioners founded the Karadorde society as a male only choir in 1913 to 

commemorate Serbian victories in the First and Second Balkan Wars. By 1923, to shore 

up declining membership, the choir allowed women to become members.'*' 

St. Sava's parishioners, who came mostly from the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 

hoped that the Karadordevic dynasty would liberate Croatian Serbs from the Austro-

' Soitvenir Book of the Serbian Singing Society Branch Radidevid, 1936 (CFLPS); and 
First All Slavic Singing Festival, 117. 

^°Memorial Book of the Serbian Singing Society, Karadorde, 1934 (CFLPS); and St. Sava 
Serbian Orthodox Church, 83-4. 
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Hungarians as it freed other Serbs from the Ottomans. In accordance with this desire, the 

Karadorde choir sang "songs of heroism, of bravery of sublime sacrifice—undergone 

by. . forefathers and even by contemporaries." Parallel to Serbian plays published and 

performed in the Chicago region, the Karadorde group's repertoire told the Serbs they had 

conquered hardships, were currently doing so, and would eventually climb out of their 

hunky status and become part of mainstream American society." 

To understand the nature of these singing societies, one must not only examine the 

forms and goals of their musical performances, but also their content, Serbian nationalism. 

Chicago area Serbian singing societies performed from a fairly set list of folk songs drawn 

mainly from Serbian history and the Serbs' struggle [borbd\ against the Ottomans. 

Palandech's press published these songs, including a collection of songs about Milo§ 

Obilic, the Serbian hero at Kosovo Polje, and his triumph over the Ottomans. Other songs 

performed followed in this martial vein, such as "0§tre su na§e sablje" [Sharp are our 

sabers], which hailed Serbian military prowess. "Jadransko More" [Adriatic Sea], 

according to program notes, told the story that "the bloody sword of the enemy has wiped 

out the villages on the Adriatic which once blossomed like flowers." As late as the 

nineteenth century, Serbian villages dotted the Adriatic coast of Croatia so that this song 

commemorated these villagers' deaths at the hands of an unnamed foe—Ottoman or 

Austrian. These songs, performed on such occasions as Vidovdan, allowed Chicago area 

' ̂ First All Slavic Singing Festival, 115-16. 
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Serbs to celebrate their victories as well as mourn their losses—through recalling the past 

glories and hardships of their Serbian ancestors. Furthermore, through these songs, the 

Ottomans repeatedly appeared as nefarious and heathen conquerors who drove the Serbs 

into the subjugated status in which they then lived. 

A choral suite entitled "Hajduk Veljko," arranged by the &mous Serbian composer 

Stevan Mokranjac, celebrated bands of armed Serbian men who rebelled against the 

Ottomans during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. These brigands were known as 

hajduks, symbolizing the pinnacle of Serbian fortitude in the &ce of Ottoman oppression. 

Serb literary historian Miodrag Stojanvic also defined hajduH as "Serbian heroes who 

resisted barbarian power" and fought "enemies of fi-eedom." If the Ottomans were 

barbarians, then the Serbs functioned as the vanguards in defending Christian civilization 

against the Ottoman Turks and their barbarian onslaught. Hajduks, whatever their 

methods, simply wanted to be fi-ee and civilized. Therefore, for Chicago area Serbs, these 

songs celebrating hajduks proclaimed to the world that Serbs did not deserve the hunky 

designation, because they were defenders of the Christian faith and Christian civilization. 

For centuries, they had bravely opposed the backward and undemocratic Turks through 

Serbian Orthodoxy and fi-eedom.'^ 

^^First All Slavic Singing Festival, 7-8, 114-15; and Srpsko Pevadko DruStvo: Branko 
Radidevic, 7. 

^^FirstAll Slavic Singing Festival, 8; Stoianovich, 163-68; and Miodrag Stojanvic, 
Hajdiici i klefti u narodnom pesniStvu (Beograd; Srpska akedemija nauka i umetnosti, 
1984), 32. 
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Recently, a historian of Norwegian America, April R. Schultz, examined 

celebrations among Norwegian immigrants involving theatrical and musical production 

also in the early-twentieth century. She asserted that the creations of historical memory in 

these celebrations were integral to the development of a Norwegian identity in the context 

of American xenophobia in the 1920s. Serbs, through the use of hajduk lore and other 

historical symbols such as Milo§ Obilic, selectively created a Serbian identity Anglo-

Americans would accept as civilized." 

The freedom-loving and virile symbol of the hajduks also had an equivalent in 

athletics and physical fitness. The members of the Slavic athletic associations known as 

sokols [falcons] served as modem hajduks, displaying their physical prowess. Miroslav 

Tyrs, a Czech nationalist, created the first sokol in 1862, using the German Tumverein (a 

nationalistic athletic organization) as his model. Tyrs formed the sokol in a time of Czech 

cultural revival and in response to Habsburg suppression of Czech nationalistic expression. 

One local Chicago pan-Slavic publication in the 1930s described the sokoH founding spirit 

as keeping a people's "physical training.. .in harmony with mental development." Hence, 

the sokol ideology prepared people both physically and mentally to defend their nation and 

proclaim the nation's glory. From its origins in Czech nationalism, the sokol spread to 

other Slavic regions, including the Balkans during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

For example, among Serbs in Bosnia-Hercegovina, after the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

'^April R. Schultz, Ethnicity on Parade: Inventing the American Through Celebration 
(Amherst; University of Massachusetts Press, 1994), 124-33. 
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took possession of the area in 1908, sokols fought Austro-Hungarian oppression and 

alcoholism among Serbian men.'  ̂

In 1909, Serb immigrant supporters of the sokol gathered in Cincinnati, Ohio, and 

organized local sokols throughout the United States. One year later, using this meeting as 

a catalyst, Gary Serbs organized the first and most prominent Chicago area sokol at St. 

Sava's church. The main objectives of the Gary Serbian sokol were threefold: "to prepare 

for the Serbian and civic call," to become physically fit, and to stay morally upright. Only a 

year after its creation, Gary sokol leaders joined with other sokols to form a national 

organization for all Serbian sokols}  ̂

With the creation of this national organization, Gary's sokol became the seat for 

the national Serbian sokol publication, entitled Soko." A priest fi-om St. Sava's, Petar O. 

Stijacic, served as the journal's first editor. In Soko's first year of publication, the southeast 

side Serbian priest Paja Radosavljevic clearly proclaimed a basic sokol goal within its 

pages. Radosavljevic stated: "The Serbian sokol aims to promote democracy. They 

[sokols] accept old and young, poor and rich, teachers and merchants, doctors and 

'^Josef Scheiner, The Sokols (Prague: Czecho-Slovak Foreigners' OflBce, 1920), 4-7; 
Steven S. Riess, "Ethnic Sports," in Ethnic Chicago, 535; Slavs With Special Reference to 
Americans of Slav Ancestry, Souvenir Edition (Chicago: The New Generation, 1933), 
38; and Karadorde: Srpski Narodni Kalendar (1928), 28. 

'®Slepcevic, 71-6; and St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 83-4. 

'^The Serbo-Croatian words soko and sokol both mean falcon while the difference in 
spelling merely stems fi'om Serbo-Croatian dialectic variations. 
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laborers. Social and economic differences are erased." In his promotion of egalitarianism, 

Radosavljevic displayed the sokofs potential unifying power. Overall, the sokol promoted 

Serbian civilization through its efforts to unite immigrant Serbs around the common goal 

of becoming and staying physically fit as a people to defend Serbia. This, ultimately, would 

help Chicago area Serbs discard the hunky mantel and show that they were a trtily 

democratic people." 

In 1912, in the context of the First Balkan War in which the Kingdom of Serbia 

participated, the national Serbian sokol organization called a meeting for Vidovdan in 

Chicago sponsored by the Gary sokol. Michael Pupin, the nationally known Serbian 

immigrant leader fi-om Columbia University, led the parade along with the stareSina 

[chief] of Gary's sokol, Mr. Grkovic who owned and operated the Gary Ice and Coal 

Company. The parade meandered through the Serbian West Town Chicago neighborhood 

surrounding Holy Resurrection church. In this parade and the following slet [rally], the 

sokols marched to Serbian music and carried Serbian and American flags while chanting, 

"Gladly goes a Serb into the army." This sokol organization supported the Kingdom of 

Serbia's participation in the conflict, as many of these marchers volunteered for the Serbian 

army that day. With Pupin and Grkovic serving as the parade marshals and overseeing the 

parade's composition, the national and local Serbian immigrant middle class sanctioned the 

^^St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 83-4; and Soko 1 May 1912 (CFLPS). 
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sokol mcvement and its participation in the First Balkan War.^' 

Not all Serbs, however, stood unified behind the Balkan Wars; Chicago area 

Serbian sokol leaders suppressed this dissent. In 1913, at Holy Resurrection's auditorium, 

several speakers discussed the efficacy of the Serbian war effort. V. Bomemissa, the editor 

of the Serbian immigrant socialist weekly based in Chicago titled Narodni Glas [People's 

Voice], called it the "fi'atricidal Balkan War." He also claimed the Serbian prime minister, 

Nikola Pasic, merely wanted to "fill his pockets" fi^om war profits. Du§an Popovic, a 

stareMna of the West Town Serbian sokol and a leader of the Branko Radidevid chaa, 

pushed Bomemissa fi'om the stage. Another socialist speaker followed Bomemissa and he, 

too was banished fi'om the auditorium. The celebration of Vidovdan and the subsequent 

support for the Balkan Wars displayed the Chicago area Serbs' desire to save and promote 

srpstvo everywhere. By 1914, in a major effort to facilitate achieving sokol goals, the Gary 

Serbian sokol erected its own building. This edifice—being the only separate sokol hall 

among Serbian sokols in the Chicago region—ensconced the Gary sokol as the leading 

sokol in the Chicago region during World War One and the inter-war period.^ 

By the 1930s, the goals of the sokol did not merely stay confined within the walls 

of sokol halls. It moved beyond into American sports, mainly basketball and baseball, and 

Serbs' participation in them. Some Chicago area Serbs formed teams and leagues within an 

Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 83-4. 

^°Radni&u2 Straw 30 July 1913 (CFLPS); and St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Church, 83-4. 
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organization called the Eagles for boys and men and the Eaglettes for girls and women. 

For example, the Eaglettes of St. Archangel Michael church, consisting of 

thirty-four members from 1931 to 1934, participated in a Serbian girls basketball league 

for the Chicago region. The Eagles of St. Archangel Michael formed both basketball and 

baseball teams. The Eagle boys' basketball team played other church teams including 

Protestants from Chicago's southeast and north sides, and Roman Catholics from the 

southeast side. Utilizing the many baseball fields on the southeast side, the Eagle boys' 

baseball team played a Romanian immigrant team occasionally at Serbian choir festivals 

and also faced Slovenian teams. Baseball and basketball teams associated with Holy 

Resurrection church often raised money to donate to that parish. Other leagues were 

associated with specific Serbian fraternal organizations and frequently competed against 

Eagle and Eaglette teams. In this manner, sports served as not only an extension of the 

sokol, but also assisted the Serbs' attempts to become accepted into Anglo-American 

society. Both sports were associated inextricably with Anglo-American life and culture so 

that participation in them meant that Serbs practiced, at least in their sports activities, 

Anglo American cultural traits.^' 

In Chicago area Serbian musical, choral, theatrical, and athletic associations, the 

^^St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church, 294-5; Riess, 539; Daily Calumet 8 
December 1931, 4 January 1932, 19 January 1933, and 21 August 1933; Adam Popovic, 
Scrapbook (CFLPS); Memorial Book Srpsko Jedinstvo, 1936, 26 (CFLPS); and National 
Federation Minute Books of the OfiBcial Committee (1939), 447, Immigration History 
Research Center. 
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Serbian middle class, as both leaders and members of these organizations, sought to recast 

the Serbian image. These middle-class leaders insisted that Serbs were democratic, 

civilized, and pious. These middle-class leaders, by celebrating and promoting Serbian 

culture, believed that the glory of the Serbian past would somehow speak for itself and 

break down the hunl^ status in which Serbs lived and struggled in metropolitan Chicago. 

After the creation of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes following Worid War 

One, some Chicago area middle-class Serbs sought to move Serbs out of their hunky 

status in a different manner. These leaders promoted the new unity of all south Slavs based 

on this new kingdom, not just srpstvo. 
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9. YUGOSLAVISM AND EFFORTS TO BE "FULL-FLEDGED HUMAN BEINGS" 

Up to this point, we have examined the ways in which Serbs experienced 

orientalism in their homeland, racialization in the Chicago area, and how they fought 

against these stereotypes creating their own definitions of srpstvo. One major category, 

however, remains yet to be analyzed—Yugoslavism. The Yugoslav ideal, during the first 

three decades of the twentieth century, centered around the notion that all South Slavs 

should be unified. The basic Yugoslav idea entailed unifying the Serbs, Croats, and 

Slovenes under some kind of central government. Chicago area Serbs and some Croats 

and Slovenes who worked with them used Yugoslavism as the ultimate anti-hunky tool. If 

Serbs belonged to an entity such as the Yugoslav state, surely they were civilized and 

democratic and therefore not hunkies. Much of Chicago area Serbs' support for 

Yugoslavism came shortly before and during World War One. These Yugoslav 

formulations, then, took place concomitantly with the constructions of srpstvo. Therefore, 

a dual approach to joining Anglo America developed. All Serbs promoted srpstvo while 

some believed Yugoslavism and srpstvo together would be the only true way for Serbs to 

leave their hunky status behind. However, Yugoslavism and srpstvo did not wipe away 

anti-Serbian racialization. As late as the 1930s, Progressive reformers continued their 

efiforts to reform Serbs. Instead of dramatic shifts fi'om srpstvo to Yugoslavism to 

whiteness, a continuous layering of Yugoslavism, srpstvo, and anti-Serbian racialization 

took place. By the 1930s, however, Yugoslavism and srpstvo began to take a foothold 

against the hunky status as Serbian culture in the Chicago area became less conspicuous 
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and more a curiosity than an aberration. Thus, acceptance of Serbs, by concerned Anglo-

Americans and Serbs, slowly, unevenly, and fitfully brought Serbs into white America. 

During and following World War One, when Serbs and other South Slavs forged 

the foundations for pro-Yugoslav thought, southeast Chicago experienced a crisis of race 

and citizenship. Local publications, such as the Daily Calumet and the South Works 

Review, decried the existence of non-English speaking non-citizens in their midst. 

Foreigners presented a threat to American democracy and civilization as the United States 

considered fighting a war on European soil. This crisis deepened during the fall of 1919 

when local steel mill workers went out on strike. To understand fully pro-Yugoslav 

Serbian feelings during and after World War One, one must peer into the cauldron of race 

and citizenship in which these anti-immigrant feelings brewed. This cauldron started to 

boil in the summer of 1914 and continued to do so well into the 1920s. 

With the assassination of the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 

the summer of 1914, Serbs in southeast Chicago became intimately involved in the war 

effort. After the Austro-Hungarian declaration of war on the Kingdom of Serbia in 1914, 

many Serbs in Gary and southeast Chicago took to the streets in support of the 

motherland. At this early stage, local publications in both cities viewed these 

demonstrations as positive expressions of patriotism and a hatred of tyranny and 

aristocracy. The Daily Calumet, the newspaper of Chicago's southeast side, labeled one 

Serbian man a "Serb Paul Revere'," because he traveled around the southeast side raising 

Serbian regiments to return and fight. \ Daily Calumet editorial fi'om late July of 1914 
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castigated southeastsiders for misjudging the Serbs, claiming "we see the Serb in a new 

light these days." This "new light" was a positive one that accentiiated Serbs' patriotism as 

a virtue to be admired. Daily Calumet reports from early August 1914 continued in this 

vein, praising both Serbian women and men for their war preparation. While this praise 

died out when the United States did not get immediately involved, it flared again in 1917 

when President Woodrow Wilson took the country into war. At this point, Gary leaders 

organized a large parade supporting the American war effort, and Serbs played a major 

part in the procession. The Serbian delegation marched between the Croatian and Polish 

contingents and in the same section as the African Americans and Russians.' 

This highly positive view of Serbs rapidly vanished as Anglo-Americans in Gary 

and on Chicago's southeast side staunchly supported draft registration and suppressed any 

opposition to it. The Gary Tribune, for example, claimed local steel unions advocated 

draft evasion and published its accusations in several languages in a special supplement. 

All local newspapers in the Calumet region blamed the immigrants as the chief "slackers," 

the moniker given to draft non-registrants. Many immigrants, who were not fluent in 

English, did not fully understand the draft registration process and where to complete it. 

This, therefore, caused many local immigrants to not register. After the war in 1919, 

Chicago area newspapers, including the Daily Calumet, wanted all "slackers" rounded up 

^Gary Daily Tribune 28 and 30 July 1914; and Daily Calumet 28 and 31 July; 1, 2, and 3 
August 1914; Gary Local History Scrapbook, vol.13, Indiana History Room, Gary Public 
Library. 
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like cattle and imprisoned for their crimes. Even four years after the war the Daily 

Calumet viewed the alleged slackers as beneath Anglo-American society. This newspaper 

labeled the marriage of an alleged immigrant slacker from the southeast side and an 

Anglo-American woman from the affluent, nearby South Shore community both "horrible" 

and "miserable." It was in response to such allegations and hatred of immigrants that many 

Serbs supported the Yugoslav movement as a way of countering such views.^ 

Although the slacker status clearly reflected negatively on Serbs and other 

immigrants in the Calumet, the steel strike of 1919 further deepened the crisis of race and 

citizenship. The American Federation of Labor (AFL), through its mostly skilled steel 

workers union the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers of North 

America, started a massive membership drive in the steel industry throughout the United 

States in the immediate post-World War One period. While steel workers gained some 

concessions during the war via the National War Labor Board, all wages and benefits 

rolled back to pre-war levels, hurting thousands of steel workers and their families. From 

September of 1919 to January of 1920, steel workers throughout the country went out on 

strike. The local English-language AFL newspaper. New Majority, claimed from the outset 

that the strike leaders had "eradicated the differences of race, of temperament and of 

^William Z. Foster, The Great Steel Strike and Its Lessons (New York: B.W. Huebsch, 
1920), 169; Gary Local History Scrapbook, vol.13; Daily Calumet 22 March 1919 and 31 
May 1922. 
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language" among the striking steel workers.̂  The New Majority s assertions regarding 

worker unity set the tone for other local papers to focus on race and the steel strikers. 

These other publications, however, did so in a much different manner. 

The avowedly anti-labor Daily Calumet never directly mentioned the strike despite 

the fact that it was the major story of late 1919 for the Calumet area. Yet, its calls 

supporting Americanization clearly were meant for the striking workers. One editorial 

claimed that if foreigners "cannot appreciate what Americanization means, then they 

would not make good citizens and the country would be better without them." Another 

editorial quoted a local American Legion leader who wanted all foreign-language 

publications banned from the area in an efifort to promote Americanism and the English 

language. The Chicago Tribune blamed the entire strike on "alien blood, chiefly from the 

Balkans." At every turn, immigrants, especially Balkan immigrants, became the scapegoats 

for the problems created by the strike. If only this "alien blood" would leave Chicago and 

the United States altogether, patriotic Americans could take their places in the mills. 

Never was Chicago's crisis in race and citizenship so clearly articulated as it was in these 

statements by the Daily Calumet and the Chicago Tribune. * 

Through their own paper the New Majority, the strikers claimed that the Illinois 

Steel Company, the corporation that owned and operated South Works, tried to create 

'David Brody, Labor in Crisis: The Steel Strike of 1919 (Philadelphia; J.B. Lippincott, 
1965), 27-31 and 72-6; and New Majority 4 October 1919. 

* Daily Calumet 25 October and 9 December 1919; Chicago Tribune 9 October 1919; 
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"racial hatred" between Serbs and Italians at South Works. The paper claimed that a 

detective agency hired by Illinois Steel used animosity between the Serbs and Italians by 

highlighting the political struggle over the Balkan port city of Rijeka (Fiume). Both Italy 

and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes wanted this Adriatic Sea port in the 

territorial changes after World War One. The detective agency responded to these 

allegations by claiming that those who accused them of such tactics clearly were "opposed 

to the Americanization of the industrial forces of this country."' While the strikers could 

only mount a weak response to such claims, local Calumet steel companies made their 

strike breaking tactics part of a larger Americanization offensive in an effort to resolve the 

crisis over race and citizenship. 

Illinois Steel (later United States Steel), through its monthly magazine South 

Works Review, aggressively promoted Americanization and "100% Americanism" during 

World War One, the steel strike, and well into the '20s. Illinois Steel's efforts were part of 

a larger nationwide movement by steel manufacturers to decrease employee turnover and 

increase employee satisfaction through citizenship drives. One major part of Illinois Steel's 

attack consisted of speeches by foremen and mill management in support of naturalization 

and the benefits it could bring to the immigrants, the mill, and the country. One testimonial 

given by mill foreman Adolph Bell in 1916, himself a naturalized German immigrant. 

'Interchurch World Movement, Report on the Steel Strike of 1919 (New York: n.p., 
1920), 136 and 246; Interchurch World Movement, Public Opinion and the Steel Strike 
(New York; Harcourt and Brace, 1921), 63 and 235; and New Majority 11 October 1919. 
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claimed "one country—one flag—one people; Americans for America first, last and all the 

time." Another testimonial given by two bilingual Polish immigrant steel workers in 1918 

asserted that immigrants who fi'equented the many saloons surrounding the mill were "No 

Good" while those who attended English-language night classes were "Some Good." To 

help its workers achieve "Good," Illinois Steel cooperated with the South Chicago YMCA 

and Wisconsin Steel to organize English and citizenship classes beginning in 1918. 

Teachers conducted these classes at various southeast side sites and called the classes 

"Education for Industrial Workers." South Works Review, in promoting the courses, 

claimed that leaders of the local Serbian, Polish, and Slovak mutual benefit societies would 

participate "to become.. .better American citizen[s]."® 

At times, Illinois Steel also made more extensive appeals for Americanization. 

When the company did so, it firequently used threats, encouragement, and admonition with 

its immigrant workers. One late-1918 article asserting "every workman a citizen" claimed 

non-naturalized workers should leave the United States, because they posed a threat to the 

"growing [American] Republic." Thus, Illinois Steel ofiBcials believed these non-

naturalized immigrants had no respect for American culture and democracy. Not all 

Illinois Steel propaganda had such a negative bent, however. An early 1919 article 

congratulated the naturalized immigrants for "dropping the hyphen" by joining the 

®Brody, 71-2; South Works Review July 1916, 9-10; March 1918, 11; July 1918, 24; 
December 1918, 11; March/April 1919, 9; March/April 1920, 10; and Daily Calumet 15 
and 30 March 1922 and 20 September 1924. 
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American military. They were no longer Serbian-Americans, for example, just Americans. 

Therefore, South Works Review asked, if the immigrants dropped the "hyphen," why did 

American workers still use racial epithets against them? "Every time we call them "Hunlde,' 

T>ago,' "Kike' or such names," the magazine argued, "we are putting a hyphen as big as a 

crow-bar between them and America ... .It is wrong thinking to use slurring names, even 

in your mind, about the men of another race." According to Illinois Steel, an important 

component of Americanization, therefore, was accepting "men of another race" without 

using racialized language. This language merely supported the backward ways these 

immigrants practiced before they became American citizens. They were no longer ignorant 

hunkies, but honorable Americans. Even after World War One and the strike, most Illinois 

Steel propaganda did not have such a positive bent to it. A poem published in the South 

Works Review in the summer of 1921 extolled the virtues of the "American way" claiming 

that, upon becoming Americans, immigrants learned "How to keep clean and keep your 

home clean and sanitary. ..." Again, immigrants could leave behind their backward hunky 

ways only if they became American citizens.' 

While Illinois Steel focused heavily on Americanization of Serbian and other 

immigrant steel workers during World War One, the steel strike, and the 1920s, Wisconsin 

Steel hoped simply to coopt all workers into its corporate structure through capitalist 

paternalism. Before the onset of World War One and the events immediately foUowing, 

^South Works Review'tiawemher 1918, 11; January 1919, 20; June/July 1921, 9. 
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Wisconsin did have a hostile attitude toward immigrant workers. A 1911 Wisconsin Steel 

foreman's manual, for example, specifically warned against putting non-English speakers at 

mill machinery for fear they would not leam how to operate the machinery properly. This 

policy, however, did not color all aspects of management's view of its work force. By 

early 1919, several months before the strike's onset, Wisconsin Steel management formed 

the Wisconsin Steel Works Council. Wisconsin's management described the Works 

Council as a venue in which steel workers had "an equal voice and vote with the 

management." The Works Council essentially functioned as a company union approving 

management's decisions without dissension. For a brief period during and following the 

strike, the Works Council published the English-language magazine The Magnet, in which 

it promoted management and its goals. As a company union, the Works Council did not 

support the 1919 steel strike. They wanted Wisconsin Steel closed down during the strike 

to avoid violence. In a broadside printed in October, 1919, in English, Polish, and Serbo-

Croatian, the Works Council claimed that Irondale, the neighborhood surrounding the 

mill, was a "loyal and patriotic community" that wanted to return to work. After a brief 

shut down, supposedly to avoid violence, the mill reopened long before the strike's 

conclusion. Thus, while Wisconsin Steel supported English and citizenship classes along 

with Illinois Steel and the South Chicago YMCA, Wisconsin's management did not seek 

to resolve fully the crisis of race and citizenship. Wisconsin merely wanted its workers 

back to work under any circumstances. However, the creation of the Works Council laid 
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the foundation for Wisconsin's future manipulation of its work force.' 

In the context of World War One, the steel strike, and its aftermath, Serbs 

struggled to find an answer to the "100% Americanism" campaign staunchly promoted by 

Illinois Steel, the Daily Calumet, and local Calumet leaders. Some positive speeches and 

articles appeared regarding the Serbs and other immigrants in the Calumet. The Serbs' 

support of the war in 1914 and again in 1917 and their lack of support for the strike at 

Wisconsin Steel even brought accolades. Yet, Serbs understood that these accolades were 

fleeting moments. This praise disappeared when Anglo-Americans criticized Serbs over 

draft registration, the war, and the steel strike. Patriotism and labor conservatism still did 

not bring Serbs into fiiU participation in the white American republic. Yugoslavism 

appeared to be a potential panacea to this vexing race issue. Therefore, Chicago Serbs 

played major roles in war and post-war, pro-Yugoslav propaganda. 

The first significant pro-Yugoslav event headed by Chicago area Serbs took place 

in March of 1915. At this conference in Chicago, both John R. Palandech, the Serbian 

publisher, and Petar O. Stijacic, a priest who tended to the three main Serbian churches in 

the Chicago area, served on the "supervisory council" that established and directed the 

meeting's agenda. While specific notes on the proceedings are not extant, the literature 

^Rules and Regulations, Wisconsin Steel Works {n.'p: n.p., 1911), 10 in Navistar 
International Transportation Corporation, International Harvester Company Archives, 
Wisconsin Steel Group, Chicago, Illinois; Mclntyre, 2 and 43; and "Operations To 
Resume at Wisconsin Steel Announcement by Works Council" (8 October 1919) in 
International Harvester Company Archives. 
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that emanated from the conference claimed it was a "great historical moment" among 

Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in the United States. One conference speaker claimed Serbs, 

Croats, and Slovenes stood united in "jedan narod, jedan misao, i jedna zelja" [one nation, 

one thought, one wish]. Another report after this meeting echoed this statement, claiming 

that Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes at the Chicago gathering chose unity based on linguistic 

and blood ties. In other words, more than just thoughts and wishes brought these groups 

together. Long standing ethnic links joined them too. According to Croatian immigration 

historian Ivan Cizmic, this was the first pro-Yugoslav meeting in which all three major 

groups of the future Yugoslavia participated.* 

Although, as Cizmic also asserted, the conference was not well attended, it still 

served as a catalyst for burgeoning pro-Yugoslav sentiment among Chicago area Serbs. 

The Palandech Press newspaper Balkanski Svijet [Balkan World\ became the movement's 

mouthpiece. Palandech, in an effort to make it clear that his audience consisted of both 

Serbs and Croats, published articles in both Serbo-Croatian alphabets—Cyrillic and Latin. 

A large eagle, wings outstretched and grasping Serbian and Croatian crests and a 

[proposed] Yugoslavian emblem, adorned every issue of Balkanski Svijet. This same eagle 

also held a baimer that read in both English and Serbo-Croatian "Balkans to the Balkan 

Peoples." Former British prime minister William E. Gladstone (1809-1898) reportedly 

^Franko Potocnjak, Jugoslaveni za svoju slobodu (Chicago: Hrvatska Zastava, 1915), 5, 
29, and 35; Hinko Hinkovic, Jugoslavija u Americi (Zagreb; n.p., 1922), 3 and 19; and 
Ivan Cizmic, Jugoslavensld iseljenidd pokret u SAD i stvaranje jugolsavenske drzave 
1918 (Zagreb; Institut za hrvatsku poyjest, 1974), 55. 
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uttered these words, supporting some measure of South Slavic self-determination within 

the Ottoman Empire. During the crisis surrounding the treaties of San Stefano and Berlin 

in the late 1870s, Gladstone zealously advocated British support of Balkan Christians 

against the Muslim Ottoman Turks. By citing Gladstone, Palandech, as Balkanski Svijets 

editor, conjured notions of British support for a free South Slavic peoples. This promotion 

of the Balkan cause by the leader of a western, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, English-

speaking, and democratic nation, such as Great Britain, clearly showed that Serbs had a 

civilized history.' 

In addition to these weekly symbolic reminders of Balkanski Svijets pro-Yugoslav 

stance, the newspaper constantly editorialized for unification of the homeland. Among the 

numerous editorials two stand out. One editorial, with the ubiquitous title "Jedinstvo Srba 

i Hrvata" [Unity of Serbs and Croats], appeared as a particularly passionate and poetic cry 

for Serb and Croat unity. The author claimed that Serbs and Croats were "sinovi jedne 

majke" [sons of one mother], thus "Hrvati i Srbi su JEDNO" [Croats and Serbs are ONE], 

Clearly, this movement, the editor argued, displayed the Serbs as civilized and 

progressive—based simply on the fact that they united with the Croats. Another editorial 

adopted a brutal language of war, claiming World War One was a "borba na smrt i zivot" 

[a struggle for death and life] of the Yugoslav movement. Other less descriptive editorials 

'Cizmic, Jugoslavenski iseljenidd pokret, 67; Balkanski Svijet, 6 September 1917; and 
Peter Stansky, Gladstone: A Progress in Politics (New York: W.W. Norton, 1979), 126-
34. 
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asked supporters to donate money for the administration of the movement or called 

attention to political and military developments in the Balkans. 

Balkanski Svijet, as Chicago's leading Serb-run weekly during this time period, 

also served as the main bulletin for the Yugoslav movement. This publication listed both 

major and minor pro-Yugoslav meetings, events, and celebrations throughout the Chicago 

area. When Ljubo Leontic, a pro-Yugoslav Croatian, visited the Chicago area from 

Europe in the fall of 1917, Balkanski Svijet chronicled his every move. Leontic supported 

the unification of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes as "blood brothers of the Slavic race" 

and pointed to "racial" differences between the South Slavs and the "Germano-

Hungarians." Leontic, while not asserting Slavic racial superiority over them, illustrated 

how the Slavs, and South Slavs in particular, were worthy of unification and could stand 

on their own racial merits separate from the "Germano-Hungarian" race that ruled the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire. Other announcements of Leontic's movements in the Chicago 

region declared he would discuss the "indisputable truth that Serbs, Croats and Slovenes 

are one people and in that unity lies our [South Slavs'] salvation." The Serbian Military 

Mission's visit to Chicago in January 1918 also raised similar interest and coverage in 

Balkanski Svijet. This mission represented the Serbian govenmient in Belgrade and 

traveled throughout the United States to gain support for Serbia's military from President 

Woodrow Wilson and from South Slavs living in the United States. Again the editors filled 

Balkanski Svijet, 27 October; 29 November, and 27 December 1917. 
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the newspaper's pages with the events surrounding the Serbian leaders' stay, claiming this 

visit symbolized the eventual liberation and unification of all South Slavs. Despite the fact 

that this group represented the Kingdom of Serbia, Balkanski Svijet promoted their 

sojourn to Chicago as a clarion call for all South Slavs." 

Beyond visits such as Leontic's and the mission's, Balkanski Svijet also publicized 

pro-South Slavic events. The coverage surrounding the Fourth of July slava [celebration] 

of 1918 in Dvofak Park in the Czech neighborhood known as Pilsen exemplified this 

trena. The newspaper first promoted this particular Independence Day in an issue released 

on Vidovdan, the Serbian national holiday. Because both days came fairly close together 

(Vidovdan on 27 June), the newspaper purposefully conflated the two calling Vidovdan 

"Serbian Independence Day 1389-1918" in English. But at the same time the editors 

wanted to broaden the significance for both Vidovdan and July Fourth calling the 

American holiday "a day of fi^eedom and independence for the whole of humanity." Based 

on this reasoning, Balkanski Svijet assumed the South Slavic lands would soon be free and 

that Yugoslavia would soon be a reality. In this manner, Balkanski Svijets editors coopted 

the American national holiday for their own purposes. No better symbol than the 

American Revolution existed for the Serbs and their assertion that they would soon be 

civilized and acceptable to Anglo America. The South Slavic revolution embodied in 

World War One would bring democracy and eventually prosperity to all South Slavs just 

^^Balkanski Svijet 27 September and 11 October 1917 and 17 and 24 January 1918. 
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as the American revolution brought democracy and prosperity to the United States." 

Furthermore, Serbs' use of Czech venues for war time celebrations had a brief but 

important history. Palandech, himself^ denounced Austro-Hungarian tyranny in nearby 

Pilsen Park in 1914 after the Austro-Hungarians invaded the Serbian kingdom. Therefore, 

Pilsen area parks provided a public space in which these celebrations of Pan-Slavism and 

pro-Yugoslavism took place. Once the war's end drew near these public celebrations 

spread beyond Chicago's Slavic parks, moving even to the neutral public space of Grant 

Park for Slavic Day and Jugoslav Day on 14 and 15 September 1918 respectively. " 

Again, as with all other local pro-Yugoslav meetings, Balkanski Svijet extensively 

covered the "All Serb Congress" that met in Chicago on 1 and 2 December 1918. As with 

the meeting of March 1915 that also convened in Chicago, Palandech and Stijadic 

essentially chaired the congress along with Jovo T. Marie, a member of Gary's Serbian 

school board. One of Gary's Srbobran lodges, #82, encapsulated the goal of the 

conference stating that it hoped for the "unity of the three named people Serbs, Croats, 

and Slovenes." According to Balkanski Svijet, this statement became part of the 

conference's basic resolution along with support for the United States and Srbobran. The 

'̂Balkanski svijet 27 June; and 4 July 1918. 

'^Dominic Pacyga, "Chicago's Pilsen Park and the Struggle for Czech Independence 
During World War One," in Essays in East European History: A Festschrift in Honor of 
Edward C. Thanden (Boulder, CO: East European Monographs, 1995), 125; Balkanski 
Svijet 21 August 1918; Sixth Annual Report of the Immigrants' Protective League, 1914, 
22-3; and Grace Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community (New York; Century, 1917), 
267. 
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congress convened at the Hotel La Salle in downtown Chicago and concluded with a well-

attended banquet on 2 December. Local and national Serbian leaders attended and other 

Serbs from Wicker Park, South Chicago and Gary, Indiana Harbor, and Hammond, 

Indiana also came. The leader of the Serbian church in North America, Archmandrite 

Mardarija Uskokovic, gave a speech on the first day. While his speech was decidedly pro-

Serbian in his emphasis on the Serbian church and king, Uskokovic also repeatedly 

referred to the eventual union of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. This speech, therefore, 

seemed emblematic of the conference—placing primacy on Serbian participation in the 

future Yugoslavia but acknowledging some kind of union with the Croats and Slovenes." 

The banquet on the second day brought out non-Serbian politicians and leaders, 

including Illinois' governor, Frank Lowden, and congressmen fi'om Chicago. Palandech's 

daughter, Veronika, sang "Serbia" in English followed by other hymns in Serbian and 

English. This conference, which took place after the armistice was signed, displayed for 

the whole country as well as the future Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes that 

Serbs, and Chicago Serbs in particular, would play the central role in the new country. 

Furthermore, this congress symbolized the South Slavs' victory; they would soon reach 

their goals of freedom and unity. This public display, like that in Pilsen Park, showed that 

Serbs, along with their brothers the Croats and Slovenes, stood prepared for democracy in 

"B. Grahovac, Srbi u Americi: IzveStaj sa svesrpskog kongresa (Pittsburgh: §tamparija 
"Americkog Srbobrana," 1919), 17 and 122-3; and Balkanski Svijet 5 December 1918. 

^^Balkanski Svijet 21 November; and 5 December 1918. 
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the homeland and the United States. 

After the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes had existed for a few years, 

Palandech founded another pro-Yugoslav paper, titled Jugoslavija. Jugoslavija, although 

extant in only minor fragments, served as a vehicle through which Palandech promoted a 

dual allegiance to Yugoslavia and the United States. The newspaper highlighted the 

virtues of the American constitution in the 1920s, while Yugoslavia had on-going 

problems with adherence to its inter-war constitution. Through such articles, the editors 

implied that Yugoslavs, at least in politics, should be more like Americans. The paper's 

writers pointed out the extensive help that individual Americans gave to a recovering 

inter-war Yugoslavia. Overall, the paper painted a picture of two closely linked countries 

with the United States ofifering a shining example for Yugoslavia to follow.'* 

While Palandech's Publishing House produced Jugoslavija during the 1920s, the 

press also came out with volumes of South Slavic folklore that further advanced 

Yugoslavism in the 1920s. The most pro-Yugoslav volume in this series was a collection 

of poems about Marko Kraljevic, a figure out of Serbian folklore who had super-human 

strength and fought the evil Turks and Arabs at every turn. Traditionally, Marko was an 

exclusively Serbian junak [hero], but in an adroitly written preface to the volume 

Palandech's press claimed that Marko represented all South Slavs. Therefore, the author 

argued, Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes should unite under him as a common cultural icon. In 

^^Jugoslavija 25 March, 10 December, and 17 December 1921 (CFLPS). 
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one striking picture in this collection, Marko stood over a Serbian woman protecting her 

from a menacing "Crni Arapin" [A Black Arab]. The symbolism was unmistakable. Marko, 

as a South Slavic hero, protected this white Christian woman from the evil dark-skinned 

infidel. Clearly, the Serbs could not be hunkies racially if they faced these challenges to 

white Christian civilization." 

While Palandech and his colleagues approached Yugoslavism from an essentially 

democratic and pro-capitalist point of view, Chicago area Balkan socialists also fashioned 

their own pro-Yugoslav platform. The Jugoslavnska Socialisticna Zveza (JSZ) [Yugoslav 

Socialist Federation], formed in 1910 and headquartered in Chicago, served as the 

crucible in which Slovene, Croat, and Serb socialist pro-Yugoslav sentiment developed. 

The federation consisted mainly of Slovenes, about 85%, while Croats made up most of 

the remaining 15%. Serbs were a small but undetermined percentage. The total 

membership at the JSZ's founding was 635 dues-paying members. The organization gained 

about 2,000 members from 1911-1917asa result of membership drives." 

For the Chicago branches of the organization, it is difi5cult to discern the extent to 

which Serbs were actually involved in the JSZ and its pro-Yugoslav propaganda. Of the 

extant records for Chicago area Yugoslav socialist clubs all are in Slovenian, a language 

closely related to but distinctly different from Serbo-Croatian. For example, when clubs 

KraljevicMarko: Narodna Pjevanija (Chicago; Palandech's Publishing House, n.d.). 

"Stipanovich,"'In Unity is Strength'", 14. 
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purchased reading materials for their members the books were also in Slovenian. A survey 

of the membership records for JSZ locals in Chicago turned up no discernible Serbian 

surnames. A similar search through the JSZ locals' membership roles in the Cook County 

Socialist Party yielded the same result. Furthermore, when occupation information was 

present, most members listed a skilled occupation such as cabinetmaker, carpenter, baker, 

cobbler, tailor, butcher, and blacksmith. On average only about 10% of the members of 

the individual Chicago JSZ clubs gave "laborer" as his/her occupation. Therefore, few 

Serbs from the southeast Chicago steel district were probably on the membership rosters, 

because they were mostly unskilled mill workers. In 1917, Serbian immigration 

commentator Pero Slep^evic claimed that Serbian immigrants did not join the JSZ and 

other socialist movements, because they were tightly connected with non-socialist Serbian 

immigrant societies. Immigration historian Ivan ^izmic also asserted that few Serbs, 

Croats, and Slovenes worked in the socialist movement in the United States unless they 

had done so in their homelands. In terms of the Serb population in the Chicago area, with 

its heavily peasant and riiral origins, Serbs had little to no exposure to such political 

movements in the Balkans. Yet, certainly these facts do not totally preclude Serbian 

participation.^' 

Clearly, the existence of the Serbian-language, Chicago-based, and semi-monthly 

"Jugoslavnska Socialisti^na Zveza Papers, membership rosters, 1913-1919, Immigration 
History Research Center, Cook County Socialist Party Papers, membership rosters, 
1913-1919, University of Illinois at Chicago Library, Special Collections; Slijepfievic, 
83-5; and Cizmic, Jugoslavenski iseljeniddpokret, 36. 
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socialist publication Narodni Glas [People's Voice] proved that some Serbs affiliated with 

the Chicago South Slavic socialist movement. However, when the newspaper converted 

from bi-weekly publication to weekly publication in 1913, Serbian interest flagged and the 

paper experienced serious financial difficulty. By 1914, Narodni Glas united with the 

Croatian and Chicago-based socialist paper Radni&a Straza [Worker Guard], using the 

Croatian newspaper's name. This newly reformed paper used both Serbo-Croatian 

alphabets of Latin and Cyrillic, with six pages devoted to Latin and two to Cyrillic. The 

Cyrillic portion of the paper was printed as a separate section, and no columns used a 

mixture of the two alphabets, unlike Balkanski Svijet. While the paper proclaimed South 

Slavic unity under a socialist baimer, the segregation of the two alphabets seemed to 

acknowledge some measure of separation between Serb and Croat.^ 

From 1914 on, the newspaper had two editors, a Serbian and a Croatian. Shortly 

after the two papers' combination, the first Serbian editor, Bogdan R. Savic, strongly 

denounced all non-socialist pro-Yugoslav sentiment. His statements set the tone for the 

paper's editorial stance on Yugoslavism. Savic claimed most followers of Yugoslavism 

were "characterless cattle" whose leaders were out for their own bourgeois self interest. 

These leaders, the paper claimed, were also "patriotic do nothings and parasites." 

Radnî ca Straza opposed the pro-Yugoslav meeting of March 1915 that Palandech help 

organize. Again, the editors criticized the conference's leadership as "bourgeois," claiming 

^°Radnî  Straza 24 September 1913; 10 June 1914 (CFLPS). 
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the leaders had no real interest in the Yugoslav cause and cared little if their followers 

understood their movement. Savic and his editorial staff also fully supported the JSZ's 

aflBIiation with the Socialist Party of America (SPA) and wanted the JSZ to follow the 

SPA's policies, including opposition to World War One. The paper argued that the war 

was barbarous and that those who supported the war were "enemies of civilization." In 

this manner, these Serb socialists used the same language against their non-socialist 

countrymen and women that Anglo Americans used against Serbs in general. The specter 

of civilized or non-civilized clearly haunted even public debates between Serbian political 

factions.^' 

While publications like Radnidui Straza supported its version of Yugoslavia 

through words, other serials did so through pictorial representations. Indeed, BalkansJa 

Svijet had one such image, but in the early 1920s the Serbian calendars Sloboda and 

Srbobran had more elaborate symbols praising the young Yugoslav state. Both calendars' 

covers focused on the new state's freedom as a central theme. Sloboda portrayed a man 

with a large iron ball chained to his ankle crawling his way toward the rising sun. In front 

of the sun, stood a woman with a torch in her lefr hand and an olive branch in the right. 

Serbian womanhood, as the vessels of Serbian culture, would blaze the way to freedom 

and independence in a glorious future. The Srbobran cover depicted women from each of 

the three major Yugoslav groups—Serb, Croat, and Slovene—in traditional costumes. 

^^Radni3ca Straw 24 March, 1 September, and 3 November 1915(CFLPS); and 
Stipanovich, "Tn Unity is Strength'", 23-7. 
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Women functioned as the purveyors of culture heading the cultural commemoration of the 

Yugoslav state. These three women stood in front of a monument to the Serbian dead of 

Kosovo Polje, the battle in 1389. Running down the sides of the cover were the 

hyphenated phrases "Resurrection—Freedom" and "Fall—Slavery." Over the women's 

heads a bird of prey flew clutching the Yugoslav flag in its talons. This cover appeared on 

the calendar for much of the '20s, as the calendar's editors repeatedly supported the new 

Yugoslav state.^ 

By the late 1920s, as Yugoslavia developed, Serbs in the United States generally 

agreed that the new Yugoslav state was a success. Pro-Yugoslav Serbs, however, 

diverged in the ways in which they analyzed this success and what it meant for Serbs here 

as well as the homeland. Some highlighted the Serbs' current powerful position compared 

to their former oppressed status. For example, in 1929, the Serbian calendar, Sloboda 

[Freedom] published an article titled, "Yugoslavia in the Present." This article praised the 

Serbs as the "shelter" under which Yugoslavia existed. The Yugoslav state, the 

anonymous author asserted, had banished the "slavery and darkness" that formerly reigned 

in the Balkans. With freedom now the rule there, the article implied, Yugoslavs—with 

Serbs in the forefront—could develop a truly civilized and democratic state. While the 

Sloboda article focused on Yugoslavia, other authors, such as Bozidar Puric, focused on 

Serbs and Yugoslavs in the United States. Puric, in his book Nasi isljenici [Our 

^Srpski Narodni Kalendar, Sloboda (1922); and Amerikanski Srbobran Kalendar (1925). 
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Immigrants], listed a Serbian hall of fame of doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, dentists, 

business owners, and professors. As a result of these Serbian achievers, Serbs and 

Yugoslavs shed their immigrant and oppressed status. Puric pointed to "fascist" 

organizations like the Ku Klw(»Klan that targeted "Negroes, Catholics, and Jews" as 

evidence of Serbs shedding this oppression. They were clearly not part of any oppressed 

and disadvantaged group if the KKK did not target them, despite their immigrant origins. 

In the Srbobran calendar for 1931, an English-language article followed Puric's approach 

claiming "As a racial group, the Serbian people in the United States were assuming their 

rightful position among the leaders in creative thought and progress." Just as these "racial 

characteristics" made Yugoslavia civilized, the article posited, these same attributes also 

helped the United States become "foremost among the civilized nations of the world. 

While this notion of Serbs and Yugoslavs' positive racial evolution began in the 

late 1920s and early 1930s, it continued into the late 1930s. The fifth anniversary 

celebration of the Yugoslav radio hour in Chicago over WGES radio in 1938, for 

example, trumpeted the success of the Yugoslav state. This celebration also displayed 

Serb, Croat, and Slovene unity through performances by Yugoslav choirs, musical groups, 

and dance troops. Supporting such public commemorations were pro-Yugoslav articles 

that repeatedly proclaimed positive Yugoslav characteristics. An article in the 1939 edition 

of the Srbobran calendar by Violet Milovic, a Chicago area Serb, exemplified this genre of 

^Srpski Narodni Kalendar, Sloboda (1929), 34; Bozidar Puric, NaSi isljenici 
(Beograd: S.B. Cvijanovic, 1929), 6; znd Amerikanski Srbobran Kalendar {\93\\ 32. 
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pro-Yugoslav writing. Milovic wrote that the Serbs finally left behind their "'hunky' days" 

to become "full-fledged human beings" just as they left "Asiatic [Ottoman Turkish] 

oppression" in the Balkans. Serbs, although "a small racial group in the Middle West," 

Milovic concluded, contributed greatly to the academic and athletic life of the United 

States. Also writing in 1939, John Palandech focused on Serbs' and Yugoslavs' benefits to 

the homeland rather than to the United States. By this time Yugoslavia had been a state 

for nearly twenty years, and Palandech saw these as two fiuitful decades. The Serbs and 

other Yugoslavs had learned to work together in a "government for their cause and 

welfare." 

With Anglo-Americans' tentative and lurching acceptance of Serbs as civilized in 

the 1920s and 1930s, publicity about and newspaper coverage of Serbs in the Calumet 

area became less negative. Even as early as 1923 the Daily Calumet encouraged local 

business leaders to extend a welcome to Serbian conventioneers who chose South 

Chicago as the location for that year's national Srbobran conference. The editorialist even 

attempted welcoming them in Serbo-Croatian with "Dobro Dosli [sic] Delegati!" 

[Welcome Delegates!] The celebration of Serbian Orthodox Christmas and New Year by 

the Julian calendar appeared as an acceptable mode of Serbian commemoration. While 

Souvenir Program: Fifth Anniversary Celebration of the First Yugoslav Radio Hour 
(1938); Victor R. Greene, A Passion for Polka: Old Time Ethnic Music in America 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 12; Souvenir Program of the 
Palandech's Newspapers and Yugoslav-American Radio (Chicago; Croatian National 
Hall, 1939), 17 in Palandech Papers, Immigration History Research Center, and 
Amerikanski Srbobran KaleruJar (1939), 104-6. 
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Serbs and Slavs of the Bush reportedly appeared as "wild men" and "savages" in their 

1907 holiday celebrations, by the early 1930s Serbian celebrations were merely a curiosity 

to be discussed casually in the Daily Calumet. In 1930, the paper commented that the 

Serbs opened the New Year, although on a different day according to the Julian calendar, 

"with the Christian idea of the brotherhood of man." The following Christmas this local 

publication again only commented that the Orthodox Christmas came and went with the 

Serbs celebrating it at St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox church. Serbs and other 

Calumet area Slavs also became accepted into general public celebrations, such as the 

South Chicago Centennial Week of June 1936. All Nations Day included representatives 

of all Slavic groups in the area with most of the festivities taking place at Bessemer Park. 

This public space bearing the name of the inventor and his great steel furnace allowed for 

participation by these Slavic working-class immigrants who had been labeled "slackers" 

and undesirables only fifteen years earlier." 

By the late 1920s and early 1930s many of the children of the first-generation 

Serbian immigrants were in high school at Bowen High in South Chicago. In this 

educational setting as in the larger society, Serbs began to shed their hunky status. In the 

Bowen yearbooks for the 1930s, Serb students, both boys and girls, were generally 

portrayed in the same manner as all other students. Next to their senior pictures the 

^^Daily Calumet 30 June 1923; 13 January 1930; 6 January 1931 and "Program for South 
Chicago Centennial Week" (1936) South Shore Community Collection, Special 
Collections, Harold Washington Library Center, Chicago. 
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students' activities appeared. Serb students participated with all other students in 

organizations such as the Civic, Fine Arts, Honor, Oral Expression, Glee, Letter, Forum, 

Travel, and College Algebra Clubs. The Civic Club had a special mission to promote 

positive citizenship and the general improvement of Bowen. While citizenship ten to 

fifteen years earlier was a tumultuous issue for their parents, these young Serb students 

actively participated in this club seemingly without problems. Yet, other Bowen groups, 

such as the Drama Club, sponsored activities that relied heavily on immigrant and Slavic 

stereotypes. In 1928, this club put on the play Caesar Crosses the Delaware written by a 

Bowen student. The main character, Caesar McDufi^, was "a famous general from the 

Balkan Free States." Other characters listed were a "Russian songbird," an "Italian 

spaghetti hound," and "IvanoS^ a disguised Socialist." This comedy portrayed these 

characters as bumbling fools. Serbian children at Bowen did not experience the same kind 

of animosity that their fathers did at South Works during World War One and the early 

1920s. But Anglo-American children and teachers only ambivalently accepted them.^ 

This ambivalence also existed among Anglo-American steel employees by the late-

1930s. In the Wisconsin Steel publication, Wisconsin Steel Sparks^ Serbs appeared 

positively. Gossip columns recounted Serb employees' golfing and fishing adventures, 

vacations to the homeland, and hobbies. For example, Bude Drakulic, an ofiBcial in the 

Safety and Labor Department and a Licani residing in Irondale, returned to Yugoslavia in 

^Bowenite (1928), 59-60; (1930), 22; (1931), 34; (1932), 24 and 117; (1935), 36. 
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1938 for a music festival and visited his "Fatherland" after a thirty-five year absence. 

Through photographs and their captions, Wisconsin Steel Sparks also consistently 

portrayed Serbian workers with their families as proud homeowners who were clearly 

successful by American standards. While a previously discussed marriage between a Slavic 

man from South Chicago and an Anglo-American woman from South Shore raised ire in 

1922, a marriage between a Serbian man who worked at Wisconsin and an Anglo-

American woman merely made the gossip column in a 1939 edition of Wisconsin Steel 

Sparks}  ̂

In the U. S. Steel publication. Steel Columns that circulated to Gary, South, and 

Joliet Works, positive yet ambivalent attitudes toward Serbs and other Slavs also 

appeared. Steel Columns published a set of six cartoons titled "Mill Fables" in November 

1936 that hinted at the racial attitudes in these three mills. The first cartoon portrayed in 

caricature a Russian mill worker carrying his lunch. The cartoon Russian carried two 

gigantic bundles, one in each hand, both representing his lunch. This Slavic immigrant 

worker was a slow hulk of a man who cared about little else besides food. The next 

cartoon frame had an African-American mill worker named Louie, attempting to roll a 

steel wheel through the mill, but his clown-sized shoes got in the way. In this 

representation, the African Americans emerged as the ignorant newcomers to the mill. The 

sixth and final panel was a drawing of a man in a derby hat wearing a coat and tie and 

^^Wisconsin Steel Sparks May 1938, 7; June 1938, 8-9; July 1938, 8; March 1939, 8; 
August 1939, 8. 
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sporting a long curly mustache. This cartoon bore the title "Christo our Jugolsavian [sic] 

sheik [sic]." While the Yugoslav did not seem like the overfed Russian, his pretention to a 

higher status looked comically awkward. "Jugoslavian" immigrants, including Serbs, no 

longer had the overt racial characteristics the cartoon of Louie did, but Yugoslavs' 

appearance was still something to ridicule.^ 

Steel workers were not the only ones to vacillate in their acceptance of Serbs and 

other Slavs in the Calumet area. The Calumet Pioneer Historical Society (CPHS), founded 

in 1936, originally allowed only "descendants of the settlers of these regions who settled 

here before 1895" to become members. This provision, therefore, excluded nearly all 

southern and eastern European immigrants from membership in the Historical Society, for 

few of them came to the Calumet before 1895. This organization wanted to focus on the 

Dutch, Irish, and Scandinavian settlers of the mid-nineteenth century and the study and 

preservation of their history in the Calumet. In one public announcement for a meeting, 

the CPHS claimed "those whose ancestors have lived in the vicinity for 40 or more years 

are eligible for membership in the association . . . .Its membership is not limited in any 

other way. ..." Yet, the 40-year rule was quite limiting. A CPHS member even penned a 

song about the Calumet that boasted the Calumet "signifies the open door/To where our 

strife can be no more." By the end of the 1930s, however, the CPHS worked toward an 

open door policy by making membership open to "descendants of settlers who are 

Steel Co/i/m/ts November 1936, 63. 
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interested in the history of the Calumet Region." While descendants of southern and 

eastern Europeans did not rush to join the CPHS, its members, at least, recognized that 

Serbs and other immigrants of the Calumet were acceptable members of the Historical 

Society. While local people, such as the leaders of the CPHS and Bowen students and 

teachers, accepted that Serbs were no longer hunkies by the 1930s, Serbs also gained this 

recognition on other larger stages during this same time. ^ 

The largest and most public proclamation of South Slavic acceptance came 

relatively early in the 1930s with Chicago's Century of Progress World's Fair of 1933. For 

the five years preceding the Fair, leading members of Chicago's South Slavic community, 

headed by John R. Palandech, planned the Yugoslav Day festivities for 2 July 1933. 

Palandech, as the leader for the Fair's Yugoslav participation, strove to make the planning 

for Yugoslav Day as inclusive as possible. Benefit and fi-atemal societies fi'om the three 

main Yugoslav groups, Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, nominated delegates to serve on a 

committee that planned the festivities. The Yugoslav conmiittee operated within the larger 

Committee on Nationalities that included representatives for most European immigrant 

groups, some Middle Eastern immigrants, and Chinese and Japanese immigrants. In urging 

wide participation, Palandech claimed "the Jugoslav people. . .have always shown 

themselves loyal and patriotic citizens and have stood for everything that is of civic pride 

^"Constitution and By-Laws of the Calumet Pioneers' Historical Society (24 November 
1936); "Constitution" (n.d.); Otto Mulder "Calumet Pioneers" (n.d.) Calumet Pioneer 
Historical Society Collection, Special Collections, Harold Washington Library Center, 
Chicago; Calumet Index 10 November 1938. 
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and benefit to Chicago... ."^ 

Yugoslav Day started at the Indian statues in Grant Park in downtown Chicago at 

12:30 p.m. The well-known Croatian sculptor Ivan Mestrovic created these statues and 

this day was also their re-dedication. Illinois Attorney General Otto Kemer, Sr., himself a 

second-generation Czech, delivered the day's opening speech. After Kemer's speech, a 

large procession paraded fi-om the Mestrovic statues down to Soldier Field for the rest of 

the ceremony. A Yugoslav American Legion post consisting of World War One veterans 

who were South Slavic headed the parade, carrying Yugoslav, Serbian, Croatian, 

Slovenian, and American flags. Following the veterans were sokol youth organizations and 

South Slavic choral, dance, fi^temal, education, music, and civic organizations fi'om all 

three main Yugoslav groups. The major local Serbian communities in Gary, southeast 

Chicago, and Wicker Park and Serbian communities fi-om other parts of the country, such \ 

as Pittsburgh, all sent contingents to participate.^' 

After the procession assembled at the stadium, a brief soccer match between local 

Yugoslav and Polish squads took place. Following this game, local Serbian and American 

politicians spoke. After the speeches, the sokols conducted a gymnastics exhibition 

Daily Calumet 24 June 1933; John R. Palandech to Jugoslav Section, 4 June 1928; 13 
June 1928, "List of Appointees of Foreign Races," (3 April 1928); "Committee on 
Nationalities, Resolution," (15 May 1929) Century of Progress Papers, Special 
Collections, University of Illinois at Chicago. 

^'"Yugoslav Day, Press Release" (30 June 1933), Century of Progress Papers; Daily 
Calumet 24 June 1933. 
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followed by Yugoslav choral, dance, and musical group performances. The day's high 

point came with the crowning of "Miss Jugoslavia," the winner of a nation-wide beauty 

contest. Supposedly one million Yugoslavs in the United States voted for their favorite 

contestants, and the winner received 75,000 votes. The victor got a trip to Yugoslavia and 

other parts of Europe. One Chicago daily newspaper proclaimed the winner, an eighteen 

year-old native Chicagoan named Radmila Govdarica, would make "Slavs Her Slaves." All 

the major local dailies carried her picture on 30 June 1933 to attest to her beauty and her 

power over Slavs. Indeed, while Yugoslav Day trumpeted the virtues of South Slavic 

civilization and the South Slavs' many contributions to world and American culture, they 

could still be easily captivated by a young woman's beauty and quickly transformed into 

"Slaves." Serbs and other South Slavic groups were never far from their hunky status.^ 

The Yugoslav day finale was the singing of "My Country Tis of Thee" by a 

Yugoslav woman. Roughly 3,000 Yugoslavs took part in the ceremonies with a crowd 

estimated between 20,000 and 50,000. To get participants and spectators from southeast 

Chicago, the Yugoslav committee chartered a train from the 91st Street station to 

downtown Chicago. About 250 of the Serbian participants and spectators reassembled at 

St. Archangel Michael Serbian Orthodox Church for a banquet following the Soldier Field 

^^Chicago Daily Times 30 June 1933; Chicago Tribune 30 June 1933,* Chicago Herald 
Examiner 30 June 1933; and Chicago News 30 June 1933. 
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activities.^^ 

"We can stage," Palandech wrote in 1928 in preparation for the Fair, "a celebration 

that would be of everlasting credit to our race. ..." While local newspapers and Serbian, 

Croatian, and Slovenian colonies throughout the country proclaimed the Yugoslav Day 

celebration's virtues, the symbolism of the Yugoslav procession, organized by Palandech a 

Serb, moving from Mestrovic's Indian statues to Soldier Field is unmistakable. The Serbs 

and other Yugoslavs literally moved from the beautiful yet primitive images of the "red 

man" created by Mestrovic, a Yugoslav, to the stadium where the Yugoslavs displayed 

their highly developed culture. In the IPL citizenship pamphlet Lessons of Citizenship by 

Charles P. Schwartz that we have already discussed, Schwartz used similar imagery citing 

the uncivilized nature of the "Redmen, called Indians." He claimed they "did not build 

cities or houses or streets" and therefore were not civilized. In marching away from the 

Indian statues, Serbs symbolically left behind their uncivilized, hunky nature for a civilized, 

democratic, and accepted culture represented by Yugoslavism. At times, Anglo-America 

still showed a profound ambivalence toward the Serbs, such as the "Turning the Bush 

White" article of early 1936. But celebrations like Yugoslav Day signalled the start of a 

moderate and noticeable change in the Serbs' racial status." 

Yugoslav, Press Release," (30 June 1933), Century of Progress Papers; and Daily 
Calumet 24 June, 30 June, 5 July 1933. 

"John R. Palandech to Jugoslav Section, 10 August 1928 Century of Progress Papers. 
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Out of the crisis of race and citizenship in the Calumet area created by World War 

One and the steel strike of 1919, Anglo Americans struggled to reach out to hunky groups 

like the Serbs. As a result of the major migration of African Americans from the South to 

northern cities during and after World War One, the African American population had 

grown dramatically. Much of Chicago's northern and western European generations 

viewed their presence as a threat. One need look no further than the bloody race riots of 

the summer of 1919 that hit many Chicago neighborhoods between the Calumet district 

and downtown Chicago for evidence of the strong racial tensions extant in Chicago. 

Therefore, the Serbs and other southern and eastern European groups appeared as a 

countervailing racial force to these newly arrived African-Americans. This slow turn 

toward the Serbs did not take place in any organized manner. Indeed, the Serbs and other 

Slavs still often appeared in popular culture, such as novels and newspapers, as 

threatening, uneducated, undemocratic, and un-Christian into the 1920s and 1930s. No 

Anglo Americans uncritically accepted the Serbs. But by the mid-1920s Anglo-Americans 

at least looked to the Serbs as a possible white group. 

Simultaneously, Serbs stridently offered Yugoslavia and Yugoslavism as concrete 

proof that they belonged in the white American republic. No longer did tribal divisions 

separate Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. They united around one democratic South Slavic 

state. Certainly, the Serbs ascribing to the most important facet of Western civilization, 

democracy, would overcome any doubts Anglo America had about them. Furthermore, 

advocates of srpstvo had already long made the case for the acceptance of Serbs into 
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white America. According to these srpstvo proponents, Serbs and their cultxire—Avith or 

without Yugoslavism—belonged solidly in the American white republic. Centuries of 

Serbian Christianity, literature, theater, music, independence, education, athletic prowess 

displayed by the Serbian societies in Wicker Park, Gary, and the Calumet area undergirded 

the claims pro-Yugoslavs made during World War One and the 1920s and 1930s. 

Despite long-standing academic arguments and popular belief about the primordial 

nature of race and ethnicity, it is clear that no such static notions have ever existed. 

Austro-Hungarian Serbs, clearly not accepted in their homelands, sought and eventually 

gained acceptance in the United States. This was done through the constant forming and 

reforming of Serbian culture and history to the point that they fit Anglo-American norms. 

Although whiteness studies must zealously steer clear of creating a hierarchy of America's 

racially oppressed, understanding whiteness as a constructed category is essential for race 

relations in this post-Civil Rights era. Some whites, while never truly "black," have not 

always been white in the American context. Language, religion, and culture have all been 

key components of whiteness. But ultimately who is accepted into the white American 

republic depends heavily on time, place, and the political and social needs of the already 

accepted white group. 
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